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SUMMARY OF THE THESIS: 
The Stochastic Elementary Formula Method and Approximate Travelling 
Waves for Semi-Linear Reaction Diffusion Equations 
by Huaizhong Zhao 
In this thesis we consider approximate travelling wave solutions for stochastic and 
generalised KPP equations and systems by using the stochastic elementary formula 
method of Elworthy and 'Ruman. We begin with the semi-classical analysis for gen- 
cralised KPP equations. With a so-called "late caustic" assumption we prove that 
the global wave front is given by the Hamilton Jacobi function. NVe prove a Huygens 
principle on complete Riemannian manifolds without cut locus, with some bounds on 
their volume elements, in particular Cartan-Hadamard manifolds. Based on the semi- 
classical analysis we then consider the propagation of approximate travelling waves 
for stochastic generalised KPP equations. Three regimes of perturbation are consid- 
ered: weak, mild, and strong. We show that weak perturbations have little effect 
on the wave like solutions of the unperturbed equations while strong perturbations 
essentially destroy the wave and force the solutions to decay rapidly. In the more dif- 
ficult mild case we show the existence of a 'wave front', in front of which the solution 
is close to zero (of order exp(-cjp-') as p-0 for cl random) and behind which it 
has at least order exp(-C21L_') for some random C2 depending on the increment of 
the noise. For an alternative stochastic equation we classify the effect of the noise 
by the Lyapunov exponent of a corresponding stochastic ODE. Finally we study the 
asymptotic behaviour of reaction-diffusion systems with a small parameter by using 
the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac formula and Freidlin's large deviation theory. We 
obtain the travelling wave with nonlinear ergodic interactions and a special case with 
nonlinear reducible interactions. 
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Introduction 
In recent years, nonlinear reaction diffusion equations have attracted great inter- 
est from the mathematical community. Such equations arise in the mathematical 
modelling of a number of social, biological and physical phenomena occurring in such 
diverse areas as population dynamics, population genetics, epidemiology, nerve im- 
pulse studies, electrical transmission line analysis, chemical reactor theory, neutron 
transport theory and the study of gas flow in porous media (Fitzgibbon (III) and 
Walker (1977), Winfree (1980), Segal (1980), Britton (1986) and Murray (1989)). 
Wave solutions were found in many natural phenomena (Murray (1989)). Many plie- 
nomena arising in various physical or biological contexts can be modelled by travelling 
waves, for example, shock waves, nerve impulses and various oscillating chemical re- 
actions (Smoller (1983)). Classically, a travelling wave is taken to be a wave which 
travels without change of shape. A mathematical way of saying this is that if the 
solution is of the form 
u(x, t) = U(x - at) = U(z), z=x- at, (1) 
then u(x, t) is a travelling wave, and it moves at a constant speed a in the positive X- 
direction. That x-cit is a constant (ii is also a constant) means the coordinate system 
moves with speed a. The discovery, investigation and analysis of travelling waves in 
chemical reactions was first reported by Luther (1906). The classical and simplest 
case of the nonlinear reaction-diffusion equation which was studied by Fisher (1937) 
and Kolmogoroff, Petrovsky and Piscounoff (1937) is 
1971 =1a, 
u + cu(i - U). at 2 aX2 
It is called the Fisher equation or KPP equation now. The books written by Fife 
(1979), Britton (1986) and Murray (1989) gave a full discussion of this equation. 
The basic method is that we seek a solution of the form (1), then from 
(1) and 
(2) we get a second order ordinary differential equation with a parameter a. If a 
is not smaller than a* = V-2-c-, a nonnegative solution of the second order ordinary 
differential equation exists which satisfies 
U(+OO) = 0, U(-O0) = 1. 
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So if the speed of the propagation a is not smaller than the critical speed a* = V2-c, 
the travelling wave solution exists. Generally speaking, the speed of the propagation 
of the wavefront solution depends on the explicit behaviour of the initial condition 
u(O, x) as IxI --* +oo (McKean (1975), Larson (1978), Monoranjan and Mitchell (1983), 
Mollison (1977) and Murray (1989), Zhao and Elworthy (1992)). On the other hand, 
if u(O, x) has compact support, that is the kind of initial condition used by Kolmogoroff 
et al (1937), Kolmogoroff et al (1937) showed the ultimate wave does not depend on 
the detailed form of u(O, x), the solution u(t, x) evolves to a travelling wave front with 
specd vr2-c. 
The analytical method has been developed by Fife (1979), Smoller (1983), Murray 
(1989), Berestycki & Nirenberg (1992), Eckmann & Wayne (1994) etc. 
When reaction-diffusion equations become complicated, for example, the diffusion 
terms depend on spatial variables or the nonlinear terms are very complicated, or 
several equations are coupled together, the method mentioned above will be difficult to 
use. Stochastic approaches have been used by Freidlin (1979,1983,1985,1991,1992), 
Gartner (1982), McKean (1975), Zhao and Elworthy (1992), Champneys, Harris, 
Toland, Warren & Williams (1993). Reidlin (1985) introduced a small parameter ft 
to consider the function u( 
t)x). For large t, the function is close to U(x - 
at 
A2A2A2 
For small /-t, U( 
x- at ) is close to 1 as x< at, and is close to 0 as x> at. Rom (2), 
/L2 
u" will satisfy 
Out, IL 
2 j92U/i 1 
-+- cul, (1 - U"). 
(4) 
-2 aX2 /'L2 
This equation can be treated by large deviation theory. Reidlin then considered the 
generalised KPP equation (Fisher equation) 
, gull 11 
2r 
(9 ij au" 1 a (x) -ä- xj 
+ j12 f 
(X' U")' 
2 j, j=, Oxl 
ul, (0, x) =g (x) - 
Suppose the initial function g(x) is nonnegative and its support Go 74 RI satisfies 
[(Go)) = [Go] (where [Go] denotes the closure of the set Go, and (GO) the interior), 
f (xi u/1) = c(x, ul)ul' satisfies c(x, u) :! ý c(x, 0) ='E(x) :! -ý a, c(x, u) >0 for 0 <- u<I 
and c(x, u) <0 for u>1. Freidlin (1985) defined a function V(t, x) and obtained that 
under a certain condition (N), as p --+ 0, u" (t, x) --ý 0 for (t, x) E( (t, x) :V (t, x) < 01 
and u" (t, x) -1 for (t, x) EI (t, x) : V(t, x) > 01 by using the Feynman-Kac formula 
3 
and large deviation theory. Fýeidlin generalised the work of Kolmogoroff et al (1937) 
and Fisher (1937) in three ways: (a). the Laplace operator becomes a very general 
elliptic, spatially dependent, second order partial differential operator, (b). f (x, u) 
can be dependent on x and can be a very general nonlinear function satisfying the 
condition we mentioned above, (c). the wave speed was obtained in the general case. 
However Reidlin's waves are only approximate. 
The method of semi-classical quantum mechanics of Elworthy and Truman resulted 
in the discovery of a new "Brownian -Riemannian" bridge process on manifolds, and 
an elegant new version of the Feynman-Kac formula in curved spaces geared to sim- 
plifying small-time and small-h asymptotics (see Elworthy & Truman (1981,1982)). 
They have also given rise to new results in quantum statistical mechanics e. g. a new 
proof of the result that the quantum mechanical partition function in curved space 
ZQ (h) --+ Zc, the corresponding classical partition function, as It --ý 0 (see Elworthy, 
Ndumu &Ruman (1986)). A generalization of this " Browni an- Riemannian" bridge 
process has been obtained in Watling (1988,1992). Applications to Schr6dinger opý- 
erators of this bridge process were given in Watling (1988,1992), Elworthy, 11-uman 
& Watling (1985). Quite recently stochastic Hamilton Jacobi theory has been es- 
tablished in Truman & Zhao (1994). Certain stochastic partial differential equations 
have been solved explicitly and the fundamental solution and small time asymptotics 
have been obtained by using the stochastic Hamilton Jacobi theory. 
We started to study the propagation of the travelling wave for generalised KPP 
equations by semi-classical analysis and Feyriman-Kac formula, together with some 
ideas from Freidlin's pioneering work in this area, in Zhao and Elworthy (1992). In 
11 I as i that paper, the travelling wave generated byuo(x) = To(x) expf-T1 So(x) w stid- T, 
ied before the time at which certain caustic points appear. We studied not only the 
speed, but also the shape of the trough of the travelling wave by employing clas- 
sical mechanics, especially Hamilton-Jacobi theory. Ben Arous and Rouault (1992) 
also considered the shape of the trough of the travelling wave generated by the step 
function X,:: ý, o using boundary layer analysis. 
N 
In chapter 1, we first study the wave generated by uO Tj, o(x) exp{- T'T Sj'O (X) 
j=1 
and various limiting cases. Here to cope with the superposition of a finite number 
of extended sources, we use N diffcrent Markov processes and construct N different 
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classical mechanical paths. With a so called "late caustic" assumption we remove tile 
"no caustic" condition of the earlier paper. We obtain the propagation of the global 
wave front and shape of the trough. We give our theorems under very weak conditions 
by introducing classical flow tubes, using the Maruyama-Girsanov-Cameron-Martin 
formula inside the tubes and appealing to Varadhan's theorem outside the tubes. We 
consider a generalised KPP equation with a deep well potential in which caustics do 
appear. 
In chapter II, first we study the wave generated by 6 -functions distributed at dif- 
ferent points. Our theory shows clearly how the initial distributions contribute to 
the propagation of the travelling wave. The study of this problem is helpful in inves- 
tigating the travelling wave on a Riemannian manifold generated by the step initial 
distribution which is approximated by the integral (infinite sum) of 6-functions. We 
prove a Huygens principle on complete Riemannian manifolds without cut locus, with 
some bounds on their volume elements, in particular Cartan-Hadamard manifolds. 
The study of the evolution of physical and biological systems in random environ- 
ment has been treated in many works (Anderson (1958), Ishimaru (1978), Jeffrey and 
Kawahara (1982), Papanicolaou (1988), Gartner and Molchanov (1990) for example). 
More recently there has been work by nibe (1993) and also by Mueller & Sowers 
(1993) on certain nonlinear reaction diffusion equations with space time white noise 
perturbations. In chapters III, we study the propagation of the travelling waves for 
certain stochastic generalised KPP equations. 
In chapter III we consider a stochastic generalised KPP equation with a multiplica- 
tive white noise of It6's type 
du, 1 1.1'AU"(X) + c(x, u 11 (x»u I(x) dt+a(ii)k-(t, x)uP(t)dwt, t (x) 2tttt (6) 
up (x) = To(x)e--iýl»so(X). 0 
We mainly concentrate on the study of the existence and propagation of approxi- 
mate travelling waves of generalised KPP equations with seasonal multiplicative white 
noise perturbations of lt6 type. Three regimes of perturbation are considered: weak, 
mild, and strong corresponding to a(p) = 1, and 
1 respectively. We, show that weak T7 
perturbations have little effect on the wave like solutions of the unperturbed equa- 
tions while strong perturbations essentially destroy the wave and force the solutions 
to die down. In the more difficult mild ease we show the existence of a 'wave front', 
5 
in front of which the solution is close to zero (of order eXp(-CItj-2) for c, random) 
and behind which it has at least order eXp(-C21-1-1) for some random C2 depending on 
the increment of the noise. We can also give random upper bounds behind the front. 
However this is far from a complete picture. 
Alternately in §9, we consider the following stochastic generalised KPP equation: 
du4(x) = [IL'Au"(x) +1 c(x, u4(x»uý'(x)]dt + k( t )iL"(x)dw, t2t T7 tt 77 t 17 
uö (x) = To (x) e 
We classify the multiplicative white noise perturbations of generalised KPP equa- 
tions and their effects on deterministic approximate travelling wave solutions by the 
t2t behaviour of fo' k (s)ds. If fo' V(s)ds < +oo, the solutions of the stochastic gener- 
alised KPP equations converge to deterministic approximate travelling waves and if 
2t1 lim k (s)ds > sup it fo (x)))ds, where P is an associated classi- -a 
fo, 
t 
a +00 (t, X) ED 
cal mechanical flow, then the white noise perturbations kill the wave. For the case 
2t1 
a1 lim k (s)ds < sup it fo (x))) ds (supposing the existence of 2 a, +00 a 
fO 
(t, x)ED 
t 
the limit) we show that there is a residual wave form but propagating at a different 
speed to that of the unperturbed equations. Note that -a is the Lyapunov exponent 
of the stochastic ordinary differential equation <t = k(t)&dwt. 
In chapter IV, we study the asymptotic behaviour of reac tion- diffusion systems with 
a small parameter by using the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac Formula (Stroock (1970), 
Babbit (1970)), and Freidlin's large deviation theory. The gencralised solutions are 
introduced in §1. We obtain the travelling wave joining an unstable steady state 
and an asymptotically stable steady state of the diffusionless dynamical system in a 
reaction- diffusion system with nonlinear ergodic interactions and a special case with 
nonlinear reducible interactions. For this we use the well-known Frobenius theorem 
and appeal to a comparison theorem for ordinary differential systems (Lakshmikan- 
tham & Leela (1969)). We find that a comparison of DE, (ODE,, PDE, SDE, ') is 
always a useful technique to treat the very complicated equations herein. 
Generally speaking, the travelling waves for the generalised KPP equations, espe- 
cially stochastic generalised KPP equations, do not fit the definition given by (1). In 
fact the definition of the classical travelling wave is very narrow. The wave can travel 
along a straight line or a curve and the wave speed can be infinity. The crest of the 
travelling wave, especially for the stochastic KPP equation, can be a random process 
6 
rather than constant 1. However, the behaviour of the solution in front of the wave 
front is quite different from that of the solution behind the wave front. Nevertheless if 
we consider the classical KPP equation, our travelling wave agrees with the classical 
one perfectly. 
7 
Chapter 1. Semi-classical Analysis of Deterministic 
Generalised KPP Equations 
In this chapter we consider reaction diffusion equations of the form 
Du;, 1 t (x) = 'Lu"(x) + -c(x, u"(x»u"(x). at mt iL 2tt 
We will take L to be a general second order elliptic operator with Ll =0 and smooth 
coefficients. The natural state space is a manifold M, e. g., M= R', and some of 
the phenomena, and conditions, are most easily described in geometrical terms. The 
operator L may be represented locally in a coordinate chart x= (xi, x2... x') by 
Ir 02 r (9 
xj 
+E bi (x) 5ýT, where aij, I<i, j :! ý r, bi, 1<i<r ar smooth L aij (x) 5ýý q9xj i, j=l i=1 
scalar-valued functions on the domain of the chart and the rxr matrices (aij(x)) are 
symmetric and positive definite. As is well-known for a suitable choice of Riemannian 
metric on M, L takes the form 
1 A+< bjV 
2 
for A the Laplace-Beltrami operator and ba smooth vector field. So we will take 
L-I A+ < b(x), V> as the differential operator in this chapter. 2 
§1. Travelling Waves from a Finite Number of Extended Sources 
Under a Late Caustic Conditions 
A. In this section we study the solution ut(x) of the following Cauchy problem 
with a small parameter p 
Du 14 11 t (x) < b(x), Vu"(x) > +-c(x, u't(x»u"(x), at 2t2tt 
N 
Uo(x) =L li, o (x) c j=I 
8 
Here tE [0, oo), xEM, an r-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold with A its 
Laplace-Beltrami operator, b is a smooth vector field on M and c: Mx [0, +oo) --+ R'. 
For given Tj, o, Sj, o :M -* R1, let 72 :M -- R' denote the solution of the Cauchy t 
problem. 
We suppose that Tj, o and Sj, O are continuous and that Tj, O is nonnegative. We 
always suppose that CE C3,3(M x [0, +oo), R). First we consider the condition : 
(I). For xEM and u, > 0, c(x, u) :5 E(x) :! ý 6, where Z3 is continuous, c is a 
constant. 
By a semigroup argument as in Da Prato & Zabczyk (1988) and parabolic regularity 
we can prove the global existence and uniqueness of CI, I solutions for (1.1) under 
condition (1), given Lipschitz continuity of c in u, uniformly in x. See also Belopolskaya 
(1991) and Li & Zhao, (1994). 
Let II : O(M) ---ý M be the orthonormal frame bundle of M. The Levi-Civita 
connection of M determines a map 
X: O(M) x R'--+ TO(M) 
into the tangent space to O(M), which trivializes the horizontal tangent bundle of 
O(M). Suppose {At :0<t< T} is a C' time dependent vector field on M. Let 
At : O(M) -ý TO(M) be its horizontal lift: so 
TII(At(y)) = At(rI(y)), 0<t<T, y E O(M), 
where Trl: TO(M) - TM is the derivative map of 11. In particular, let 
b: O(M) 
TO(M) be the horizontal lift of b. 
For xO EM take yo e II-I(xo) and consider the Stratonovich stochastic equation 
for y: [01 ýA) xQ --+ O(M) with y(O, w) = yo, 
dy" = pX(y") - dB, + [P26(yp) + 
A, (y")]ds, (1.2) 
s8ss 
where JB, :s> 0} is a r-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability 
space (Q, P) and ýA is the explosion time of the solution: 0< ýA : ý, oo for all 
wEQ. Finally we get the Markov process XIL on M by t 
x1l 9) 
t 7--- 
ri (Yt 
9 
By the above construction we may construct N Markov processes X11 j, s 13 -- 
1) 2, N on the Riemannian manifold M by taking Aj,, (x) = VYj,., (x) for suit- 
able Yj,, :M- R1 - We let 
IBx, " :s> 0} be the solution of (1.2) with Aj,, _= 0. 
Our approach is based on the use of the Maruyama-Girsanov-Cameron-Martin 
theorem in the following form: 
Proposition 1.1. Let Z CQO, +00), M) and f: Z --* R be bounded and mea- 
surable, and let C be a compact set in [0, +oo) x M, with 77(o) be the first exit time 
of any path t --ý (t, o-(t)) from )C. Then 
EXt<tj(B. -')f (B', ") = EXt<, 7(xj,:,, )A4j, tf 
(Xý'I'), (1-3) 
where Xý" are defined from (1.2) with Aj,, = VYj,, and 3's 
. 
A4j, t = exp (Yj, o (x) - Y,,, (Xjx")) + AYj,, (Xj"') ds 
0 
2t 'S IL 20 
t ay* 1t 3is 112 <V Yj,, (Xj"'), b (Xj"' > ds in X3" -IlAj,, (Xx, i') )ds+ 
fo 
"') +S 
082 (1.4) 
Proof. From the Maruyama-Girsailov-Cameron-Martin Formula (see Elworthy 
(1982)), we have (1.3) with 
tt 
Mi't = exp < Aj,, (X, ', "), dB, >-1 Aj,, 
ý, 11) 112 ds ý_/ (X3,1 
A0 't2 
The possibility of explosion of either of the two processes is irrelevant since the coeffi- 
cients of (1.2) can be modified outside of a neighbourhood of IC (to be time dependent) 
to give non-explosion, without affecting either side of (1.3). Applying It6's Formula 
to Yj,, (Xý"') we have 3)-5 
2Ay'S(XX'jtI) < Vyj" (Xjx" dB, >+jj Yj, t(xj"t,, ) = Yj'O(X) +Az 'S 
Z ý2 
11 'S 
2 
ayi", (Xjx", ) 
+< vyj". 'W"') + IL '3"'), 
Aj,, (Xjx"') >+ ds. b (Xjx S as 
From this we get (1.4). ft 
B. Let E be C2 and Sj, o be C' and consider the classical mechanical systems 
-I)j,., :M --+ M (j E 11,2, ---, N}), 
, $j,,, (a) = -VE(4)j,, (a)), s>0, 
(ýj, o(a) = VSj, o(a), -I)j, o(a) = a. 
(1.5) 
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For aEM, set 
F, j,,, =It >0: 4Dj, t gives a diffeornorphism of a neighbourhood of a in M 
on to a neighbourhood of 4, j, t (a) and also 4)-1 (-I)j, t (a)) =f al 1, j, t 
o-j (a) = inf It >0: t0 r-j, al < 00, 
o-jT (a) =T A aj (a), for T>0, 
Aj (t, a) E (0, oo) x M, t< aj (a) 
Dj (1, -I)j, t (a)) :t< oj (a)}, 
Dj, t =fx EM: (t, x) c Djj 
N 
D =Q Dj, 
j=l 
N 
Dt =Q Dj,,. 
j=l 
Remark 1.1. It is worth noting that in 7nany cases of interest Dt =M for 
0<t<T ('no caustics), some T>0, and in this case what follows is extremely 
simple for tE (0, T]. In particular Theorem 1.1 is almost immediate given suitable 
bounds on VVj and AVj and assuming a non-explosion condition since in (1 - 12) below 
we can take 77i =- +oo and we have no need to appeal to Varadhan's theorem to control 
the second term, and so no need to assume that 6 is bounded (provided the integrals 
exist). 
Recall that a map is proper if the inverse image of each compact set is compact. 
Clearly (s, a) F--ý -I)j,, (a) is proper as a map [0, t] xM --+ M if supf ld)j,, (a)l :0<s< 
tj :! ý cetd(a, xO) +k for some kER, cet < t-' with d(-, xo) the distance from sorne 
point xO. Some of the statement of our results simplify when Dj is known to be open, 
so we first give some lemmas on the lower sernicontinuity of aj, though they are not 
explicitly needed. 
Lemma 1.1. If -cDj,. (. ) is proper on [0, Tj x M, then Ai n[O, T) xM is open in 
[0, T) xM and contains f 0} x M. In particular ujT is lower semicontinuous and 
positive. 
In fact if OJT is an open set in M with f (t, a) G (0, T] x Oj' : 4)j, t (a) E AC} compact 
for each compact IC in OJT then ujT is lower semicontinuous on OJT, 
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Proof. For T, OJT as described, suppose (t, a) E [0, T) x OJT with t< Uj (a). Suppose 
there exists jajjýýj in OJT with Jtjjjcýj such that tj --+ t, ai --+ a but ti ý: uj(ai). There 
is a neighbourhood U= (t - 6, t+ 6) X Uo of (t, a) in [0, T) X OJT which is mapped 
by (s, y) --4 (s, 4)j,, (y)) diffeomorphically onto a neighbourhood W of (t, (Ij, t (a)) in 
[0, T) x OTI, and we can modify (ti, aj) if necessary to assume that also (ti, aj) EU 
and tj V Ej, ai for each i. 
Then there exists Jbj}jctj in M with bi -7ý ai but (I)j, ti(bi) 4)j, t, (ai). By the 
process assumption we can assume there exists bEM with bi b. Then 4)j, t(a) = 
lim (Dj, t, (ai) = ýiin (bj, t, (bi) = 'Iýjlt (b) giving b=a. But then (ti, bi) (-= U for sufficiently i 00 I-CO 
large i, contradicting our hypothesis. 
Then Ajn[O, T) x OT is open in [0, T) x OT and oT is I. s. c. on OT. Strict positivity ij .7 .7 
of o-jT on OJT follows by a similar argument. tt 
For (t, x) G Dj we define Vj : Dj -R by 
v (t, x) = ý(ýDj(4)-1(x»)ds - Sj, o(-b-'(x» -11 (bj" 
(. b -1 (X» 12 ds, i 
10 
i, t i, t 2 
10 
lt 
and with convention Vj(t, x) = +oo if (t, x) ý Dj. As in Elworthy and Tyuman (1982), 
by computation we have that Vj satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
111VV 
j, t 
(X) 11 2+ E(X) _ 
ýVj, t (X) = 0, (t, x) E Dj 
2 at 
with given initial function -Sj, O. Moreover 
-Vvj, t(, Dj, t(x)). (1.8) 
For xE Dj, t, set 
zj", (x) = 
Then we have 
Lemma 1.2. 
, gzj" (x) = 17vj, t-"(zj", (x». (1.10) Os 
(i). If xE Dj, t, then zjt,, (x) C- Dj, t-, for 0<s <- t. 
(ii). If a compact set IC in Dj, t has a neighbourhood in Dj, t, there is a neighbourhood 
Ni, ýc of 
{ (s, zj, (x» :0<s<t, x Ei KI in [0, t] x A, 1 
12 
with Nj, K C Dj. 
Proof. (i). Set a= 4)j-1 (x). Then t< o-j (a) and also t-s< o-j (a) for 0<s<t. 
(ii). Let Vt be open in M with IC C Vt C Vt C Dj, t. By definition of Dj, t if Vo 
(I)-I(Vt) then 4)j,, is a diffeomorphism of VO onto an open set V, of M for 0<s<t, ilt 
with (D -I (V, ) = VO, and (s, a) --+ (s, -I)j,, (a)) maps [0, t] x Vo diffcomorphically onto a j's 
neighbourhood of f (s, zjt,, (x)) :xE )C, 0<s< tj; this can be taken to be Nj, jC shrunk 
if necessary to ensure Nj,, c C D. ft 
C. Now for (t, x) ED define V: D --+ R by 
Vt (x) = max{Vj, t (x) :1<i : fý- N 1, (1.11) 
and adopt the convention Vt(x) = +oo if (t, x) V D. 
Theorem 1.1. Assume the condition (1), that Zý and Sj, o are C' with E bounded 
above and Sj, O bounded below, and that Tj, o are bounded and measurable. Then 
11 lim ut (x) = 0, ß-0 
uniformly on compacta in the interior of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0, t> 01 - 
Proof. For compact )CO in the interior of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0}, by looking at the 
inverse image of a neighbourhood of ICO under (s, a) -, (s, 4)j,, (a)) and arguing as in 
the previous lemma we can obtain open sets JVj, r, of [0, oo) xM with ivjr,, C IntD 
and (t - s, zý (x)) c M. for 0<s<t if (t, x) E: -: ko. Let 71j (a) be the first exit time i's jXO 
of the path a from AIj, jcO. Let Xfll' for 0<s<, qj(Xf, '") be the solution of (1.2) with 
V j is C1,2 by (1.8) since Aj, s = VVj, t-, up to exit time qj(XT"). Note that on Arj,, c 
Ibj 1 and (ýj are C', 1. By the Feynman-Kac Formula, Proposition 1.1 and using (1-7) 
we have 
iv 
A Vj, t -, (Xj,, 
") ds 
ull (x) e-,, 
"l Vi" (x) tXt,, 
ý,,, (X;:,, )Tj, o (Xj"' 
)C2 
t 
j=l 
{J f, [c(Xjx,; ",. Ii' xx. /I 
j,., ))-E(Xj, "'))ds+f,, 
t<VVj. 
t-, (Xj""), b(Xj", 3) )>d e 
j=l 
By §3 of Elworthy & Trunian (1981), especially Theorem 3C and its proof (i. e. Varad- 
13 
Ilan (1967)), the last term of the above has upper bound 
N 
ýCIA Sj, o(B"")+-7 fotý(Bý',, O)ds tXt>, 
qj(B-"')Tj, O(Bt 
)e-7, "I t 
j=l 
N V. 
EX 
j=l 
for any n>0. See also §3 of Zhao & Elworthy (1992) for an explicit identification of 
Vj, t(x) with the term giving the leading behaviour in Varadhan's theorem, denoted as 
Vt(x) by Freidlin (1985). Finally we have 
N 
II (X) e-, 
"T Vj, t (X) ft AVj, t-, (Xj"")ds U kXt<, 7j(X--,, )T-O(Xý'1')e2 
j=l (1-13) 
fI(C(Xrj,, Uj, "J'))-E(Xj,.; ")]ds+ft<VVj, t-., (Xx ", ")>d e I'll 0 
(Xj + O(It') 
Then the theorem follows. 
D. In the following we study the shape of the trough of the travelling wave. 
For a compact subset iCo of D define Arj, r,, as in the proof above with 77j the first 
exit time. Let 
- XIA XX, A x3 
-'s 3 -ISA?? j 
Lemma 1.3. Assume all conditions of Theorem 1.1. Then if 0 <- Oi ! ý- 1, i=1,2, 2 
and ICO is a compact subset of f(t, x) : Vt-, (zj,,,, (x)) < 0,01 !ýs -< 
t- Oil 
_, 
(Xj, 1ý) < Il=M 1,2 SUp log U;, 
JL- 0 01535t-02 
in probability, uniformly in (t, x) E Ko. 
Proof. As p --ý 0, 
Q')' converges to zý,, (x) in probability uniformly in 0<s<t 30,3 A 
uniformly for (t, x) on compact subsets of D by the fact that P^ (t < 77j (X. ". 
as p --+ 0 (which will be true by I. s. c. of (x, ft) i7j(Xjx1") and compactness e. g. see 
Elworthy (1982), P138 and P214). Now Vt-, is continuous, so 
vt-, (Zjt,,, (X)) 
in probability. Therefore, for somc 6* > 0, for any c>0, there exists yo(e) >0 such 
that for 0< It :! ý- /to, 
-xpI P{vt-S (XýO, 
s) -6* 1 
01 `5 t- 021 >1 2 
14 
all (t, X) E Ko. Rom (1 - 13) it is easy to see that for some p, > 0, if p :! ý pl, then 
3o, s 
for all (t, x) E ]CO. That proves the lemma. 
Now consider condition 
c(x, u) --ý c(x, 0) = E(x) :! ý 6, where ý is continuous, 6 is a constant. 
Also define Q (t, x) = fj Gf1,2, ---, N} : Vj, t (x) = Vt (x)} and consider condition 
If Vt (x) <0 assume that for all jEQ (t, x) 
Vt-. (Zi, I(X» < 01 0<s<t, 
t 
where zý,, is defined by 
ft 
Theorem 1.2. Assume the conditions (F), (N*), and the conditions of Theorem 
1.1, and Tj, o is continuous. Then, for sufficiently small It 0 0, 
j(q)-1(»ef, <VVj, t-, (zj, "), b(zj"»ds +0 t(X)T j .9 PT , x) Ut (x) =Z[j, t (I)le 
V, 
jeQ(t, X) 
uniformly for (t, x) in any compact subset of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0}. Here 
,b- (s, x) =I det T,, 4) 71 (X) 1. Y? 3, s 
Proof. For ICO compact in f (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0} define 71j, Xjx"u, , 
kx" as above for 
1,2, N. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 1.3, A converges to zj,, (x) in kix, S 
probability, uniformly in sE [0, t), uniformly on ICO. From the definition of (N*) we 
know that for jEQ, Vt-, (zj,, (x)) <0 for 0<s<t. Note that Vt-, (zjl,, (x)) are 
continuous functions of s by the definitions of V, (1.6) and (1.9) for zjl,, (x). As c(x, u) 
is C', ' in (x, u), for jcQ, and (t, x) C- Ko 
ftt 
[c(, ýý` u' ý(. kfl`)Jds < constant Jul' a. s. (1.15) 
n 
3,8 3 t-S i's 3, s t- 's 
So applying Lemma 1.3 and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to (1.13), 
noting P{t < ? jj (Xj"I")} --+ I as IL --+ 0, we have for jEQ, and (t, X) E Ko .I 
t ")e5' f, AVj, t-(X, ', ")di Ext<, 7, (X, ý: tý) Tj, o (Xjt 
x", » x,. J) ] ds + -ü(xj <V Vi, t- (Xj,., "), b(Xj") >ds 
=Tj, o(zjt, t)e5' 
fotAVi, t-., (-zjt(x»ds+fo'<VVj, t-(zj,, "), b(--j, »ds + 
15 
From the definition of Oj (s, x) EINvorthy and Truman (198 1) noted that Oj (s, x) sat- 
isfies tile continuity equation, i. e. 
aoj 
div(0jVVj) = 0, C9S 
and 
In particular we have 
Avj, t 
a 
log Oj, t -< 17 log oj, t , 17 vj, t > at 
A vj, t-, (zjt" (x» =-0 log Oj, t -, 
(zjt (x», (t, x) EE D. (1.19) 
C9S 
By (1.12), (1.16) and (1.19), noting that for iýQ (t, x), 
-1 t el, 7vi, i(x)kxt (Xý", )T 
2Axs 
,, O(Xx, tl)elf, Vj, t-, (X,, f)d < 771 t 
-1 t 
<constant - e,,, Tvt(-) e-,, 
"Vt(-), 
we get the proof of the theorem. 
To obtain more detailed results we use a method of K. D. Watling. For simplicity 
we let b =- 0. For the more general situation, to obtain complete expansions see 
Watling (1992). For (t, x) E Dj define V)j : Dj --+ R by 
oj (t, x) = Tj, o (4) (x» (1.20) i, t 
Alt (X) 
- 
Then if Tj, O are positive and C' Nve have 
a 
logoj, t =IA Vj, t +<V logOj, t, vvj, t > Yt 2 
=V By (1.2 1), if we take Yj (s, x) j (t _ 8, X) + I't2 log Oj (t - S, X), 0<s<t, Proposition 
1.1, together with some computations using (1.4), (1.7) and (1.21), and the same 
argument as (1.12), implies the following proposition: 
Proposition 1.2. Assume that E and Sj, O are C-1 and Tj, O are positive and C2 
with the conditions of Thcorem, 1.1. Then for sufficiently small /t 54 0 and (t, x) in a 
compact subset ICO C D, we have 
t- 
u (x) e vj, t2 
l" fl 
j=I 
[V)j, 
t(x) , -JýXt<, lj(Xjr,: ")e (1.22) 
e-' + OW)] 
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for any n>0. Here Xý" 0<s< 77j i's I-- (Xj': ') are defined by (1-2) up to the exit time 
77j (Xj"') from A(j, r,, defined as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 with 
j= 
VV 
,, j, t_, 
+ IL2V log V)j, t_s. (1.23) 
As in Lemma 1.3, we can prove: 
Lemma 1.4. Assume condition (1) and the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2. LetKO 
be a compact subset of f (t, x) : Vt-, (zj,,, (x)) < 0,0 <s< tj and Xjxo', s 
" is defined by 
VV (1.2) with Aj,,, jO't_S + t12V log Oj,, t-,, and stopped at 77j to give fC"' as before, 
then 
F2 /1 IM-IL sup logut-s(xý, A) < 0, 
11-0 0<3<t JO'S 
in probability, unifoT-rnly on /Co. 
Theorern 1.3. Assume conditions (P) and (N*) and all the conditions of Propo- 
sition 1.2. Then for sufficiently small p 54 0, 
72- Vi u' (x)- e' ' (-) t Oj, t (xx) +l 12 V), - + 0(1, t2)], tý, (zjt (x» A, 0j, t-, (zjt (x» ds 
jeQ(t, x) 
(1.24) 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 01. 
Proof Let jE Q(t, x). As in the proof of Lemma 1.3, as p --+ 0, 
ký" defined 3's 1 
by (1.2) and (1.23), converges to Xjx'O = zj,,, (x) in probability, uniformly in 8C [0, t]. 's 
Applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem to (1.22), as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.2 but now using Lemma 1.4, noting P(t < 77, (Xjx"')) --+ I as I. L --+ 0, 
i j12 f,, tfc(Xj"' "' , (X" ))-Z(Xj' d 2 
(Xj t,;, u j" , Xt <, 7j (Xjx 
, 
: ") e 
+12 V)3-ý 0(/ At zj (X)), Aoj, t-s(z3, t-s(x))ds + _12). 
t 
20 
This, together with (1.22), implies (1.24) if we note for any k>0 and iý Q(t, x), 
0 _ý 
(Xf 1 /, 2 ft 0,. tl e l, 'V"' 
(--) txtnj 
(xj,:,, ) e2 it k 
1t x4,14 -'»-ü(Xiz"')jds 
T 
f' [c 
. e, ý 
(XI,. , t-A(xi"AI 
-, V, el"y I(X). 
17 
ff 
E. For the crest of the wave we consider the Cauchy problem (L1) with positive 
Tj, O. Consider condition (P) and 
(11). c(x, u) >0 for 0<u<1 and c(x, u) <0 for u>1, 
and 
(N**) - If Vt (x) =0 there exists jo GQ (t, x) with 
vt-, (zjt"(x» < 0,0 <s<t. 
Let Z=f (t, x) : Vt (x) = 0} - Recall our convention that Vt (x) = oo if (t, x) 0 D. 
Note that by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (1.7) if E(x) >0 then Vt(x) is strictly 
increasing in t, so for each x with ý(x) > 0, there is at most one Z (x) with (Z (x), x) (-= 
Z. 
Lemma 1.5. Assumc conditions (F), (11) , 
(N**) and that E and Sj, o are C2 with 
Sj, o* are nonnegative, and that Tj, o are positive and continuous. Then 
m' log U, (x) ý: 0, (1.25) Li im 
M-0 
uni/677nly in any compact subset Co of Z with KO C- IntD. 
Proof. Take tubes jVj, r, in [0, oo) xM as described above. Let 77j (0, ) be the first exit 
time of the path (s, o, (s)) from Arj, r,,. Let Xý" be defined by (1.2) with Aj,, = VVj, t-,, I'S 
for 0<s< 77(Xj"'). Take (t, x) (=- ACo, and let jo be as given by (N**). By (1.12) 
/I 
Ut W 
N 
-17 vi ' (x) e, tXt, 7, (Xj,; )Tj, o(Xjt 
j=l 
(Xx"l))-Z(X, ', ")Ids+f, <VVj, e-, (X, "") b(Xj', "')>ds) e I'll 
xpt ý: Ext,, 
7, (X,, ý- j,, o(Xý',, t)e 
fo"'vjo, '-"(Xj-ý,., )ds 
0 
ý'S), b(Xj'ý' )>dsl f"[r(xjx()",., U",. (Xj'ý", ))-Z(Xj')4,, )Ids+fot<VVj,,, -, 
(Xj' I 
.e 
Neglecting to write the suffix jo, so 77 = ? 7j,,, Xf, " = Xý"', etc. By Jensen's inequality, 30's 
18 
we get 
m' log u', (x) 
t12 log p^ (t ,: ý 71 (X + t, 2 log inf To (y) 
2t 
1 
Y: (S, Y)Ej\rr.. 
(1.26) 
+p inf I AV,, (y)+ < VV, (y), b(y) >1 (s, y)eAlý, 2 
+ 
where 
1 
10 [c(X, ', 9, ut, (X,, 4» - ý(X,, ß)]ds. 
Recall --+ I uniformly on KO as noted in the proof of Lemma 1.3. To 
estimate I we proceed as Zhao & Elworthy (1992): for 6>0, choose 0<0< it such 4 
that 
80a < 6. 
By condition (N**) there exists P>0 such that 
Vt-., (z, ', (x)) < -6* for 0<s 
By Lemma 1.3, u't-, (, ý, x, A) --ý 0, for 0:! ý s :ý t-0 uniformly in ko. Therefore applying 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we have as p-0 
t0 
uniformly in ICO. From 
[c(X, ', ", 
Xt<, 7(Xý, 1, ) 
10 [c(X, ', ", ut-, (X, ', "» - i5(Xý, ', 4)]ds 
1 t-0 
0 
[c(X, 1,4, ut-, (X, ', "» 
[c(X.,, 4, ut-, (X,, "» - E(X, ', 1')]ds 
t 
. ý7 £ 
and (1.26) we know there exists po(b) >0 such that if 0< IL < 1-to then 
ii' log u', (x) >-b. 
From this we get our lemma. # 
19 
Remark 1.2. The assumption that E is bounded (which is part of (11)) is not 
needed if we have Dt = M, by Remark 1.1. 
Our basic "late caustic" assumption is essentially that caustics occur only after the 
wave front has passed: this can be formalized in the cases we are interested in as: 
(DZ). (i). If (s, y) c a(IntD), there is an open neighbourhood UO of y and E>0 
with Vt(x) >0 on IntDn (s - c, sl x u,, 
and 
(ii). f 01 xMC IntD. 
Here (s, y) Cz a(IntD) if every neighbourhood of (s, y) contains a point not in D, 
and a point which is in IntD. 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose Sj, 0(y) ý: 0 for all j, and E(y) ý! 0 for all yEM, and 
assu7nption (DZ) holds. Then if (t, x) VD or (t, x) ED with Vt (x) > 0, there exists 
sE [0, t] with Vt-, (Y,, x, ll) = 0. Here Y is any continuous process frorn x. 
Proof. Note V(O, Yt"') inin Sj, o(Yt"") :50 and s- Vt-, (Y,,, ) is continuous 1<j<N 
on (t - r, t] where 
') ý 1-ntD}. r= inf fa: (a, Yt"a 
Since (r, Yt', ") E OD and (r - c, Yt"" )E IntD for 0<E<r we can use assumption r -r+ 
DZ(i) to conclude Vr-, (Yt',, " j>0 for some r: > 0. The result follows by continuity. r+ 
ft 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that the process B1,11 is non-explosive. Assume conditions S 
(F), (11), (N**), (DZ), and that E and Sj, o are C' with Sj, O nonnegative, and that the 
Tj, o are positive and bounded continuous. Then 
lim ult, (X) (1.27) 
/£-0 
uniformly on any compacta in f (t, x) : Vt W> 01 =I (t, x) :t> Z(x)} - 
Remark 1.3. The non-explosion assumption can be replaced by the assumption 
that for any t>0 as x --ý oo in M li sup V, (x) < 0. 11M O<s<t 
Proof. Let IC be a compact subset of f(t, x) : Vt(x) > 0} and let A be a small 
positive number. Define 7-1 as: 
7-1 = rl"' 
A= 
inf Is : u(t - s, Bf, ") >I- AI S 
20 
with convention that -ri = co if the set is empty. Define 
7-2 = -F2 "") = 01, 'Ilf (S : V(t - 5, Bs 
with convention that V(r, y) = oo if (r, y) ý D. Note that 7-2 is defined and in [0, t] if 
t> Z(x) by Lemma 1.6. Set 7- = -ri A 7-2. So we have 
(t, x) =Eu" (t - -r, B, ', ") e-, 77 3 
--T f 71 ku" (t 
- 7-1, BT'ý, 
") e it' 0 
c(B, -Jl, u"(t-s, Br, "))ds X 7'1 -: 
ý 72 
7f, '2c(Br ut'(t-s, B, + tul'(t - -r2, B, 2,4)e "3 
X71 >72 
From the definition of -rl and condition (11) we know 
I 
f"I c(B', " ul'(t-s, Bx, "))ds 
Eul'(t - 71, B,,, I')c IL2 
)3, 
XTI: ý72 A)Pf7'1 :! ý T2}- 
(1.29) 
Write Vo = V(t, x) > 0. Take h(, AC) >0 by assumption (DZ) such that 
f(s, y) : t-li <s<t and y E2Ü, (x)} nZ=0, (t, x) EE K. 
Here Ul, (x) is a neighbourhood of x with radius It. Let 
inf It - C(Y, U). ly-xl <h, O<u<l -A, (t, x) EK 
It is evident that a>0. Let us select 6E (0, ! a). From the definition of -r2, we have 2 
-r2, B"I) EZa. s. 72 
Therefore for any 6E (0,1), there is a compact subset ko in Z with P(ý2o) >1- 
10 
2 
for 
jcý C= fý : (t - r2, B, ',, I') G Ko I. 
Rom Lemma 1.5 there exists p, (IC, A,, 3) >0 such that for 0< tL < pl, 
X, /l 72 B,, )>e on Qo. 
Let 
-r3 = -r3l' = inf Is : IB', I' - xl = hl. 8 
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It is clear that Pfr3 < bj --40 as IL 10 for any b>0. So there eX'StS P2(1C) >0 SUCII 
that for 0< [I < /-121 
PfT3 
:! ý 721 :ý 
P[7'3 
:! ý tj < 1,6. Take 1-to : -- Al 1ý A2- 2 Then from 
the positivity of c(x, u) for 0<u<1, for 0< /t < po, 
I Bý ))ds EX, ý>72 
U" (t - T2, B'11' )e Tl t-T2 
e ". 7 
(a 
- 6) kXf2oX7-=r2<7-. 
3 
>e'2i, EXn,, X7- = T2 <, r3 (1.30) 
ý: (1 - Ä)PI7» = 721 - -0 - P{7»3 < 7»2} 2 
72ý - 0- 
By (1.28), (1.29), (1-30), ul'(t, x) ý! 1-A-0. Thus lim u(x) ý! I uniformly on r. By 
ý---O t 
the same argument as Freidlin (1985) and as Lemma 2.1 in Zhao & Elworthy (1992) 
we can prove Flm-ul, '(x) :51. For completeness we include the proof given by Zhao and 
, a- Elworthy (1992). It is easy to prove that under the condition (II), we have 
ul' (t, x) :5 maxl 1,11 u, 'l 11. 
N 
Note I julol I<E 1113 ., o I I. Now for any A>0 and It > 0, we set 
j=l 
'11 +2 >u >I+ A, yE R', ly-xl: 5 hl. a= inff-c(y, u) :I JuO 
We introduce a Markov time 
inf {s : ul' (t - s, w', ") <+ 3 
S with 
; r- = oo if ul'(t - s, w', I') > for 0 `ý s<t. Then for p small enough, we have 
f 'A' e(wl-il ull (f -s, w, ', I'))ds 
WiE 1, )e [12 ,0 ul'(t, x) =Eui'(t - iý A t 
fo, (W. ý4'l0(t-s, w'-"))ds 
=Eu"(t - ir, wx, "')eW 
3 xi:: g 
It 
1'))ds 
14 /Z2 
L C(W; 'A'U0(t-s, w, ' 
+ Euo (wx'tL)e t xf >t 
I 
<(I + A)Pf-F < tj + jju(l)'jje-ýýQtP{, F > t} 
I lu'l JPjinf Is : lw', " - xj = lil < tj 0S 
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<(I + A) [Pf; r- < tj + Pj, ý > tj] 
+ Ilu"IIPfinffs: lw', " - xj = hl < tj 0s 
N 
! ýl +A+1: IlTj, ollPfinffs : jwx, ý' - xj = hl < tj. s 
j=t 
Note that Pjinf Is : jwf, " - xj = hl < tj is small when g is small. This implies 8 
lim uOt(x) :51. Finally we have the theorem. 
/1-0 
ft 
Remark 1.4. For the simpler proof of this theorem with the no-caustic condition 
see Zhao & Elworthy (1992). 
X2 
F. For the KPP equation with initial condition uý'(x) = e--2, -, ', in Zhao & Elworthy 0 
(1992) we showed the wave front was given by x2= ct (I + 2t). A numerical simulation 
by J. Gaines is given in Figure 11. We can write down the wave front formula for the 
P X2 
KPP equation with a superposition of two Gaussian distributions uO (x) e-21, 
+ 
e 2,,: a numerical simulation is shown in Figure 12. 
Figure Il 
Figure 12 
G. Wc can generalise the results of this section. Consider the equation with time 
dependent c(t, x, u) impose a similar condition (P) on c and instead of (11) assuine: 
(II). There exist bounded and continuous functions 77t,, > Ht'ý, >0 for 0<t<T 
for some T>0 such that c(t, x, u) >0 for 0<u< Ht,, and c(t, x, u) <0 for u> 77t, x 
23 
for O<t<T, xEM. 
Note that Hamilton Jacobi theory is still true for the time dependent potential 
, 5(t, x) (TYuman and Zhao [2]). Similarly we define Vt(x) as before and the late caustic 
assumption and other conditions. It is quite obvious that Theorems 1.1-1.3 and 
Lemmas 1.5-1.6 are still true. The gencralisation of Theorem 1.4 is given as follows: 
Theorem 1.5. Consider (1.1) with time dependent c(t, x, u) and assume (F), 
(IF), (N**), (DZ) and that c is C', ' and Sj, o are C' and nonnegative and Tj, O are 
positive and bounded continuous. Suppose the process Bf, " is non-explosive. Then 5 
:5 Lim u` (x) :5 ii7-m- ut(x) :5 Ht,.  
ju-o 
JL-o 
uniformly on any compact set in f (t, x) E (0, T] xM: Vt (x) > 0} - 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.4, but we need more analysis 
to deal with Ht,, and Ht,.,. Choose the same It as in the previous proof Let k be a 
compact subset in f (t, x) E (0, Tj x M: Vt(x) > 0} and IC C (01 ýX IC2 with a compact 
Set k2 CM arid (t, x) E 1C. By the continuity and boundedness of Ht, x and the fact 
that Bf, l' -ý x for 0 !ýs :5t as p --+ 0 in P probability, for any AE (0, inf Ht,,, ) there (t'X)E'C 
exist g(l) (IC, A) > 0, V (k, A) > 0, and a subset ý21 C f2 with P(f2i) >1-A 6 sup sup H,,, 
O<t! 51 XEM 
such that for 0<y< ILO 
Ht, y -2: 
Ht,., -1A, for all (t, x) c K, ly - xl < 0, 6 
Ht-s, 
-- 
>H 
'A for all 0<s<V, (t, x) E 6' 
and 
d(Bf, ", x) <V for all xE K2) 0 -< s< 
f) c2i E ý21- 
(1) Therefore if cý G f2l and 0<p<p, ) 
1 A, for all xE k2) 0 Si t 6 
Let O(IC2) -::: = fX Al : 
d(XX2) :! ý V}. Then 
O(r2) is compact in M. Therefore 
condition (IF) implies that there exists E* >0 such that 
1 
c(t, x, u) > 6*, for 0<t<T, xE O(IC2) and 0<u< Ht, x - -A. 6 
24 
We can take smaller ILM >0 if necessary to deduce if 0< jL < /,, (') 00 
1* 19 1 inf I-It, - Al exP VE 1> Ht - -A, all (t, x) c K, (tIX)c-K- 
Define 
', 'x =: inf tsc [0, t] : u4 (t - s, B', 4) 2ý 
1 E "" - -A} t-S, BS 6 
with convention T, = oo if the set is empty, and 
7-2 = -r2" = inf fs- V(t - s, Bf, l') = 01 
with convention that V (r, y) = oo if (r, y) ý D. Note r2 :5t if Vt 
(x) > 0. 
Instead of (1.29) we have 
0 
ku" 
, 
(B', ") exp{ 
1f 
c(t - s, Bf,, ", u" (Bx, ý"))dsjX,, <,, Tj 2ss 
71 
6 
A) exp 2 Xý: 5"Xeýý 
TI 
A) exp{f*T I' Xrj! ý7-2[Xrj! ýO + Xrl>i9l A -2 36 
19 ý! (Ht'x A)kx', 5"x', 5'q + inf (Ht, x - 
A) expf }Pj? 9 Irl 721 A (t, x)EC 36 
771 :5 72 
1A 
x26 
(1.32) 
Similarly to (1.30) it is easy to see that for any 0>0 
1 72 
EX > u4 (t - -r2, Bx, 4) exp {j c(t - s, B', l', u4  
(B', 4»dsl 72 
in 
st-s (1.33) 
ýý(Et, 
x - 
A)PIT = 721 - 
ß. 
t -t, x. 
Similarly amending the last part of the proof of Therefore we have lim. ul (x) ý: Hjý 
11-0 
the Theorem 1.4 we can prove Tl: -m- u" (x) :5 77t, x. The theorem follows. ji-O t 
Remark 1.5. A special case of Theorem 1.5 is when we can choose Ht, x = I-It, x 
Ht,,, say. In this case lim u" (x) == Ht, ý for Vt (x) > 0. P-0 t 
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§2. Nonlinearity and Caustics, An Example 
For simplicity we will let the configuration manifold be R' in this section. Consider 
a A, 2 ut (x) 
- 
11 
Au-X, ti(X) + X2(1 - ut ", (X), rm at 21t 
-=II. x2 
""(x»u't 
(2.1) 
uö , (--) e 2/4 A. 
Here k>0 is a constant. By the semigroup argument we have the global existence 
of the solution. Therefore we have Feynman-Kac formula. 
We construct our classical mechanics by 
(P, \, 11 (x) = ins +x coss. (2.2) ýjIk S 
So for t< Arctg(-Apk), 
( ", U(X))-l = 
Apkx 
(2.3) (D-t 
sin t+ Apk COS 
Rom this we get for t< Arctg(-AtLk) 
Vt AIA (X) 
1+ A2t, 2k) sin 2t - 
2AtLk COS 2t 
x2 (2.4) 4(sin t+ Apk COS t)2 
with convention VtA, 4(x) = oo for t> Arctg(-Atk). It is evident as A --+ 0, 
A COS t2 Vt ' (X) -+ Vt 
(X =- --- Xt< 7r 
Sirl t 
(2.5) ý 
Sin t 
and we use convention Vt(x) = oo for t> ir. By (1.12), we got for t< Arctg( _Atk) I 
I (-I +A21t2k) , in 2t -2Aj, 
k'm. q 2t x2 (-T) e 4,2(sint+Apk' mst)ý4 t 
-V27r/, 12 (sin t+\, Lk COS t) (2.6) 
--, 
t(Xt,, \. Ii(X))2U, 
-,, 
ke 
217 
fo 
8 (X;,, A, "(x))ds. 
XI, A, I, VA 'ý' defined by (2.4). Note the Here is the solution of (1.2) with A= VVtA, " and t S8 
stochastic ordinary differential equation here is a linear one for s<t< Arctg(-, \A'). 
Therefore Mt in Proposition 1.1 is a martingale and the MGCM formula can be used. 
See Rogers and Williams (1987). 
Theorem 2.1. Let utA"' (x) be the solution of (2.1). Then for any k ý: 0, 
7r 
0, for 0<t<- 
lim lim ut"', (X) =2 (2.7) p-O A-0 for 7r <t< +C)O, 
2 
26 
uniformly in any compact subset of f(t, x) G (0,121. ) x (R - 101) 1 and f (t, x) E 
(-7r, +oo) x (R - 10})} respectively. Furthermore, 2 
fork > 0, 
lim UA", (X) == lim lim UA-, (X) (2.8) 
11-0 
t 
p-O A-0 
t 
7r 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) E (0, x (R - 10})} and I (t, x) 
(-'r, +oo) x (R - fo})} respectively, and if A>0 2 
for k=0, 
0, for 0<t<I Arctg 2A 
lim UA'A (X) =2 
-J+A2 7 
(2.9) 
P-0 t 1) for 
I Arctg 2A - 2 -1+AT 
<t< +001 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) E [0,1 Arctg 2 A, \ 1+ - -10})} and 
J(t, x) E 2 T) x 
(R 
I 
Arctg 2A --T, +oo) x (R - JOI)l respectively. Here Arctg- denotes the smallest value 2 -1+A 
of rm acrtg. bigger than 0. 
A, /J, Note. lim u, (x) can be considered as the solution with a6 function at 0 as its AýO 
initial distribution. 
Proof For A>0, D= [0, Arctg(_A/Lk)) x R. Let K be a compact set in (0, Dx 
(R -f 0}) . For sufficiently small A 
(or IL if k> 0) ýC c D. Rom (2.6) if (t, x) E K) 
lim utl, (x) A-o 
X2 
fot(Xt, ii(X»21iMUý, 11(X, i-(x»ds 
ee 
t, 2p A-o 
72ý7r777sin t (2.10) 
x2 <e 211 sin t 
., 
/27rM2 
sin t 
--+0, as li -ý 0, 
where X, ', "'(x) is the Brownian bridge from x to 0. 
Similarly we have the convergence to zero claimed in the other situations. The 
convergence to 1 before the caustic time comes from Theorem 1.4 when A>0, and 
for lim lim 2" (x) by the same argument. 
A-OA-O t 
After the caustic time we can also use Theorem 1.4 with Remark 1.2 when > 0, 
k=0: though strictly speaking, it does not satisfy the late caustic condition because 
of the wave front through 0 this does not affect the proof. Similar arguments can be 
used for the remaining cases. ft 
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Remark 2.1. Note that the non-linearity of the equation allows the solution to 
continue after the caustic time. For the analogue linear equation with k =: 0, A=1, 
say 
Out (X) 
- 
P, Aut(x) +1 X2 ut (X), at 2 2jL2 
(2.11) 1-12 
uo(x) = -ýýe--2,7 
27r 2, x 
if 0<t< ! 3--7r, from Elworthy and T-uman (1982), at time t, we find the solution of 4 
the linear equation can be represented by 
1 m' 2t X2 (2.12) ut (X) ýIr2 (jo St 4+7 ýSil , ý1t) 
which blows up at to = 1-7r. Note the Feynman-Kac formula holds before the solution 4 
blows up. See also Simon (1979). 
In the following we will briefly consider the nonsymmetric case: 
Out ", (x) 4,1 t XI(i - u't ", (x»u't"'(x), at 2 
AU""(x) + 2p2 (2.13) 
1 -j-, (-- - a)' u e 21 -, x uo 
A 
Without losing generality we assume a>0. An elementary computation gives 
V-"t'(X) = t 
12+(, \, 4k)2X2 2) AtkX2 \tlk Attk COS2 2 
(-X -a sin2t- cos2t+2axsint+2 ax cost - 
2 (sin t+\, Lk COS t) 2 
As, \ --+ 0, (_X 2_ a2) C 
vt""(x) - Vt(x) - 
C)S t+ 2ax (2.14) 
2sint 
So one can verify that for tE [0, -1, 2 
7r t 7r 
Vt (x) < 0, for x>a- ctg(- - -), or x<a- tg(- 424 
tt 
Vt(x) > 0, for a- tg(7' -)<x<a- ctg("' - )ý 4242 
and for t (-= 
[2,7r), 
2 
7T tt 
Vt(x) < 0, for a- ctg(- - -) <x<a- tg(Ir - -), 4242 
Vt(x) > 0, for x>a- tg(-7' -t), or x<a- ctg(7' -t 424 2)' 
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We can prove as before: 
Theorem 2.2. Let uA, "(x) be the solution of (2.13), then for tE [0, fl, t2 
0, for x>a- ctg(E - ý), or x<a- tg(E - 1), 
t4242 (2.15) lim lim U", p (X) = 
p-0 A-0 1, for a- tg(II - 
ý) <x<a- ctg(2 - 
1), 
and for tE[! 
ý, -7r), 2 
0, for a- ctg(! E - 1) <x<a- tg(E - 1), lim lim ut 4242 (2.16) t 
(X) 
1, for x>a- tg(E - 1), or x<a- ctg(l - p-O A-0 4242 
and for tE l7r, oo), x 54 -a, 
(X) =1 (2.17) lim lim ut 
11-0 \-() 
uniformly in any compact subset of each domain respectively. 
Remark 2.2. The constant 
1 
in uO can be omitted without changing the (27rAM2+k ) 12: 
final answer as regards the limiting wave height and speed. However the effect of any 
function not identically I can be to make the approximation for finite p less accurate, 
e. g. see (1.26) and Theorem 1.2. 
Remark 2.3. The choice of k=2 rnight be considered a suitable choice from the 
point of view of scaling. 
I .. 
0. 
Figure 13 
0.75 
0.5 
0.25 
c 
Figure 14 
At the end of this section we show a numerical simulation by J. Gaines to equation 
(2.13) in Figures 13,14 in which we take a=0 and 1 respectively and 1L = 0.1. 
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It is not very easy to understand this phenomenon properly. At time I=0, 
the mass is a point source at x=a. For t> II, the mass distributed behind x 2 
a- ctg(z - -L) disconnects the original mass. In order to understand this mathematically 42 
we compactify the configuration space by adding fool, then the mass connects with 
the original mass via x= oo. The numerical simulation supports our result perfectly. 
§3. A Time Shift Approach 
One can try different methods to prove the result of the last section. We show here 
in this section a time shift method as follows: 
For 0<t< to any to in [0,7r) and small A, it is obvious that the no-caustic 
condition, conditions (N*) and (N**) are satisfied. Note (2.5), by Theorem I. I. 1 and 
Theorem 1.1.4, we have for x =ý4 0, 
0, fo r0<t< -" 
lim lim ut (3.1) I'm (X) 
2' 
A-0 A-0 for 
I" 
<t< 7r. 
2 
3 
Write uý'(-) = Jim uA, /l (. ). Note u', ', (x) +o (1). Let t=t-- 7r and A-0 * 
0 (X) C, t t+ i 7r 
(X) 
Then 2 
ziiý, 
(X) = 
EACW 
+2xtt 
(3.2) at 12t 2p 
fj, p(x) =1+0 0 
Now we construct a new classical mechanics corresponding to Cauchy problem 
(3.2) 
by 
(3.3) 
, bo(x) = 0, (D, (X) = x. 
71' 
So we get (ýg (x) =x Cos 9 which satisfies the no-caustic condition for 0<9<-. 
Note 
2 
4), -- 1 (x) =x for 0<1< 
7r By the definition of ý, ' (x), we get 
cosi 2 
Cos(! 7r <9<t<-. ý5 (X) = (PF-i (-, Di , (x)) COST 
X7 0- -2 
(3-4) 
So 
(2i(X»2 
i (X»2 
1 2tgi. 
Zg dg = -x (3.5) dg- 
1 ýI (x) =, 
10 
2 
10 
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Before the caustic time -'r, 1ý1(x) > 0. So according to Theorem 1.4, we get as 2 
0 
jjý (X) __. 10<T< 
71 
t2' 
The convergence is uniform in any compact subset of f(t, x) E (0, -7r) x (0, +oo)j. We 2 
can extend the result to the whole time interval by repeating the above procedure. 
This, together with (3.1), implies (2.7). Note for k>0, (2.5) is still true as I-L --+ 
0. Therefore, (2.8) can be proved by the same argument as above. For k=0, 
Vt A (x) = VtA" (x) <0 for 0<t<I Arctg 2A Ag, and 
Vt-\(x) = VtA"(x) >0 for 2 
2A 
2 
Arctg-, 
+-x7 <t< 
Arctg(-A). Arctg(-A) is a caustic time. We can prove (2.9) by 
the same argument as above. ft 
Remark 3.1. This method does not work to linear equations. In fact for the linear 
system in the case k=0, A=1, ! 3-7r is the caustic time o its classical mechanics. Let 4f 
0< to < 17, -, by (2.12) 4 
Uli e 
2(Cost920 PJY 
x 
to (x) = V/2 7-r/i 7« c -os t+si ni -to 
(3.6) 
If we reconstruct a new classical mechanics from time 0< to <3 ir, then it should be 4 
to) 
(D, , (X) =-ý; " (X) 
cos 2to 
(3-7) 
I 
ýDo (x) =I+ sin 2to -, 
To (X) = X. 
We get 
I cos 2to (X) =x Cos S+x1+ sin 2to 
sin s'. 
The new caustic time s, satisfies 
Cos S/ + 
cos 2to 
sins' = 0. c1 +sin 2to c 
Tý-om this, we get s' =3-=3 7r (th e Cx- to, which corresponds 
to the caustic time sc - 44 
blow up time of the solution of the linear equation). 
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Chapter 11. Huygens Principle 
In this chapter we study the approximate travelling waves generated by 6 -functions 
distributed at different points and the step initial distribution which is approximated 
by the integral (infinite sum) of 6-functions on complete Riemannian manifolds with- 
out cut locus, with some bounds on their volume elements, in particular Cartan- 
Hadamard manifolds. 
§1. The Superposition of a Finite Number of Travelling Waves 
of the KPP Equation with Point Sources 
Consider the following KPP equation on the Riemannian Manifold M, with metric 
d 
2 0 ,,, W it AAA ut 1/1 
c 
i9t --2 
Aut W+W (I - Ut " W) Ut "W 
IN d2 (x, a -) 
U 
""(X) 
e 21,2+kA ,0 
(27r/, 12+kA)'2' j=1 
where xEM, a,, a2, - aN (=- M and k>0a constant. We assume that each a. 
can be taken as the centre for global geodesic coordinates on M, i. e. We assume 
that the exponential maps exp,, j : T,, jM -M are 
diffeomorpbisms. This holds if M 
is simply connected with negative curvature. The classical mechanical flows (PA"" j's W 
d2 (x, aj) corresponding to ý(x) and S'ýý6(x) 1,2, N are j, 
(x) =+x- 
aj 
3, -9 11 k\ 
t A'll in geodesic coordinates about aj. Therefore, by definition the backward patlis zj:, (x) 
are given by 
tA, tl =x+s (aj - x). zj' i't, '(((D ,,, 
(X) = i't T+ Ayk 
So 
VA "(X) =&- 
d'(x, aj) (1.2) j, i 2(t + Apk) ' 
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As \ --+ 01 
vjý, i' (x) - vj, t (x) = ýt 
d'(x, aj) 
2t (1.3) 
Let Oj(x) be the Jacobi determinant of the exponential maps: 
, 
exp,, j 
T,, j All --4 M at 
aj E M: Oj (x) =I det, ýITj expaj I with x= expaj (v). Assume Ojý Avj is bounded for 
each j. Rom (1.1.12), as Elworthy and Týruman (1982), Elworthy (1982,1988) and 
Ndumu (1991), we get 
A'/'t 1 
Ut (x) = (27rIL2 (t + \llk) ) 12ý 
N 
2 l" 
(Xj, 
ý 2 
Vj Z oi 1(X)e 
j=l 
Here Xjt, A,,, is defined by (1.1.2) with Yj, s -d2 
(x, aj) 1 
/It 2 2(t -s+ 2Apk) 2 
log Oj (x). Taking 
the limit A --+ 0 as in Elworthy (1988), we obtain 
N 
A1-1-, V, (x) ]im ut "(x) =-, Z0-5 (x)e7 'j A-O (27rlL2t) 5 j=I 
3 
1 2fotoi(Xý, 04ý)AO-i(Xjý., 04ý)ds--r t )ds 
2A 
Ihn tiA", (xý 1044 
- te A-0 
1-3 j,. e 
d2 (X, aj) Here (the semi-classical bridge) Xý, 01ý' satisfies (1.1.2) with Yj, S 3, S 2(t - s) 
/1 2 log Oj(x) for 0<s<t and has X, "O, "(x) = aj almost surely. 2 
Now by using the same method as in §1 of chapter I, we can prove: 
0, for min d(x, aj) > V2-at, 
A, I, t I<j<N lim. lim ut (X) = 1, for min d(x, aj) < V2-at. 1: ý-j<N 
Purthermore, for k>0, 
0, for min d(x, aj) > ý\727t, 
lim UA" (x) = lim lim u, 
\" (x) = 
1: ýi: 5N 
ß-0 t 12-0A-0 t 1, for min d(x, aj) < vr27t, 
1<i<N 
and for k= 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
0, for min d'(x, aj) > 26(A + t) t, 
lim Ut"p (X) = 
1! ýj: 5N (1.7) 
p-0 1, for min d'(x, aj) < 2ý(A + t)t. I<j<N 
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The following figures are the numerical simulations of equation (1-1) by J. Gaines 
with 6=1 and various initial conditions. In Figure Ill and Figure 112, the initial 
condition is an approximation to a point source. In Figure III we show the solution 
for [t = 0.4, whereas in Figure 112, as well as in Figure 113, we take lt = 0.1. We take 
a pair of point sources for Figure 113. We take 6=I throughout. 
§2. The Decomposition of the Tiravelling Wave 
Generated by a Step Initial Distribution 
In Kolmogoroff, Pitrovskii and Pisconoff's paper, they studied a nonlinear reaction 
diffusion equation which is called the KPP/Fisher equation today, with a step initial 
distribution uo4(x) =: = X., <O. R-eidlin also considered the generalised KPP equation 
with a step initial distribution. 1n this section we treat the travelling wave generated 
by the characteristic function of certain subsets A on a Riemannian manifold. 
Note the integral of 6-functions can approximate a step function in the sense that 
as A-0, on a r-dimensional Riemannian manifold M, 
e '-F\ 
l, dvol(p) - x. 4(x). (47rM4, \) li 
JA 
Here A is a compact subset of M and XA tile characteristic function of A, dvol(p) 
t, l, (X) we denote the solution of the denotes the volume element measure oil M. By UA 
following Cauchy problem: 
2 out "(x) 
= 
IL Au u1\mAm '\' (X) + ý2 C(Ut' (X»Ut' (X) at 2t 
l2 
(2.2) 
Uä 
l' (x) 
=zf, 4 e 4, ý k dvol(p). 2 -C4ii-rýX) Z. 
It Let Ut (x) be the solution of the following problem 
au" x) 'Lx) 
= 
iýAU', (x) +1 C(U"(X»u"(x), Ot 2t iL-1 tt (2.3) 
Uö (X) = X. 4 (X) - 
We suppose c(u) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to u and satisfies (P) and (II) 
of chapter I. By the Feynman-Kac formula, the boundedness of the solution and 
Gronwall's inequality we can prove: 
nVi, 
1.25 
1 
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Figure 113 
Figure 114 
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Proposition 2.1. For any tz 0 0, 
A li lim Ut' (x) = ul, (X), A-0 (2.4) 
uniformly in any compact subset of f (t, x) E [0, oc) x MI. 
Now suppose that expp : TpM --ý M is a diffeomorphism for each PEA (as for 
p= aj in §1). Define 4o-ý, A(x), Op(x), etc just as ýDý"u(x), Oj(x) in §1 with p instead of P, -, 3,5 
aj. Assume OpIAOp-ý is bounded on Al for each p in A. Arguing as in §1 we obtain 
the continuous version of (1.4): 
A, ß 
Ut (x) 
-1-d 
(Y, P) 
Xfl2» 
OP 5 (X)e 211*2(t+2), 1,2) 
(27rIl2 (t + 2,2 
14 
(2.5) 
t, 2 Oj (Xt, A, p (X tel 20s, p »Aop 
ý 
(xý': 'P"(-»ds+-'7 fOt c(ut-"8(Xý': P""(-»)"sdvol(p). 
As in §1, taking the limit as A -+ 0 we obtain 
Ut'(x) 
Op 
1 
(x) e (27r, j2t)! 
ý 
2 (2.6) 
t, J'(x»)ds p p7 
ft c(u" (X, , 
üe2! tt'f'Oý (X,: pl(_T»AO 
(X,: ý'(x»ds+--1 
t- dvol (p), 
where Xl: "(x) is now the semi-classical bridge from x to p. Based on (2.6) we prove SP 
the main result of this section. The case M= R' is due to Freidlin (1985). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose conditions (F), (11) and M is complete with global geodesic 
ii coordinate about each point p in A. Assume Op2AOp-2 is bounded on M for each p in 
A. Then for d(x, A) >, V'27t, 
lim ut' (x) 11-0 (2.7) 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) E (0, oo) xM: d(x, A) > v'2-a-t}, and for 
d(x, A) < vý-2-6t, 
lim u/t (x) = 1, (2.8) 14-0 t 
uni rmly in any compact subset of f (t, x) E (0, oo) xM: d(x, A) < V2-6tl. "fo 
Proof. That (2.7) holds is immediate from (2.6). 
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For (2.8), let q be a small positive number. Let ICI be a compact subset of f (t, x) E 
(0, oo) xM: d(x, A) = V2--(a+ q)tj. For sufficiently small 6>0 and (t, x) C- ýCj, let 
c2 (X, p) 2 (X, A) + el. At, 
x =-- 
fp CA: d<d (2.9) 
Then 
sp 
(x), A) > N72-2(t - s), 0<s<t-e, d(z, t (2.10) 
where fzs', p(x), 
0 <s< tj is the geodesics from x to p in time t. Note that for 
0<s<t-e, X,: ý' converges to zl, p(x) 
in probability as [i --+ 0. So by (2.7) there are P5 
/-t(') (]Cl) >0 and E* >0 such that for 0<y< 12) and (t, x) E )Cj 00 
Pfu't-, (X, ""1(X» <e- iý7,0< st-, EI> 1 -e*, 
(2) 
where 6* is a small positive number. Let yo (ICI) be a positive number such that for 
(2) 0<< /10 
2 
P2 log 
0,1 (x) volA,,. > -C, (2.11) (27rA2t) 12: 
and 
1,14 ft ' -! (X': A, "(x))ds > -E. 
(Xt: A"'(X))AOp 2 
0 
opý 
spp 20 
(1) (2) Let [to = minf yo ) 1-to I. Then for 0< IL < ito, 
from (2.6) we get 
ut, (x) ý: (2-7rlt2 t) i 
(2.13) 
1 12Lý. ) -_-, -E+f fo, -' + ftt t: JI(x»)d Op Eem 1 c(C (X, '51d vOl(P) 
1,4 
vol (, 4t6., ) ' 
,x 
Using Jensen's inequality, we get for 0< IL < go, 
From this we get 
m' log C (x) t 
A) ++ 
2t 
> -2E- 22c - qt. 2t 
Ihn IL' log u', (x) ý: -qt, (2.14) ß-0 
for (t, x) KI. 
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Next we give the analogue of Theorem 1.1.4. Let 14C2 be a compact subset of f (t, x) E 
(0, oo) xM: d(x, A) < vr2-6t I and let (t, x) E IIC2 - Set T= supf t: (t, x) E /IC2 We 
choose h>0 such that 
inff2es 2-d 2(y, A): d(x, y) < h, Is -tj < hl > 
1(26t2 
-d2 2 
For any 6>0, let a= inf_ hc(u). Then a>0. Let us select qG (0, -1 ce). Recall O<u<l 13 4T that B', " is defined by (1.1.2) with A =- 0. We introduce two Markov times S 
Ti = inffs >0: ul'(t s - s, B"") >1-, 3}, 
and 
-r2 = inf {s >0: d (B', I', A) = V12 -(a+ q) (t - 5 
Note r2 taken value in [0, t]. So it is evident that 
72, B"I') G Zq =f (t, X) EE (0, oo) x Al : d(x, A) = V/2--(ý+ q)II. a. s. 72 
So there is a compact subset K in Zq with P(Qo) >1-3 for Qo EQ 
(t - -r2, B,,, ") E KI. Rom (2.14) we know for sufficiently small IL 34 0 
ul'(t - -r2, B', ") > e--2, 
-, y 
on Qo. (2.15) 
a 
72 
Following the argument of Theorem 1.1.4 we get lim ul' (x) ý! 1. The opposite direction t 
, U-O of (2.8) can be obtained by the same methods as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in Zhao 
& Elworthy (1992) or Freidlin (1985). So we have (2.8). ff 
For I Gaines' numerical simulation of the travelling wave of this section see Figure 
114. 
Remark 2.1. It is clear from this section that the travelling wave generated by a 
step function can be decomposed into the sum of an infinite number of fundamental 
travelling waves generated by a 6-function. 
Remark 2.2. In this section we have proved a Huygens principle on complete 
Riemannian manifolds without cut locus, with some bounds on their volume elements, 
in particular Cartan-Hadamard manifolds.. 
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Chapter III. Stochastic Generalised KPP Equations 
§1. Introduction to The Problem 
The KPP equation with a 'mild' multiplicative white noise may be described by 
the stochastic lt6 KPP equation, 
dut (x) =I Aut(x) + 6(l - ut(x))ut(x) dt + kut(x)dwt, 
[2 1 
where wt is an R1 Brownian motion defined on a probability space P). If we 
rescale to study the function ut(x) = u(, -, t7, TT), equation (1.1) becomes T 
du, ' (x) =1 IL 
2AUm(X) +12 (1 - ul' (x» u` (x) dt +1 ku'(x)dliw ,. 
[2tt1pt 
T7 
Here pw -, 
is equivalent in law to wt by the scaling property of Brownian motion. This 
117' 
suggests that we consider a stochastic generalised KPP equation with a multiplicative 
white noise of It6's type 
/'t 11 dut (x) = /1'Au"(x) + c(x, uß(x»u"(x) dt+I-k(t, x)uß(t)dwt, 
[2 
t fi 2tt (1.3) 
uö (x) = To (x) e--,! u 
so (-). 
Here tc [0, oo), xG R', A is the Laplacian operator on R' and we are given To, So : 
R' - R' and c: Rr x R' - R', with ka continuous function of t, x independent 
of it and wt is a one dimensional Brownian -motion independent of P defined on 
the probability space P). We are mainly concerned with seasonal noise, i. e. 
k(t, x) =_ k(t) except in §7. The function u" : [0, oc) x R' xQ --+ R1 denotes the 
solution. If k -= 0 we get the deterministic generalised KPP equation which was 
studied in Zhao & Elworthy (1992) following Freidlin's earlier work. In this case for 
small, 4, the solution u" has approximately the form of a travelling wave. We discuss 
the propagation of an approximate travelling wave solution of (1.3) in §2, §3 and §4 
as the first equation of this chapter. 
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We always suppose that To and So are continuous and To is nonnegative, and 
that c(x, u) is C3,3 in (x, u) and Lipschitz in u, uniformly in x. The choice of initial 
function of this form is justified in chapters 1,11, where it is shown that this allows 
the consideration of superpositions of 6-functions as initial data and also the step 
functions considered by Freidlin. For simplicity in this chapter we consider a single 
extended source (except in §8) and R' as our configuration space. 
In fact the computer simulations in Gaines [1], [2) demonstrate that the waves 
should not just be considered as limiting objects in the large scale limit but as ap- 
proximate, though rather strictly defined, features of the solutions to generalised KPP 
equations for the ratios of the parameters involved lying in particular bands. This 
justifies the study of (1.3) for small p without recourse to considerations of scaling 
limits. It also suggests considerations of 'weak' noise perturbations given by 
11 
dutl(x)=[ /-t'Au"(x)+ýyc(x, u(x))u"(x)ldt+k(t, x)u"(x)dwt, 2tttt 
and 'strong' noise perturbations, given by 
111 
du'(x) = [-li'Aut(x) + -c(x, u'(x»u'(x)]dt + -k(t, x)u"(x)dwt, t2tt TI2 t 
again for small values of p. In (1.2) these correspond to k of order y and T', respectively. 
One can think of (1.4) as a random perturbation of a deterministic KPP equation. 
In fact we show that solutions to (1.4) are well approximated for small IL by tile 
approximate travelling wave of tile unperturbed equation. However in the strong 
noise case (1.5), the solution decays to zero: the wave structure is destroyed. In tile 
more difficult mild case we show the existence of a 'wave front', in front of which the 
solution is close to zero (of order exp(-cly-') for c, random) and behind which it 
has at least order exp(-c2jz-') for some random C2 depending on tile increment of 
the noise. We can also give random upper bounds behind tile front. However this is 
far from a complete picture. 
In §9 we study L2 perturbation and non L2 perturbation to tile approximate trav- 
elling waves. 
§2. The Random Týrough and Classical Mechanics 
A. In this section we consider the stochastic reaction diffusion equation defined 
by (1.3) with k(t, x) =- k(t). If we assume condition (I) of §1A of Chapter 1, by 
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the regularity result of Flandoli (1992) we can prove the existence and regularity of 
the solution. By the stochastic Feynman-Kac formula in Brzezniak, Capinski and 
Flandoli (1990), the solution u(x) to (1.3) satisfies t 
ul' (x) = lýTo (x + ßBt) 
2(t 
(2.1) 
ISO(x+pDi)+ fo'c(x+lzBut-, (x+juB, »ds--' ftk -s)ds-iftk(t-s)dwt-, 2 em 
where Bt is an R' Brownian motion defined on a probability space (! ý, -'P, 16) which is 
independent of wt and the notation k represents the expectation over that probability 
space. 
Denote by X, ',, O a Markov process defined by 
dX', ý'= MdB, + A, (X', ý')ds, ý 
XOXIIg 
(2.2) 
where A, (x) = VY, (x) for suitable Y, E C'(R' --+ R') 
B. Let E and k be C2 and So be C' and as in Chapter I consider the classical 
mechanical system 
. D, (x) =S >- 0, (2.3) 
4)0(x) = VSOW, 4)O(x) = X. 
Recall some definitions from chapter 1. For aE R', let 
E,, =It > 0: (bt gives a diffcomorphism of a neighbourhood of a in R' 
on to a neighbourhood of 4)t(a) and also -Pt '(4)t(a)) 
or(a) =inflt () :tý Ea} 
or' (a) =T Aa (a), 
D ={(t, -(Dt(a)) t<o, (a)l, 
Dt =tx E R' : (t, x) E D}. 
For (t, x) G D, as in (1.6) define Vk :D ýý R by 
Vk (X) =ý «D, «P -1 (x») ds -1k2 (s)ds t' 
in 
t2 
10 
(2.4) 
2 (ý 
- 
so (4)t (X» (cp 1 (X» 12 ds, 
Vk (X) = +OC) if (t, X) ý D. As in (1 -7), 
(1.8) Vk satisfies the and use the convention t, 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
2v 
1 IVVk (X) 112 + ü(X) 2 (t) t (X) 
tkD, 
(2.5) 
(9t 
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with given initial function -So and 
(t X) t C: (2.6) 
For x C= Dt, set z, t (x) = ýDt-, ((D-l (x)), 0<s<t. Then, from (1.10) we have t 
a zt 
as 
(x) = '7 Vt' , 
(Z, ' (x» 
- (2.7) 
The following Lemma is valid for vector valued function k and Brownian motion 
Wt 
Lemma 2.1. Assume k: [0, +oo) ý--+ Rn is bounded and continuous and w, is a 
Brownian motion on Rn. Then for any a, b>0, and T>0, 
Pf sup [< k(s), dw, >--1a< k(s), k(s) > ds] > bl :5 -ab. (2.8) 
0: 5t<T 
in 
2 
10 
In particular, for any 6>0, T>0, IL >0 
t A2 
Ply suý < k(s), dw, >> 61 <e (2.9) 
0: 5t-<T 
I 
t 112 Here F= sup fo' Ilk(s) ds. 
O<t<T 
Proof. (2.8) is from McKean (1969) which can be proved by Doob's maximal 
theorem. 
For (2.9) we use (2.8) directly, for any 0<t<T 
Ply < k(s), dw, >> 6} = Pf < k(s), dw, >>6 
Jo 10 
P 
: ýPj <k (s), dw,, >- Ilk(s)l 12 ds >6 
Jo 
2r/i 
fo 
2y 
,; 2 
<e 2rp" 
tf 
Theorem 2.1. Assume the condition (I), that Z, So are C2 with So bounded below, 
and that To is bounded and measurable. Then for any compact subset IC of I (t, x) 
Vk (X) :ý0, t 01, t there exists pi (IC) >0 such that 
A2 
0< /10 1<e Pfw (=- Q: sup ut (x, w) >e for some 0 
(t, X)EK 
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for any 0< po < pi, where 6 -1 supfVt(x) : (t, x) E IC1, r=t2 2 sup JO' k (s)ds. In 
t: (t, X) E Aý 
particular, as ft ---ý 0, up (x, w) --- ). 0, uniformly in IC P-a. s.. t 
Proof. By looking at the inverse image of a neighbourhood of IC under (s, a) F, 
(s, 4), (a)) and arguing as Lemma 1.1.2, Theorem 1.1.1 we obtain an open set Mr E 
IntD and (t - s, zt, (x)) E ArK for 0 :! ý s ý: t if (t, x) E IC. Let q (a) be the first exit 
time of a path o- from jVK. Let Xx, l' for 0<s< 77(X. x, A) be the solution of (2.2) 
with A, = VVt k. up to exit time Note that Vk is C1,2 by (2.4) since 4)-1 
and (ý are CIJ. By the Feynman-Kac formula (2.1), Proposition 1.1.1 and using the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.5), 
ý17 Vk 
(I AVk 't X) txt 
x TI XIA 1 f, -, (X', ")ds u't (x) =e0 (Xt )e2 3 
eA7 0 
c(x+pB,, ut-., (x+pB, ))ds 
,,, 
So(x+. UBt)+, -T + kXtý,, 7(x+, aEý)To(x + pBt)e- 
.. 17 fot k2 (s)ds+-! fot k(s)dw, e-'2-i 
.41, 
t Set Q` jw C= Q: sup yfo'k(s)dw, < lb}. Then, from Lemma 2.1, P(QP) > 
t: (t, X)EIC 
2 
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1-e sro'. On f2l, by §3 of Elworthy & Truman (1981), especially Theorem 3C and 0 
its proof (i. e., Varadhan (1967)), as in the proof of Theorem 1.1.1, the last term of 
(2-11) has upper bound 
46 f--T 
ySo(x+ttBt)+ - 
'fc(x+ttB, )- 1 k'(s)lds+ kXt>-q(x+tiB. 
)TO(X + WhOe-" fly 
2 
(2.12) 
Vk(x)+ 
e 
A- 
,ýxR 
where R(p) :: ý 0(tn) for any n>0. On the other hand, there exists pl(IC) >0 such 
that for 0<p< pl, 
2 (Xx, ji) 5ffAV, ý, (XI,; ')ds 
1 
p sup log [kxt<. T, (X. Z, i, )TO t e2 + 
R(lt)] 
2 
(2.13) 
(t, X)C-K 
For any 0< vo < pl, by (2.11), (2.12), (2.13), for wE D", 0< go, 0 
11 
P, log u', (X, w) < Vt (x) + -b + -6 < -b. 22- 
This, together with the definition of 904', implies the proof of the theorem. # 
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Corollary 2.1. Assume all conditions of Theorem 2.1. If for every (t, x) Cz D, 
Jtt 
Z(cb, (ýDt '(x))ds <k2 (s)ds, 
o20 
(2.15) 
then for any compact subset IC of D, there exist 6(k) >0 and ji, (IC) >0 such that 
Pjw EQ: sup u(x, w) > e-,,, for some 0<p< [to 0 t< (t, X)E, C 
for any 0< po < jil, where r sup fotkl(s)ds. In particular, as 1L --ý 0, 
t: (t, X) EK 
u'(x, w) - 0, uniformly in IC P-a. s.. t 
C. In the following we will give sharp estimates of the convergence to the trough. 
For a compact subset ;C of D define Ark as in the proof above with 77 the first exit 
JU = XX, P time. Let 
jýlxl 
sA7i* 
Lemma 2.2. Assume all conditions of Theorem 2.1. Then if 0< Oi :ý it, i=1,2, 2 
of f (t, X) : Vk S -021 and ft, > 
0, for any compact subset ýC (ZI (X)) < 0,01 <- S <- t 
ý2 1 
there exist go > 0,61 > 0, (52 >0 and §21 cQ with P(f2j) >I- 8r,, ý' such that if 
E 
pp Eq: 112 14 sup loco; ut_ < -62, for all 0< IL :5 pol .s(, 
ks 
OZ: 5S-<t-02, (t, X)E"C 
>1-e ', 
(2.16) 
t2 
where r= SUP fo' k (s)ds. In particular, for almost all wEQ, and 01 :5S 'Sý t- t92y 
t: (t, X)EK 
as y 0, 
's (X"c"" 0, in P probability (2.17) 
/L2 
Proof. As p -+ 0, 
ý., x-u converges to z, '(x) in 
P probability uniformly in 01 :5S< 
t-02 uniformly on IC by the fact that 
P(t < 71(X. x, ý')) -1 as A --+ 0 as noted in chapter 
I (which will be true by I. s. c. of (x, p) ý-- 77(X. x, ") and compactness e. g. see Elworthy 
4 Vk So Vks( 
x, p) k" (Zst (X)), 
8V tt 
in (1982), P138 and P214). Now 't is continuous, 
P-probability. Let 62 1 MaXI Vk s 
(Zt (X)) : 01 :58<t 4t 
02 
7 
(t 
9 X) E 
El. Therefore, 
for any yj > 0, there is a subset C !ý with 
ftýj >1- e-Il with 61, Po >0 such 
that for 0< li < po, 
Vt-, (X, ', 4) :5 -262 1 
01 :5S 
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for (t, x) G IC. Rom (2.11) it is easy to see changing po if necessary that 
P u' '-, 8F , for cý 0< po >e 
That proves the lemma. 
Now we consider a modification of condition (N*) of Chapter I 
If Vk(X) -'(x», then (N*A'). t<0 and z'(x) = (Dt-, (I)t 
vk (x» < 0,0 s< t-, 
(zs 
tt 
Theorem 2.2. Assume the conditions (19 of Chapter 1, (N*k), and the conditions 
of Theorem 2.1. Then for sufficiently small IL :A0, 
li -2 A1t) dw, (w) ut (X, w) =ejV, 
'(x) + T, f, k(s 
\7öt (x)To «Pt 1 (x» + Ri 
with R, -0 as p-0 uniformly in any compact subset K of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 01, 
P-a. s.. Here 
O(si x) =1 det D(ID-' (x) 1. 3 
Proof. For (t, x) E K, define A(K, 77, Xx, ", : ý, x, " as before. Then Xx"' converges to 
t *k) z, (x) in P-probability, uniformly in sE [0, tj uniformly on IC. From (N we know 
that Vt-, (zt (x)) <0 for 0st. As c(x, u) is C3,3 in (x, u), for (t, x) 
tt 10 
ult", ds, a. s.. (2.19) u't E(fC, ', l')]ds :! ý constant 
So applying Lemma 2.2, 
Ifi [C(. gx,,, Ui' 
el (ý, -., 
(Xý (2.20) 
in LP(ýý, P, R) for each 1<p< +oo and each wEQ. Now using Lebesgue's dominated 
convergence theorem to (2.11), noting f3ft < 71(X. x, lt)l --+ I as p --+ 0, we have for 
sufficiently small ji :A0, 
x1f,, 
t A V, k- kxt<t, (X. X", )To(x;, l, )e2 
-'I .cI, -a (2.21) 
AV ý, (z., (x»ds+7', fo'k(s)dw, 
= To (zý', (x» e2-p+ Ril 
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with R1, --+ 0 P. a. s. as it - 0. As (2.12), the last term of (2.11) has tipper bound 
k(s)dw, 
pX R121 (2.22) 
where R12 :ý O(P'n) for any n>0. Applying (1.1.19) 
a 
A vt, 
- '(x» =- log Ot-, (Z ., (Z8 as 
and (2.11) (2.21), (2.22), we obtain (2.18) by letting R, = R11 + R12- ff 
As before we define 0: D --ý R for (t, x) ED by 
Ot W= vot -(X) To (-, Dt 
So that if To is positive and C', we have 
a "A Vk+ ,: ý V IOS Ot, VVk ,,. - log ýbt =tt (2.23) at 2 
Take Y (s, x) = Vk (t _ S, X) + '42 
log 0 (t - S, X), 0<s<t, The Feynman-Kac 
formula, Proposition I. I-1, with some computations using (1.1.4), (2.5), (2.12), (2.22) 
and (2.23) imply the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.1. Assume all the conditions of Theorem 2.1, that iý and So are 
C3 , To is positive and C2 . Then for sufficiently small I. L 54 0 and (t, x) in a compact 
subset kC Dy 
it -1V, ' (-) ý5-1 x, 11)ds. ut (x) =e 
(X, 
t 
(2.24) 
f, [c(X', ", u" , (X', "» ds+ -11f, k(s)dw, eP 8 1- 3+ 
for any n>0: Here X, 14', 0<s< 77(Xx,, u) is defined by 
+ VVk ds + /i'V log et -, 
(X, ', ") ds, (2.25) dX, ', 4 =, udB, t-, (x, 
with XO" =x up to exit time ? I(X. XIJU) from JV,, C. 
As Theorem 1.1.3 and Theorem 2.2, we can easily formulate the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. Assume conditions (1), (N*k), all the conditions of Proposition 
2.1. Then for sufficiently small p, ýý 
ß1kt 
t 
(X, W) = ej 
Vg >(x)+,. 0 k(s)dw, (w) Itt et (X) - 
+1 fi 
2 
lt 
ýbt- 1 (zt (x» Aýbt-, (--t (x» ds + -R2 
(2.26) 
20 ss 
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with R --+ 0 as /i --* 0 uniformly in any compact subset of {(t, x) : Vtk(x) < 01 P-a. s.. ýi 
§3. The Random Crest 
A. In this section we consider Cauchy problem (1.3) with k(t, x) =- k(t) again and 
positive To. First we establish a comparison result. Let 
S 
<k w>A- sup[- k(t - s)dqut-,, ], 
O<s<t 
I 
< k, w> inf 
fk (t - s) dwt-, ]. 
0 O<s<t 0 
Let v, '(x) be the solution of the following Cauchy problem 
2£Lxl 
=1 
2AVit(X) +1 [c(x, v"(x» - lk 
2(t)] Vli (X), at 211 t T7 t2t 
VO (X) = u0 '(X). 
Lemma 3.1. Assume c(x, -) is decreasing. Then for all t and w, with the incre- 
A ment < k, w >, and < k, w >A, t non-zero, 
<k, W>A, t < Uli Tlý < 
k, w >, t3, C(X)e ýt (X, w) < v', (x) e ig (3.2) 
1, 
"W>t It Proof Suppose u"(x, w) ý: vt" .1kA. Then ul, (x) > vt' (x). Therefore there t (x)e-' tt 
AI 
exists s, >0 such that ut-. 1 
(x + ILB, ý, w) = vtl-,,, 
(x + liB,, ) and for 0 -: 
ý s< si, 
Up (x + ILB, w) > vI (x + pB, ). Therefore, by the Feynman-Kac formula and t- t- 
strong Markov property of Brownian motion, we know 
/t 
Ut (x, w) 
ut, - 
k(t-s)dwt-, 
t-, (x + tLBý, w) c7 
c(x+tiBvJ', (x+liB, »ds-i. f, 31 k2(t-. g)d. sl+-! <k, w>ä < Eü v, 'ý (x +mB, e 
f0'1 t 
=VJ 
k, w>, 4 
t 
This is a contradiction. The other inequality goes similarly. ft 
Remark 3.1. The proof of (2.18) when k=0, e. g. as in chapter I allows us to 
substitute Vk(. ) 
it /I vt (x) =e ["lot(x)To((I)t-, (x)) + OOL)l 
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in (3.2) to obtain a quick proof of convergence to the trough when c(x, u) is decreasing 
in u. 
B. Consider conditions: 
(MN). There exists a bounded continuous positive function Ht,., such that c(x, Ht, x) 
11 k 2(t), O< t <T, forsomeT> 0 and allxC- Rr. 
(Ijk). c(x, u) is decreasing in u and for any 0<t<T, xE Rr, C(X, U) 
c(x, Ht,. ), for u> Ht, x, and c(x, u) > c(x, Ht, x), for u< Ht, x. 
(DZk), (Late caustic assumption (chapter 1)) 
(i). If (8, Y) E O(IntD), then there is an open neighbourhood Uo of y and E>0 
t w 
Vk(x) >0 ith , on IntD n (s - c, si x u, ) 
(ii). 10} x Rr c IntD. 
and 
*k). If Vk(X) -'(x)), then (N* t=0 and z'(x) = -I)t-, ((b 
< 0,0 s< t-(zs 
Vk (X) = +00 if (t, X) L Zk X) : Vk (X) = 01. Recall our convention that et t 
2 (t) > 0, then Vk(X) i D. Note that by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation if T(x) - 'k s 2 
strictly increasing in t, so for each x, there is at most one 
Zk(X) with 
(Zk (X), X) C Zk. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume conditions (I), (MN), (Ijk) and (N**k ), (DZk), and that 
Zý and So are C2 with So nonnegative, and that To is positive and bounded continuous. 
t Then for any c>0 and any compact subset IC of I (t, X) : Vk 
(X) > 0,0 <t< TI, there 
exists go(K, E) > 0, such that for 0</. t < po, the solution u"(x) of Cauchy problem t 
(1.3) satisfies, 
.! <k, w>ä, t < U/i 
1 <k, w>, ä. (Ht, 
x - e) e 14 t (X, w) < 
(Ht"; + e) cp (3.3) 
Proof. From Theorem 1.1.5 we have po(IC, c) >0 such that for 0<p< po, 
A (t, x) E IC, Ht, x -c< vt 
(x) :5 Ht,,; + E. Then the theorem follows from Lemina 3-I. 
ff 
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The following is immediate from Theorem 3.1. With Theorem 2.1, it shows clearly 
the propagation of the wave front. 
t Corollary 3.1. A ssume conditions of Theorem 3.1. Then for Vk (X) > 0,0 <t< 
T, there exist random cl > 0, C2 > 0, such that 
t (x) u 
t7 :5 
lim 11 log ! ýnt(X-) -ei < limu log -ii < C21 P-a. s. (3.4) 
gýO x P-0 Ht, x 
Figure IIII is a numerical simulation by J. Gaines for the travelling wave shown 
in Figure 11 perturbed by a mild multiplicative white noise -lu"(x)dwt, i. e. du'(x) /I tt 
[Lý'-Au'(x) + (I - u(x))u"(x)ldt + -! u(x)dwt with an initial Gaussian distribution 2ttt IL t 
U/I 
" 
(X) We take p=0.1 in the calculation. 
Figure III1 Figure 1112 
Remark 3.2. The numerical work described in Figure IIII suggests that the height 
of the "crest" is rapidly fluctuating in time. Nevertheless another simulation which we 
t will show in Figure 11113 leads J. Gaines to suggest that the time average It fo up(x)ds 
should have a straightforward description (see §8). 
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§4. The Piecewise Upper Bound of the Travelling Wave 
We continue studying equation (1.3) under condition (MN) of §3B. Define 
G(v) = sup fc(x, -)-I (Ik2 (t) - v) - Ht,,: 
xER, 2 
Concerning the upper bound of the crest of the wave for equation (1.3) with con- 
stant k, we have the following more precise result. The function Ht,., is independent 
of t, i. e. Ht,, ý -= 
H.,,. For simplicity we consider the one dimensional space case, i. e., 
xE R1. The infimum over independent E, v considerably strengthens the result. The 
coefficients of p are chosen to make the theorem include a deterministic result by 
Reldlin. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume conditions (F), (MN), (lIk) and that k is a constant. 
Then for tt > 0, the solution u"(x) of Cauchy problem (1.3) satisfies, t 
k- Wt - Wt-S 
inf 
0c-, 
/-kAl' - 
[HXý + G(Itk sup )+vktil VIlToll Ult, W :5 
E>O, V> a<s<t S 
a2 
(4.2) 
k Wt - Wt-S 
+C7iAi' 
- [sup Hx + G(lik sup e- 
27. 
xERI C: 55<t 
I 
For any compact subset K of (0, T] x R', and 0<p< inf t log-' V 1), (t, X)EK 
rk -7k- I wt - wt-s + IL) + vkm Ut (X) :ý inf AT Hx + G(tik sup E>O, v>o 
I 
or: ýS<t S (4.3) 
+[sup H-, + G(yk sup 
Wt - Wt-S 
+ 
XER' a<s<t S 
Here o- = inf Is [0, tj :I wt - wt -, 
I ý! ýAk-A-, 1, and a=t if Jwt - wt-, j < ýý'A-j for all 
0<8<t; a(x, p) = minfl stip{y :yE H-'(, 3),, 8 < H-, + uklij - xj, I inf ly :yE 
H-1 (0), 0< IT., + vkiL} -x 11. 
Proof. We prove (4.3). For any c>0, v>0, let 
Qo = jcý E Q: sup H., +j, B, (,; )):: ý H:, + vkl. Ll. O<t<T 
(4.4) 
-nI 
(T. V. p) 
Then by an elementary estimate we have P(Qo) >e -2T,, " . Pbr each co E 
9, we 
introduce a Markov time in the probability space (! ý,. ý7,15) defined by 
inf Is : 0(t - s, x+ ltB,, w) :! ý 
Hx+IiB, + G(pk su, 
T' - wt-S. + (4.5) 
o, <s<t s 
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Then by the strong Markov property of Brownian motion, and the definition of T, 
(4.5), we have for 0< IL < inf t log-' wEQ, and (t, x) EK, (t, X)EK 
U1, (X, W) t 
=kU't--rAt(X + gBrAt i 
IL 
IT fo"' c(x+/iB,, ul' . 
(x+, uB,, w))ds- - k'tAT-+ -1 k(wt -wt-tA, 
) 
e 
t- 21, it 
=kult' (x + ItB,, w) 
'7fo"c(x+ttB,, ul', (x+pB,, w))ds-2'-Tkl, r+-! k(wt-wt-, ) 
e 1, 
t- 14 it XT<Uxf2o 
+ tult' (x + ItB,, w) t-7* 
f, c(x+IiB,, u, '-, (x+, uB.,, w))ds- 1 .7k2, r+ -lk(wt-Wt-r) 211 11 Xa<, r<txfý 
+ tu", 
t -, r 
(x + jLB, w) 
I fo c(x+pB,, tt, '-, (x+ttB,, w))ds--'- k 2, + -lk(wt-wt-r) e 77 
217 11 X7-: 5aXfj\ý0 
+ tull , 
(x + ItB,, w) I 
1 c(x+IB,, u" --1 
2 -r+-Ik(wi-wt-, ) - t-, (x+1iB., w))ds 2, Tk 1. 0 el" 
f Xor<T<txSý\j% 
+ ETo(x + pBt) - e--,, 
17 So(x+AB, ) 
f "c(x+tiB,, u"-, (x+14B,, w))ds--1-7k2t+-Ikwt 
.Xt t 211 A T> 
<k[Hx+tiB, + G(jLk sup 
wt - wt-'9 + 
C<S! ýt S 
fol k2 27-1+ kC 
2 -(yk sup 
!! 
-Zý+p)jds-! k 
-e o<s<t 
2 71 -Ai 
. X7*<UX! % 
Wt - Wt-S 
+ E[Hx+IiBr + G(jLk sup -+ it)] 
a<s<t S 
JfT[ý' 21k2 -+Iik sup EL4L:! k -(jLk sup 
=; ýý+p)jds-ý 77 
-e 
c<s<t Xa<T<txf2, 
Wt Wt-s 
+ E[Hx+,, B, + G(jLk sup -+ /1)] 
o, <s<t S 
1 7[11 V 27-)+ kC 
.7 
{fO' -(yk sup 
! Lzýý+ti)jds-12k 
e 1, ý53: 
5t 71 
-Al 
Wt - Wt-s 
+ E[Hx+ltB, + G(jtk sup -+ 11)] 
or<s<t S 
1,1 ( f` 12 -lk 
2 r+pk sup U'f - 
Wt -., T) 
-0 [ýk -(gk sup ji)lds 23 
c 0: 5.5t ý<S<f . XC<T<tX! ý\fjo 
I 't[lk2 +p)]ds-ý' k 2t+pk sup ! Lzý'---' tj f, -(pk sup 2 02 
+ IlTolle" 
<., <t c<a<t X7->t 
k- Wt - Wt-S 
<e7m' - [H, + G(lik sup + y) + vktil 
P Jr < t} 
or<s<t 5 
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k 
[sup H-- + G(ILk sup 
Wt +e 
wt-8 
+ tL)]e 
x a<s<t 
+ H., Pl-r > t} 
Wt-8 ýH., + G(yk sue 
lut + jt) + vkp 
a<s<t 8 
Wt - Wt-S +[sup H., + G(pk --,, 
+ IL)] - e- 
x C<S<t S 
So we have (4.3). The estimate (4.2) can be obtained by the same procedure to define 
a proper stopping time as (4.5) and doing an alternative calculation. R 
The following two corollaries are direct implications of Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.1. For the KPP equation with white noise perturbation, we have for 
p>0, 
k,. 
[k21 
-10, 
ut'(x): fý, inf e7k-7A, 1--+ -(Itk sup 
10' (4.6) 
t 2a a a<s<t S 
oil. 
f>o 
ý]Iv 
IIT 
For any compact subset IC of (0, T] x R' and 0< ft < inf t log-l ý 
4T"', V 1), 
(t, X)E, AC 
kk2t- Wt-3 
M, + (yk sup 
ID (4.7) u', '(x) :5 inf e7 + 
c>O 26 a a<s<t S 
Here o- = inf Is E (0, t] : jwt - wt-, j > "' 1, and o- =t if Jwt - wt-, j <" for all vfk- AI VkAl 
< 
Corollary 4.2. (Freidlin (1985)) Consider deterministic generalised KPP equa- 
tions, i. e., k=0, H, =_ 1. We have for any p>0, 
1v IITOIII (4.8) 
andforanyO<p< inf tlog-'(IITOIIV1), (tlx)E)C 
ult(x) :! ý 1+ G(ji)- (4.9) 
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§5. The Propagation of the Travelling Wave 
in a Weak White Noise Potential 
A. In this section we consider 
du 
I 
ll'Au"(x) +A+ k(t)u"(x)dwt, '(x) 
[2 
tt t ;, 2 C 
(X 
I U't 
W) U't W] 
U'O(x) = To(x)e-, " 
SOW 
- 
Here A, c, k, To, So, wt(w) are the same as before, and ull : [0, oo) x R' xQ --- ý R1 
denotes the solution. As (2.1), by the Feynman-Kac formula ul(x) satisfies t 
ut (x) = ETo (x + MBt) 
f' c(x+mBu" (x+IiB»ds-1 fot k'(t-s)ds-fot k(t-s)dwt-, 
(5.2) 
.. 7So(x+ItBt)+ 0 e ji 
2 
where Bt is an RI Brownian motion defined on a probability space P) indepen- 
dent of wt. 
Let 4), Zi Ea) o, (a), aT (a), D, Dt, 0,7p be defined as in §2. For (t, x) E D, define 
Z5(ýb(-bt '(x»)ds - So(et 
'(x» -11. 
b, (4)1 1 (X» 12 ds (5.3) Vt (x) = 
10 
2 
lo 
0 
with convention Vt (x) =+ oo if (t, x) 0 D. 
A similar result to Theorem 2.1 can be obtained. 
Theorem 5.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.1. Then for any compact 
subset K of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0, t> 0}, there exists p, (IC) >0 such that 
A -- 
A' 
Pjw E Q: sup ul'(x, w) > e-7, so7ne 0< IL:! ý pol <e 21' (5.4) t (t, X)EIC 
for all 0< po < pl, with 6=-1 supf Vt (x) : (t, x) G In particular, as p -* 0, 2 
u'(x, w) --ý 0, uniformly in IC P-a-s. - t 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we take an open set Arc c IntD with 
(t - S, Z; (X)) E JVc for 0 :5st if (t, x) E K. Let Xf, " be the solution of (2.2) with 
A, = VVt-, up to the exit time 77(X. x, il) from JVK. Similarly to (2.11), from (5.2), we 
get 
A V. r, ")ds 2 u'tu (x) =e 17 
V(17) kXt<77(x,,,, 
) To (Xtxli') eIL 1-1 
(x 
t 
1 fýf [C(X-"', Ull 
_ý(XX, 
1T_e(XX, jA 2 
-e 77 
)Ids--, ' f, k (s)ds+f, k(s)dw, 
(5.5) 
__ is B ft c(x+pB,,, uj_, (x+ptb., ))ds +tXtý,, 7(x+j, Bý)To(x+yz-vt)c ,' 
'(x+" 
k2 (s)ds+fo'k(s)dw, 
.c2 
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By (2.8) in Lemma 2.1, we immediately have that 
9: 1102 SUP [_If 2- 3' Pfw E0k (s)ds + k(s)dw, (w)] > 
161 
<e (5.6) 200 05t<T 02 
The theorem follows the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. ff 
B. In this section we consider the following conditions called (N*) and (N**) instead 
of (N*'ý) and (N**k) of last two sections as with (N*k) and (N**k) they are clearly 
analogue of Reidlin's condition (N): 
If Vt(x) < 0, then Vt-, (z; (x)) < 0, o: 5 s:, ý 
(N**). If Vt(x) = 0, then Vt-, (zt(x)) < 0,0 s< 5 
The following two theorems are proved in the same way as Theorem 2.2 and The- 
orem 2.3 respectively. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume the conditions (19, (N*), all conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
and To is continuous. Then, for sufficiently small p :A0, 
V, t (x)- 21 f, k'(s)ds+f, k(s)dw, (w) ut -vfot (x) To (4) t 
'(x» + R, (5.7) 
with R, --4 0 as g --4 0 P-a. s. uniformly in any compact subset off (t, x) : Vt(x) < 01, 
Theorem 5.3. Assurne conditions (F), (N*) and all conditions of Proposition 
1. Then for sufficiently small p00, 
11tt 
u't' (X, w) = ý)t (x) e 7Vt(x)--, 
f, k'(s)ds+f, k(s)dw, (w) 
(1+ 
142 t 
0-1 (zt(x»Aet-, (zt(x»ds + R21) 
(5.8) 
2 
10 
t-s ss 
with -R-' --40 P-a. s. uniformly in any compact subset of J(t, x) : Vt(x) < 01 Aý. -* 
0 as IL 
C. Now we consider the condition: 
(11). For any constant A>0, inf f c(x, u) :x (=- Rr, u<I -AI >0 and supfc(x, u) 
x c-Rr, U> 1+Aj <0. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose TO(x) is a nonnegative bounded function, SO(x) is a nonneg- 
ative continuous function, and condition (11). Then for any 0<c<I and i>t> Oy 
there exist 6j, t, c) > 0, til J, t,, E) > 0, such that 
-L Pjw GQ: sup sup ut(x, w) >1+ c} < e- i, o (5.9) 0<1'5/zO t<t<!, XER' 
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for all 0< Ito <, 41. 
Proof. For any c>0, we set a supf c(x, u) :u>+ 16, xE RJ. By (11), -3 
a>0. Note that for any Ito >0 by (2-9) if 0 <p :5 po and 
k(t - s)dwt-, (w) :516,0 <8< IL} 3-- 
,2 
P(Ql) >Ie 111, A2 where Tt = supf k(s) :0<s< tj. By (2.8) in Lemma 2.1, there 
exists 0<1, if 0< ilo < ill, there is a subset '2 f2'o ('It, 1, E) C f2 With L(1ý21 
-f) P(92) >1 e- 1, o I such that for 0< it < po and wE Q2 
1k 2(t _ s)ds - k(t-s)dwt-, (w)] <0, for It<s -a + tl[- 2 
fo I 
and 
f,, k 2 (t-s)ds-f, k(t-s)dzLt-,, (w))] I+t sup To (x) 2<t<t. 
ýXERI 
Now for fixed w Eo, nQ2, we introduce a Markov time in the probability space 
P) defined by 
T" = inf fs : ul'(t - s, x+ liB,, w) +1 6}. 3 
Then by the strong Markov property of Brownian motion, (5.10), (5.11), (5.12) and 
the definition of 7-, (5.13), we have if 0< Ito < pl, for 0<p< po and wcD, nQ2, 
and t<t<i, x cz Rr' 
U, (X, w) 
= Jýul, ý (x + fiB, At, w) t-'rAt 
c(x+"B e fo 
=E7Lt-r(X + ttB,, W) 
,,, 
'-frc(x+, uB,, u" (x+. uB,, u)))ds-i f, k2 (t-s)ds-f, ' k(t-s)dwt-, (w) 
, 12 
2. XT<ll 
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-M + Eut-, (x + MB, w) 
f, " k2 (t-s)ds-f, k(t-s)dwt-, (w) 77 2 
lýTo (x + mBt) 
f 
(x+ßBw»ds k2 
(t t k(t 
lý7So(x+, uBt)+ c(x+/iBui- 2 -s)dwt-, 
(w) 
. Xr>t 
1 lfrk'(t-s)ds-f, k(t-s)dwf-, (w) 
. :! ý(l + ýOke-2 
Xr<, u 
11 1_,, +, 2(_! 
+32 
fo' k'(t-s)ds-f, ' k(t-s)dwt-, (w))] 
Xtt: 5, r<t 
t 
o e7.7[-Qt+y2(-! 
f 
+ IT k , 
(t-s)ds-fo k(t-s)dwt-, (w))Ipfr > tj -1, 
: 5(1 6)[P{, r < 1.11 + 
P{ß: 5 7' < tj +. 
P{7» > tj] 
=1 + C. 
12 )JI and changing ILI :56 if The result follows by taking 6= ý{6 8; k=" 
A [a(l A ý't log 2 
necessary. it 
D. Set Z=I (t, x) : Vt (x) = 01 and with convention Vt (x) = oo if (t, x) ýD- The 
function Z(x) is defined similarly as in §3. Also Nve have an alternative late caustic 
assumption (DZ) corresponding to Vt(x). 
In order to prove Lemma 5.3 in the sequel, we need the following lemma which can 
be proved similarly to Lernma 2.2. 
Lemma 5.2. Assume all conditions of Theorem 2.1. Then if 0: ý, Oi: 5 ýlt, i=1,2, 
for any compact subset IC Of f(t, X) : Vt-,, (Zt(X)) < 0,01 :58t- 021 and pi > 0, 
there exist I. Lo > 0,61 > OY 62 >0 and Q, C0 with P(PI) >1-e such that if 
w Qj, 
fý 
: tL2 A 
kf'p (CD) 
I W) 
< -62 , for all 0<p< /Jo sup lOgUt-,,; (, 
Oi: 5,9-<t-02, (t, X)EK 
4 
>1-c 
(5.14) 
. In particular, for almost all wEQ, and 01 :! ý S `ý t- 02, as p-0, 
ut-, (X, ' 'w) -ý 0, in P probability. 
xf 
A2 
Lemma 5.3. Assume conditions (Ig, (II) , 
(N**), and that E and So are C2 with 
So nonnegative and that To is positive and continuous. Then for any 7>0 and any 
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compact subset k of I (t, x) : Vt (x) = 01, there exist IL, (IC, > 0, b(IC, >0 such 
that 
p{W GQ: t12 log U4 t 
(X, W) all 0< ju :5 po, (t, x) K} >e 
for all 0< po < pl. 
Proof. Let (t, x) (=- Aý and Xf-' be defined by (2.2) with A, = VVt-, up to exit time 
TI(Xý, A) from jVK. Based on (5.5), by Jensen's inequality, we have 
A' log U, (x) t 
t, 2 log P(t < i7(X. ', "» + log inf To (x) +1t inf AV (y) 
1 
x: (s) x) CEA(K 2 (S, Y)EJVK 
+ p(t < 
10 t [c(X, ', 1', ult' (X, ', 1'» - ds 
(5.16) 
0 
2[_ 
it t 
+ k'(t - s)ds - k(t - s)dwt-, j. 20 
fo 
For any -y > 0, we choose 0<0< it such that Oa <I -y. Recall P(t < 71(X. "")) ---+ 1 4-5 
1 uniformly for k as noted in §1 of chapter 1. Therefore there exists p(l)(IC) >0 such 
(1) that for 0< It < p, and (t, x) C- 
2 
[log 
j5(t 9,1 m 77(X 
. 
X, 1i» + log inf To(x) +t inf AV, (Y)] > -i-f- x: (S)X)EMK 2 (s, Y)cmt 5 
By condition (N**) we know there is 6* >0 such that Vt-,, (z, t(x)) < -6*, for 0< 
s<t-0. Note that converges to z'(x) in P-probability uniformly in sG [0, t]. 
So given E* > 0, there exists /1 
(2) ('4C) > 0, such that for 0< po <p 
(2) there exists 
0cQ with P(Q04') >1-e such that for 0<p< yo, wE Po, 
j51zb cz < e- for all (t, x) Ei Ký > t- -- 
by Lemma 5.2. Therefore, applying Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, there 
(3) (k) (3) (2) (3) exists ILI >0 with 0< yj < ji, such that for 0< po < ILI ,wE 
POP02 
< IL < go, 
P(t < 77(XXIII 
t-0 
11 14)) - E(X, ', ")] ds >-1 -1, 
fo [C(XX", ut-s (xf, 5 
(1) (3) 
FrOM for all (t, x) E K. Let minjp, , p, 
t 
:= 
10 
+ 
it-0 
+t0, 
0n 
10 
00£ 
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and the fact that 
Pjw E Q: /1' sup [-' k 2(t _ s)ds - k(t - s)dwt-, ] <-1 ly, O<t<T 2 
fo fo 
5 (5-17) 
some 0< ii :ý pol <c "'o 
we get the proof of the Lemma. ff 
Theorem 5.4. Assume conditions (P), (11), (N**), (DZ), and that E and So are 
C2 with So nonnegative, and that To is positive, bounded, and continuous. Then for 
any c>0 and any compact subset AC of f (t, x) : Vt (x) > 0}, there exist /, tl (IC, e) > 0, 
b(IC, e) > 0, such that 
t -L Pfw G Q: sup sup jult (X, W) - 11 > C} < e- 
140 
1 (5.18) 
O<A! 5M (t, X)E)C 
for all 0< po < pl. In particular ui'(x, w) -+ 1, uniformly in K, P-a. s.. t 
Proof. Define t= inf It : (t, x) G KI, T= sup It: (t, x) G K}. After Lemma 5.1 we 
only need to show for any E>0, there exist p, (c, 1C) > 0,6(E, 1C) >0 such that 
pfw E 9: ul(x, w) <1-E, some 0<p: 5 po, (t, x) G K} < e-m , 
y R'j. By (II), for all 0< po < it,. For this we set a= itif fc(y, u) :u< c- 
a>0. Choose h>0 by assumption (DZ) such that 
j(s, y) : t-IL s<t and y c= BI, (x)}nz = 0, (t, x) c 
As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, for any po by (2-9) if 0< lio and 
fw E Q: --I 
fk 2(t 
_ s)ds - k(t - s)dwt-,, (w) >-Ie, 0<s< It}, 
(5.20) 
0 2 () 
14 
f2 
t then P(Ql) >1-c 1281,01' with Tt = suplk(s), 0<s< t}. By (2.8) of Lemma 2.1 for 
any 0< po < 1, there is a subset D" C9 with P(02) >1- P- such that for 2 
0<p< yo and t<t<i and wE Q2ý 
I 
ce + fLl- 
I k'(t - s)ds - k(t - s)dwt-, (w)] > 0, for It <s< 
(5.21) 
22 
fo I 
ah +p2 
[_ 
1k 2(t 
_ s)ds - 
f" 
k(t - s)dwt-, (w)] > 0, for h<s< (5.22) 
00 
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Now for fixed w Ei Qý n02, we define two Markov times on the probability space 
P): 
p e: ji 
1 
Ti' = inffs : ut-, (x +iiBw) ý: 1- -Eý, (5.23) 
with convention rl = oo if the set is empty, and 
, r2 = -r2ý' = inf 1s: Vt-, (x + MB, ) = 0}, (5.24) 
with convention V(r, y) = oo if (r, y) ý D. Note that 7-2 is defined and in [0, t] if 
t> Z(x) by Lemma 1.1.6 and assumption (DZ). Set -r =, ri A -r2. Rom the definition 
of r2, we have (t - r2, x+I. LB, 2) G 
Z, P-a. s.. Therefore, there is a compact subset 
K in Z such that P(! ýo) >1- -1 E when ! 
ýo 
= 16) E 
ý2, (t - T2, x+ AB. T2) (E KI. Rom 4 
Lemma 5.3 we know there exists /. t(l 1) (IC, e) >0 such that if 0< yo < p, there is a 
subset Q' CQ with P(93) >1-e "'o with some 61 > 0, such that for 0< [t < po, 3 
wC 93 and (t, x) G K, 
UP + pB on f2o. (5.25) '1; 721 CO) e t-*T2 
(' 
Let r3 = inffs : lpib, l = h}. Then on JcZ? EQ: 7*2 < 73}, we have r2 >h by the 
definitions of r2 and h. But as p-0, 
P17-3 < bl --+ 0 for any b>0. 
So there exists 
/L(2) (E, K) 
( 2)) 
1>0 such that for 0<p< ILI 
P Jr2 <hIPf r2 < -r3 T3 < T2 <4E. (5.26) 
(1) (2) 
., 
11. By the Feynman-Kac formula, strong Markov prop- Take IL, = minf p, I p, 4k, 
erty of Brownian motion and (5.20)-(5.26) we have if 0< po < pl, then for all 
0< IL < po, WEQ, n QI'O n M" and (t, x) E K, 23 
(X, w) 
ýp 
=Eut-, (x + tiBT) 
w) 
fo 7 L. 2(t-s)ds-f, ' k(t-s)dwt-, (w) 
ell 2 
t-, ý 
(x + liB, ý, w) =Euß 
fTl c(x+t4B. u" ý(x+ltBw»ds- 
1 f, 'l k 2(t-s)ds-f, " k(t-s)dwt-, (w) t- 2 XT1 <14/y7'1 57-2 
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+. ýNt t-, + pB, w) 
-1 "'l c(x+ltB,, u" (x+jiB., w))ds-I f, 'rl k'(t-s)ds .,,, 
f, 
-fTl k(t-s)dwt-, (w) e Xht! ýTl <72 
+ kult",, (x + /iB, 2 , 
w) 
f, 2 c(x+, uB,, u, '-, (x+IiB,, w))ds-I fo'2 k'(t-s)ds-f, ' 
72 
k(t-s)dwt-., (w) 2 
XT2<IIX72<Tl 
+ Iýu)tý' 
2(x + yB 72 1 W) 
,f ý2 B (x+jtB,, w))ds-ý' fo'2 k2(t_s)ds-f, 2 k(t-s)dwt-., (Ca) 
eT' 
ý C(X+" "U", 2 Xh<-r2<, ri 
It- 
ý' f, 71 k2 (t-s)d3-fo"I k(t-s)dwt-, (w) 
4 c)Ee 
ý X-rl </'X'rl! 5r2 
+" 
17 [at'+ " (- 1 f, 'l k'(t-s)ds-f, 'l k(t-s)dwi-, (w))]X 
rl 
2 
4 6-)Iýe 
5 : sr2 
- ah 
[cth+142(-! f, 
0'2 k'(t-s)ds-fo'2 k(t-s)dwt-, (w))] +e 2-1, e2 X6, Xh: 5, r2 <, ri 
T21 + 
k{Xý, 
Xh: 5-r2<, rj 2 
2 16) 
f Pf'rl :5 T21 + Pf 72 < TI 
P{T2 
< hl -46 
Furthermore Nve have b(c, K) >0 such that 
P(Qi nQ2n o, ) >1- 
The above two formulae, together with Lemma 5.1, give the proof of the theorem. 
As Figure IIII, Figure 1112 is a simulation by J. Gaines for the wave generated by 
the initial Gaussian distribution but perturbed by a weak multiplicative white noise 
udwt (p = 0.1 in the calculation). This agrees with the results in this section. 
§6. The Generalised KPP Equations in a Strong Random Potential 
A. In this section we consider 
I-W 2AUA(X) + dt + 
ý-O(x)dwt, 
du't'(x) =t '(x))u'(x)l 11 2t (6-1) t 
[2/1 
-11 So W 
TL2 C(X, Ut t 
UO '(x) = TO(X)C- 
Here A, c7 k, TO, So, wt(w) axe the same as before and u" : [0, oo) x R'xQ --ý RI denotes 
jz the solution. As (2.1), by the Feynman-Kac formula, ut (x) satisfies 
u, (x) = ETo (x + ILBJ 
(6.2) fo` k-'(t-s)ds- fot k(t-s)dwt-, 
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where Bt is a R' Brownian motion defined on a probability space 0, We define 
V: [0, T] x Rr ---ý R by (5-3). We consider conditions (1) or (P) and 
(K). There exists a constant k>0 such that jk(t) I ý: k>0 for all x. 
Theorem 6.1. Assume conditions (1), (K) and that So is nonnegative and To is 
bounded. Then for any compact subset 4C of (0, +oo) x Rr, 0< IL, < 
-ct+vr(Tty--+ 
-j-(117-g 71ro -ligm-t 2 L. 2t 
2logIlToll if IlToll >1 and 0<p, <ý if IlToll :51, we have 8et 
k. 2f k4 t2 
Pjw E0: sup ut(x, w) >e some 0< ji:! ý, /ioj <e0 
(t, x)c-]C 
for all 0< po < pl, where t inf It (t, -) E ICJ, T= sup{t : (t, F 
t2 fo k (s) ds. In particular, as p 0, u" (x, w) --+ 0, uniformly in C P- a. s.. t 
Proof From (6.2) and conditions (1), (K), we bave 
/_t4 log Ull (X) :! ý _kt+ IL26t + ft4log(l IToll V 1) _ 112 k(t - s)dwt-,. (6-3) t2 
JO 
Let pi be as required by the theorem. For any 0< po < it,, by Lemma 2.1, 
2t j4,2 
pfW EQ: t12 SUP 
k 12sr,, 4, [- I k(t - s)dwt-, (w)] >ýý, for some 0<p< pol <e01 (t, x) EC 8 
(6.4) 
and if 0<p< po, 
410g(JIT <k 
2t 
0V 1) + 1126t 
8 
(6-5) 
The result follows by (6.3), (6.4), (6-5). 
B. Under the condition (P), we can get sharp estimates. Note that neither condition 
(N *k ) nor (N*) is needed as in Theorem 2.2,2.3,5.2 and 5.3. Let 0,0 be as in § 2. 
Theorem 6.2. Assume condition (I'), the conditions of Theorem 2.1, and that To 
is bounded continuous. Then for sufficiently small g :A0, 
t ", t(-)- 
f, - -T V, 1t k2(s)ds+ k(s)dw, 
u'(X, W) =e 
-2, -, T 0 [Vfot(x)TO(4)-'(x)) +RIJ (6.6) tt 
with R, --* 0 as p --+ 0 P-a. s. uniformly in any compact subset of (0, +oo) x Rr. 
Theorem 6.3. Assume condition (F), the conditions of Proposition 2.1. Then for 
sUfficiently small p : 7ý 0, 
ut (X, w) =e7 it 
1 21t 0-1 (4, t (x» ds + R2 
(6-7) 
l+ t 20 
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Rr with ý,, i -ý 0, as IL --- *0 P-a-s- uniformly in any compact subset of (0, +oo) xR 
The numerical simulation will be shown in §8. 
§7. Space Dependent Perturbations 
A. Now we briefly discuss the space dependent noise perturbation: -, Ik(x)u't'(x)dwt. 
To do this we will impose stronger hypotheses on the coefficients than we have needed 
so far. The equation is: 
du'(x) = 
[lju'Au(x) 
+1 c(x, u"(x»u"(x) dt+-lk(--)u"(t)dwt, t2tt (7.1) 
SOW uo, (x) =To (x) e 17 
Let kE C2(Rr). If X, ", /' is defined by (2.2) for 0<s<T, then the following lemma 
is proved by integration by parts. 
Lemma 7.1. Suppose Dk, A are all bounded for 0<t<T. Then there exist 
c, >O, c2 >0 such thatforO<t<T 
cI+I*2 t k(X, ', ")dwt-, IWII -2C2(IW t Ee-1,0 < ei, (7.2) 
where lwl* = sup lw, l. t O<s<t 
Proof. By integration by parts we have 
-i k(X, ', ")dwt-, k(O)wt -I Dk(X, ', ")wt-,, dX, "" (7.3) A 
in tp 10 
The second term of right hand side of (7-3) is 
It 
Dk(X., ', ")wt-,, (pdB, + A, (Xf, t)ds) 
n 
t0t 
(7.4) 
Dk(X,, ', ")wt-, dB, - Dk(X, ', ")A, (X', ")wt-, ds P 
10 
By (7.3) and (7.4), there exists a constant cl >0 such that 
fo'k(X'-")dwt-, a* 
e-*. ul a<e it [-It -J (7.5) 
Here 
t Dk(XI-l')wt-, dB, J =te- 3 
tt 
=k, -f,, 
'Dk(X, ', ")wt-, dB, -, If, lDk(X;, ")wt-, I'ds. ý'fjDk(X; 4')wj-, j'ds e2 (7.6) 
<e! 2 
C2(jWlt )2 
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for some C2 > 0. Therefore (7.2) follows. ff 
Let E and k be C' and So be C' and consider the classical mechanical system 
U'kl(d)k, s(X»li S ýý Oe (7.7) 
'ýk, O(X) : -- VSO(X), liýk, o(X) = X. 
Assume a no-caustic condition: there exists T>0 such that 4)k, s : R' --+ R' exists 
and is a diffeomorphism for 0 -< s -< 
T. This is true if -a, k, So liave uniformly bounded 
first and second derivatives (See (Elworthy & TYuman (1981)). 
For (t, x) E [0, T] x R', define -Vk(t, x) as More by 
-7k 
t12k, 
t 2 
t 
(7.8) 
so «P -, (x- lýk, s(")k tl 
(X» 12 ds. 
k, t 
» 
10 
t 2 
-k Again V satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation 
1-k1 avt (X 
2 
11V7t (X)112 + 2(X) -2 k2 (x) - at = 
0, (7.9) 
with given initial function -So. We have (2.6), (2.7) similarly. Let X, ',, ', 0 -< S<t 
be defined by (2.2) by taking A, = DVkt_s. Then by the Feynman-Kac formula and 
Proposition 1.1.1 ( we allow f: ZxQ-R bounded and measurable): 
k 
x, p 1fotAVk. -, 
(Xx, 11)ds 
Uß(X) e-'77'(-T)ýÜT(Xt )e2 pý tpt (7.10) 
a 
f, 
e 
[C(XT""u", 
By a similar argument to Theorem 2.1, using Lemma 7.1 and noting 
,2 
Pf tLlwlt* > 61 
for any 6>0, /j, > 0, we can prove 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose (1), that 'E, k and So are c2 with So bounded below and 
that To is bounded and measurable. Assume that the classical flow -I)k, t given by (7-7) 
satisfies the no-caustic condition for 0<t<T and D 2Vkt(-), AV 
k 
t(-) are bounded 
-k above, DVt (-), Dk(-) are all bounded for 0<t<T. Then for any compact subset 
-k IC of I (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0,0 <t< TI, there exists 0< ILI (1C) <I such that 
P{w c= 9: sup u'(x, w) >em, some 0< it < pol <e 11, o' (7-12) 
(tj)EK 
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for all 0< go < pi - Here 61 supf Vt (X) : (t, x) E K), 62 C1 7 C2 
k 2+226, 
2 C2 
are defined in (7-2). 
B. As for Theorem 7.1, we can study the space dependent potential version of 
equation (5.1): 
dut' (x) =: 
1 
p, Aul, (x) +1 dt + k(x)u'(t)dwt, tt 
[2 
t2 
C(XI'Uýt(X»UI't(X)] t 
(7.13) 
Uo (x) = To (x) e-, ý - 
With all conditions of Lemma 7.1 , we can prove there exist CI ý C2 
>0 
t k(t-s, X', ")dwt < eCllWlt+12 112 C2 
(IWI; )2 Ee- o .1 
Theorem 7.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 7.1. Suppose that the clas- 
sical flow ýDt given by (2.3) satisfies the no-caustic condition for 0<t<T and 
D2Vt (_), AVt (-) are bounded above with DVt, Dk are all bounded for 0<t<T. 
Then for any compact subset IC of f (t, x) : Vt (x) < 0,0 <t< T), there exists 
0< pi (k) <I such that 
Pfw GQ: sup U"(X, W) > C--ýi e some 
0< 
/I < /10 (t, x) E)C 
for all 0< yo < /, tl. Here 61 =-1 sup f Vt (x) : (t, x) (E k 1,62 = -c'+ , with 2 C2 
Cli C2 as in (7 14). 
C. For the strong noise case, we get a complete picture: 
1 
2AU/ 
1 
du" (x) =p t(x)+ýic(x, u"(x»u"(. x) dt+-27k(x)ul'(t)dwi, t 
[2 
tt (7.16) 
uö (x) = To (x) c s() 
By a method similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1, using an alternative version of 
(7.2): 
k --7 fo'k(x+, uB, )dwf-, ;+ e 11 < e4, 
lwlt -F,, T (7.17) 
for some Ch C2 > 0, we can prove 
Theorem 7.3. Assume conditions (I), (K) and t1tat So is nonnegative To is 
bounded. Then for any compact subset IC of (0, +oo) x Rr, with 0< yj 
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-Ct+ Fa 
Ik 2t 
2o 
+I, (og A1 if IlToll >1 and 0< /z, -A1 01, log 1116 11 if T< 
have 
k2t 'j2 
PfW C- SUp U" (X, W) >e SoMe 0<p<e2;, 04" t 
(t, X)EIC 
for all 0< go < pl, where t= inf ft: (1, -) E kj, 7= sup{t : (t, -) E 4ý1, 
6= -Cj+ 
C2 
for CI) C2 defined in (7.17). In particular, as p ---+ 0, ult'(x, w) --+ 0, 
uniformly inC P-a. s.. 
§8. Numerical Simulations, Conclusions and Remarks 
We consider the propagation of the travelling wave of KPP equations in mild, weak 
and strong random potentials in this section. We take an approximate 6-function to 
be our initial distribution (see chapter II). Our equation is described as 
1 
2, AU 
1 Aji du , (x) + «1 - u, 
\", (x»uýtl", (x)1 dt + F (w) tut (x), t (x)= 
[2f1 
t 
x2 
t 
(8.1) 
A, p- =2, 
ý, \ uo (x) 
, ý/27rm4, \ 
,, 
(w) is a random potential term, Let wt be a one- where xE R', a>0, and F 
dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability space First we 
consider F,, (w)t = -Ikd? i)t with d It6's differentiation and constant 
k. By definition 
It 
we have 
x2 
Vk\, ß (X) 
1-2 
V, k Z, 2)t 
-k )t -t '(x) = (ý 3 2t+ X/, 12) 2 2t 
as A --+ 0. The following theorem can be obtained as in §2, §3 and chapter 11 in the 
deterministic case, especially §1. 
Theorem 8.1. Let 2"'(x) be the solution of (8-1) with F,, (w)t =: -lk-dwt with t 
constant k. If 26 > k2 Ii 21A, /, 2 log UAJI (X) < , f6rx>tv'r26-k2, m/-i ogut 
(x)=BmIim/L t p0 p-0 A-0 
0 and for any compact subset IC of I (t, x) :x< tV26 - k2}, there exists c, > 
0) C2 > OY 
-CI<liMPIO9U, 
X'4(X): 5f1M/1109U, Ä'ý'(X)<C2, P-a. s. 
ß-0 M-0 
kA, IiM / 
A, lt 2 log t 
A, ji If 2a < then for (t, x) E (0, +oo) x Rr, _12 
log Ut (x) = Bin lim it 4 (X) 
11ý0 [L-OA-O 
0. uniformly in any compact subset of (0, +oo) x Rr, P-a. s.. 
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For the case of a weak It6's noise perturbation we take F (w)t = k-dwt. By definition 
we get 
A, ju (X) = at - T(I 
x2 X2 Vt t (X) = at 2t ' (t +" 
--+ V Xt, 2) # 
as A ---ý 0. Therefore 
Theorem 8.2. Let UA,, (x) be the solution of (8-1) with F,, (w)t = kdwt. Then t 
lim UA,,, (X) = lim lim UA"(X) 
0, P-a. s. for x> v12--6t, 
, UýO 
t U-O AýO t 1, P-a. s. for x< r2-, t 
The last theorem concerns the strong noise case. 
Theorem 8.3. Let ult(x) be the solution of (8-1) with F,, (wt)e = j1 
kedwt with TIT 
nonzero constant k. Then 
lim u 
A, 11 (x) = lim lim U'\, " (X) = 0, 11-0 t 11-0 A-o t 
uniformly in any compact subset of (0, +oo) x R', P-a. s.. 
In order to illustrate some of the theoretical results of this chapter, we describe 
J. Gaines' numerical simulations for equation (8.1) with various perturbations and 
initial conditions. We take a=I throughout. 
In Figures 1113-1116 we show numerical simulations in the case as described in 
Theorem 8.1 with decreasing values of p=: 0.3,0.2,0.1,0.0751 respectively. The 
initial condition is a point source at x=0 and k=1. 
The strong noise is illustrated in Figure 1117. The parameter values used are k 
IL = 0.2. Even with this quite large value of IL the wave dies away almost immediately 
(see Theorem 8.3 and §6 in general). Figure 1118 is the weak perturbation shown in 
Theorem 8.2. We take parameter values k=3 and It = 0.075. 
Figures 1119-11112 show mild noise case with fixed p=0.075 varying the value 
at k=0,0.1,0.75,1 respectively. The pictures show clearly how the speed of 
the propagation of the wave decreases as k increases. See the wave front formula in 
Theorem 8. L 
For the mild noise case, Gaines calculated numerically the value of 
1 
ul' (x) dt 
10 
t 
Figure 1113 
Figure 1115 
Figure 1114 
Figure 1116 
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Figure 1117 Figure 1118 
for ten different values of k. We fixed p=0.1 and used a point source at 0 as the 
initial condition. In Figure 11113 she plotted both the values of I(k) obtained and 
the quadratic curve that is the best fit for these values. As can be seen, the fit is 
extremely good. See also Remark 3.2. 
One can consider initial condition as a superposition of extended sources or point 
sources as well as step functions. Having proved the results of chapters 1,11,111, we 
can easily treat the more complicated situations. We would not like to go to any 
details. We only demonstrate Figure 11114 and Figure 11115 where we take k=I and 
p= 
Remark 8.1. Let the travelling wave of the deterministic KPP equation which 
was studied in chapters 1,11 be the basic travelling wave. Theoverns 8.1,8.2, and 8.3 
show us clearly that the white noise potential reduces the velocity of the wave. When 
the randomness is strong enough, its velocity decreases to zero, i. e., the travelling 
wave no longer exists. A weak white noise potential does not change its velocity and 
amplitude and a very strong white noise potential kills the travelling wave with high 
probability. In other words, the travelling wave can not propagate in strong and very 
strong random potentials. Summarizing we can say that the IM white noise potentials 
hinder the propagation of the travelling waves. 
0.5 
Figure 1119 
Figure 11111 
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Figure 11110 
Figure 11112 
Figure 11113 
Figure 11114 Figure 11115 
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Remark 8.2. Iim2'I(x) might be considered as the solution with a 6-junction at A-0t 
0 as its initial distribution. The term /j4 in uO can be replaced by p2+1, for any h -> 
0 
without changing the results. The case h=2 might be considered a reasonable choice 
from the point of view of rescaling. More details about 6 initial distributions can be 
found in chapter II. 
Remark 8.3. Our results can be extended to equations where the vector valued 
function k: Rl ---* Rn and n-dimcnsional Brownian motion wt are concerned. 
§9. The Non L' and L2 Perturbations and Lyapunov Exponents 
A. In this section we study the following stochastic generalised KPP equation: 
du', (x) = [ýýAC(x) + c(x, u"(x»u"(x)]dt + k( ' )u"(x)dw, 2ttt 77 t 
s(Z) 
U0 (X) = TO(X)e- 
j 
Let c, k, To, So be the same as before. '[Yavelling waves arise as a result of the large time 
and large space behaviours. It is intrinsic that the effect of a random perturbation 
depends on the mean value of the random noise. In fact we classify the random 
perturbation by the mean value a= lim -L 0' ' 
,7 00 2or 
fo' k (s)ds. Note that -a is the Lyapunov 
exponent of the following stochastic ordinary differential equation: 
&= k(t)&wt. 
Write 
lim 
11 
k2 (s) ds, (9.2) 
or ý) 2 a-+oo 0 
fi-m k2 (s)ds. (9.3) 
2 Or-+co 
By the Feynman-Kac formula, the solution u" (x) of equation (9.1) can be represented t 
by 
uý, '(x) = kTo(x + jLBt) 
"c(x+pB,, u,. (x+pB., ))ds--, ' flk'('-)d ' -ftk('-')dwt-, 
(9.4) 
., 7So(x+1, tB, 
)+ 
e it 117 117 IT 
where Bt is a R' Brownian motion defined on a probability space P). 
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Let E be C2 and So be Cl and -(D and the region D be the same as in §2. For 
(t, x) E D, define frp, k :D ý--+ R by 
ý, ýk (X) = '(x») ds - So «D '(x» E(, k, «bt t 
0 
it 
. b-1 (X» 12 
,21`t72 
2020 
1<P., ( t ds -k (s)ds, 
and use the convention V. "' k (x) = +oo if (t, x) ý D. Then the following Hamilton t 
Jacobi equation is satisfied: 
IIVV,,, k(X)112 + Zý(X) _12t 
Vttl'k 
tY k( 
)-L (x) = 0, (t, x) E D, (9.6) 22 /12 c9t 
For any compact set IC in D, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 define /VK, 77(c). 
Let X', " for 0<s< ? 7(Xx, ") be the solution of (1.2) with A, = up to exit SS 
time 77(. Xýx,, O). By the Feynman-Kac formula (9.4), Proposition I. 1.1 and using the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation (9.6), 
1 x, l, AIý, t', k(Xz, P)ds 
U"(X) )e2 
fI'I 
t 
1ý7. 
fol 
-1 t [C(XX, /,, UA 
t k(-')dwL-., '-"))-Z(X, )]ds-f, ' __T 8t-, 
(Xs 
11 T 
c(x+1tB, ut_, (x+jiB. ))ds 
(9.7) 
,, 7So(x+pBt)+ + 
kXt>77(x+pB. 
)TO(X + ILBt)e 1,117 
- 11 f0t k 2(L-., )d ' f, ' k dw 
e 
As (2.12), there exists a R(y) 0(tn) for any n>0 such that 
S (x+uBi)+-'7ftc(x+ItB,, ut-, (x+IiB, ))ds-1 f, )' k'('-')d EXtý,, 7(x+j, B. )To(x + ItBt)e-, -, ' 2 
ji, k (z) 
(9.8) 
XR (A). 
B. For simplicity we suppose the existence of lim k'(s)ds. Therefore a C +00 
fo 
a* = a* >- 0. With this assumption for t in any compact set of (0, +oo), define 
~k~k Vt (x) = im vt', ' *(x) . (9.9) 11-0 
Vk Note t (x) = Vt(x) - at where Vt(x) is defined by (5.3). 
Theorem 9.1. Assume the condition (1), a=1 lim I O'k 2 (s)ds (implying the 2 C_+M 17 
fo, 
existence), that Z, So are C2 with So bounded below, and that To is bounded and mea- 
surable. Then for any compact subset IC of I (t, x) : 'ýtý'(x) < 0, t> 01, there exists 
pi(IC) >0 such that 
A A2 Pjw EQ: sup ut(x, w) > for some 0</. t : -! 
ý pol <c 
(t, X)EAý 
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-I SUpfVk(X) for any 0< Ito < gi, where 63t (t, x) E supIt : (t, x) (= ICI. 
/I In particular, as /i -* 0, ut (x, w) --+ 0, uniformly in IC P-a. s.. 
Proof. By the definition of ýrk and a there exists p, (IC) >0 such that for (t, x) G K, 
<A< Al I 
Vtl" k :: ý Vt k (x) +6< -261 (9.11) 
21t 
10 
k2 (s)ds <a+ (9.12) 
7 
and (2.13) holds for the R(y) in (9.8). For any 0< po < pi, set Q, " = jw E 
2t Q sup -/z fO'k('-')dw, -, < 
16 for any 0<y< po}. Then P(Q") >I- 
t: (t, X)EIC 
62 
42 
8114 fo (I k2(., )d, >1 e0 11(a+l)ýI, O'. The rest of the proof proceeds as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. tt 
2 -7k - -pk Remark 9.1. If lim k (s)ds does not exist, define t (x) = lim Vt , (x). Cý+00 a ju-0 
-k Then Theorem 9.1 is still valid for Vt (x) if a* < oc and taking a= a*. 
t C. We study the case 0<a- a* = a. < sup 1 fO'-E(4), (4)t-'(x)))ds. We just 
(t, X)ED 
t 
proved a trough theorem (Theorem 9.1). For the crest we first establish a comparison 
result. Let 
A <k, w>t = sup[- k(t - s)dwt-, ], (9.13) O<a<t 
in 
or 
< k, w>A, t = inf k(t - s)dwt-, ]. (9.14) 0: 5a<t 
10 
Let v, '(x) be the solution of the following Cauchy problem 
2EL-1 
=1 2AVII(X) +1 2( t)1 at 2J4 
[c(x, 
v' (x» - 1- kv, (x), 
ýi 
t 777 t27,1 t (9.15) 
Vo (x) = U, 0 (x) . 
By using the same method as Lemma 3.1 we have 
Lemma 9.1. Assume c(x, -) is decreasing. Then for all t and w, with the incre- 
a ment < k, w >_t T and 
< k, w >A, -t7 non-zero, 
11 11 
<k, w>A 
vt (X)e u', (X, w) < v', (x) e <t 
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Suppose k is bounded and define 
sup k 2( 2 u>o 
1 
inf k 2( 
t 
2 it>-o t12 
Consider conditions 
t (MN). 0<a= a* = a. < sup 1 fo'-E(ýD, (4)-1(x)))ds (implying the existence o 
(t, x)ED 
ttf 
a). 
c(x, u) is decreasing in u and let bounded continuous positive functions 77t, x 
and Ift, be defined by c(x, 77t, x) = I(t), c(x, H x t, x) = d(t) 0<t<T, 
for some T>0 
and all x C- RI and for any 0<t<T, x C- R", c(x, u) < C(x, Ft,, ), for u> Wt, x, 
c(x, u) > c(x, Ht, x), for u< fft, x. 
(i5Zk ) and (1ý**k) are similar to (DZk) and (N**k) in §3 but with ýrk instead of Vk. 
Theorem 9.2. Assume conditions (F), (A71-N), (1-1) and (1ý**k), (bZk ), and that 
E and So are C2 with So nonnegative, and that To is positive and bounded continuous. 
: 
f7k (X) Then for any E>0, and any compact subset K of I (t, x) t>0,0 <t< TI, 
there exists po(k, c) > 0, such that for 0<p< go, the solution ul'(x) of Cauchy t 
problem (9.1) satisfies, 
<k, w>'ät 
(He,. - e) e ýý < U, (X, w) :5+ E) e 77 
Proof. Let ult'(x) be the solution of the Cauchy problem 
t x» 
4(X), 
- i(t», uý t 
(X) +1 [C(x, uj, ( 
gý-2 
=12, AUýß at 2 ft T7 t 
uju o(x) = uö(X), 
Nx) be the solution of the Cauchy problem and vt 
t 
(X) +1 [C(X, li(X» )12(X), 2A 11 rt. d9t 2 
IL T717 rf 
N-Ö(x) = uö(X). 
(9.19) 
Then Lt(x) :! ý v(x) :ý V(x) can be proved by Feynman-Kac formula because c(x, tt 
is decreasing. By Theorem 1.1.5, for any E>0, there exists po ()C, E) >0 such that 
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for (t, x) G ýC and 0< It < go, TI., (x) :5 77t,, +c and v't' (x) ýý Ht, x - c. The theorem 
follows from Lemma 9.1. ft 
Remark 9.2. Even if the positive function Ht,, in conditions (AY-N) does not exist 
then Theorem 9.2 is still true in the following form: 
<k w>' 
(x, w) :5 (7! t,., + E) e (9.20) 
Corollary 9.1. Assume conditions of Theorem 9.2 and Ht,., > 0. Then for 
ýrk (X) > 0, t there exist cl > 01 C2 >0 such that 
-el < lim log u jt lim log up (X) :5 C2 P-a. s.. (9.2 1) 
-0 
t (X) :5 /£-0 t it log log )97 1091097 
Proof. The result follows by taking the logarithm on both sides of (9.20) and 
multiplying A and noting that if 0<a< oc) there exists c, > 0) C2 >0 SUCh log log IT 
that lim < k, w >1' ": ý C2 and lim < k, w >A, -cl P-a. s. by the 
, U-O 
vlog log -', Z log log 14-0 - 
Vi 
iterated logarithm law of Brownian motion. 
Remark 9.3. From Theorem 9.1 and Corolland 9.1 we see clearly the wave front 
propagation for the stochastic generalised KPP equations. The wave front is given 
: 
ýk (X) by f (t, x) t= 01 if we suppose the conditions in Corollanj 9.1. In 
front of IiM tt2 log UP (X) < -c P-a. s. for certain constant c>0 and behind t 
t1_0 
li(x) -: ý: -cl P-a. s. for certain constants cl > 0. An immediate lim log ut 
AýO V1,09 1.9 "I. 
S. 
example is that of k= constant which was examined in §8. The following example is 
interesting to see: 
Example 9.1. Consider the following stochastic KPP equation with a point source 
approximated by expl- "I in the limit A --+ 0 2A, uT 
du'(x) = [ýýAu'(x) +1 (1 - u"(x))u"(x)]dt + sin 
I 
u"(x)d?. v, (9.22) t2t;. 12 ttA2t 7111 
This is equivalent to the following unscaled stochastic KPP equation 
dut (x) =[1 Aut(x) + (1 - ut(x»ut(x)]dt + sintut(x)dwt. (9.23) 2 
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By the definition of Vt'(x) noting a= lim -L flo'k 
2 (s)ds = 1, and the result of §II. 1 a +00 
2a 04 
of chapter II, we have 
3t-x2 
4 2t 
(9.24) 
Rirthermore 1 sup k 
2( t1 sup sin 
2( t 
-1 and q(t) 1 inf k 
2( t 0. 
2 
/1>0 TI, 2 t1>0 
Ttl 22/, ý! O 17 
Therefore by definitions 1- q(t) :! ý I and Ht,,, =I-ý! (t) = 1. Thus by 2 
V7 
Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 9.2 the wave front is given by x3t. Note that the 2 
wave front of the unperturbed KPP equation is given by x= vý-2t. 
t D. Case sup 1 fO'z(4), (-Iý-I(x)))ds < a,, < a" < +oo. For a compact subset K of tt (t, X)ED 
D by (9.2), (9.3) we have [ii (K) >0 such that for 0<y:! ý pi, (t, x) 
a. + c* 1t5 
t k'(u)do- < a*, 
(9.25) 
2 21 04 TIT 
and 
IL2 xlu 
1 (Xýx, )')ds a. c* SUp log (tXt<7, (X. x, j, )TO (X; )e2 t-S + R(IL)l : ý; t. (9.26) 
(t, X)EIC 8 
Here c* = sup it fo'tZ,; (-I), (-Tt I (x)))ds, inf It : (t, -) cz IQ. For 0< po :ý til, let (t, X)EjC 
Q110 - jW EQ: _, 12 
t 
k(t - s)dwt-, < a. - c* , for all 0<p< ILO, E 
ACI. 0A2 TT 8 
(9.27) 
(a. -c*)2 
(a. - c*)2 1'0 k. 2(, )d, 1,4 320,, 'It, 2 Then P(PO )>1-e 121 
f. 
0>1- e- () by (9.25). Here = sup ft: (t, -) E 
IQ. Suppose So is nonnegative. Therefore for 0< yo :! ý yj and w QI'11,0 < IL < yo, 0 
taking the logarithm on both sides of (9.7) in which we use (9.8) to control the second 
term and multiplying p 0 
A' log u', (x) t 
<c*t - 
a. + c* t+ 
2 
a- c* 
-t. 4 
- c* t+a. - 
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From this we obtain the following theorem: 
(9.28) 
't Theorem 9.3. Assume condition (1) and sup fo (x)))ds < a. a* < t (t, X)ED 
+oo, and thatE, So are C' with So nonnegative and that To is bounded and measurable. 
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Then for any compact subset IC of D, there exists p, (IC) >0 such that 
t a. -C. 
)2 
32(Wip , Pf LLY EQ: ult'(X) > e- -411" , some 
(t, X) E C, 0<p< pol <e0 (9.29) 
for all 0< po < IL, where i= supIt : (t, -) E IC}, a., a* are defined by (9.2), (9.3). 
In particular as IL --40, uI(x) --+ 0 uniformly in )C P-a. s.. t 
If a* > a,, >a>0, we can take the logarithm on both sides of (9.4). Therefore 
Corollary 9.2. Assume condition (1) and a* > a., >6>0, and that So is 
nonnegative and To is bounded and measurable. Then for any >t>0, there exists 
IL, (1, T) >0 such that 
2 
2 til'. Pjw E Q: ult'(x) > e- some -t 
<t<1, xE R', 0< IL < tLol < 
for all 0< ILO < IL1. Here a, a* are defined by (9.2), (9-3). In particular as p -* 0, 
utg (x) --4 0 uniformly in t :ýt :57, xG Rr P-a. s.. 
It is very interesting to reconsider Example 9.1 by varying the coefficient of the 
random noise. It is impossible to compare the values 3 sin ti and k=I which is 
from Theorem 8.1 (here we take 6 1). Nevertheless we can compare the values 
lim -L f("9 sin 
2 
sds 2 and lim 12 ds 1 The former mean value is bigger 
aý+00 2o, 04 Or-+00 2cr 
fO 
2 
than the latter one. In Example 9.2 the noise forces the solution to zero while the 
later noise does not by Theorem 8.1. This shows that a= lim -L k (s)ds is 
C +00 2a 0 
the appropriate quantity to classify the multiplicative random noise perturbations 
k(. )dw.. 
Example 9.2. Consider 
duýt'(x) = [ýýAu`(x) +1 (1 - u'(x))u'(x)]dt +3 sin 
t 
ul' (x)d? v ,, (9.30) 2t ý-2 tt T-2 t 1-17 
2 
with an initial point source. Calculation tells us that a= a* = a. = Bin -L fo k (s)ds C_00 2a 
9 /Z 
ý>1=6. Then by Theorem 9.3, the solution ut (x) -0 as /, t --ý 0P-a. s. for 
any (t, X) EE (0, +oo) x R". 
E. If a* = a. = +oc suppose there exist a>0,0 < a, :! ý a, *, < +oo such that 
Lim 
Ik2 (s)ds, (9.31) 
+,, 2orl+ck 
f. 
77 
t 
a* = lim k'(c)dc7. (9.32) a c-+oo 2orl+a 
1. 
For any >t>0 by (9-31), (9-32) we have pi J, t) >0 such that for 0< I'L :5 pi, 
t<t< 
t 3 
a,,,, 
1 In T'I 
k2 (u) da <5a (9.33) 
424 
and 
For 0< po < pl, let 
log I IT 1 A0 1100 + tl2aCt 
<1a, t +' * 
(9.34) 
-4- 
2(1+a) 
tt<I 
Q, Iw E Q: -IL k( a,,,, 01', for all 0< It < /to, t< ij. 0 
10 
A274 
(9.35) 
12fo"I O(c)dcji 2(1+a) Then P(Q'O) >I-e0>1-e 
"a-"+a"O Therefore for 0< po :! ý pi 0 
and wE Qo ,t<t<i, 0<p< po, taking the logarithm on both sides of 
(9.4) and 
multiplying p 2(1+a) 
log U" (X) t 
log To + IL 
2aat 
_1 
2(1+a) 
t 
2(t -Ss 
Ak )d- 2 
10 
2 /12 
A 
2(1+a) 
t 
k(t 2 
s)dwt-., (9-36) 
I 
/i AT 
a,,,, tl+' -3a., tl+' +Ia.,, tl+ct 444 
I 
a*cttl+a. 4 
From this we obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 9.4. Assume condition (I), and there exists a>0,0 < a*, :! ý a, *, < oo 
with (9.31) and (9.32) and To is bounded, So is nonnýqgative. Then for any T>t>0, 
there exists p, t, t>0 such that 
tl+a 
Pjw E Q: u, (x) >e- 4142(1+a) , some t<1, xE Rr, 0< 11 < 1,0} 
I (a. nL-+a)2- (9.37) 
2(1+a) 
<c 110 
for all 0< go < [ii. In particular as p ---+ 0, ul'(x) -+ 0 uniformly in IC P-a. s.. t 
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Remark 9.4. Theorem 9.4 can be generalised in the following case: if there exist 
ce(t) >0 with 221 --ý +oo as t -* +oc, and 0<d. -< 
d* < oo such that t 
lim 1 
fck 2 (s)ds, (9.38) 
0 20 
a1f 
O'k 2 (s)ds. (9.39) 
2 a-+oo 0 
We leave this case as an exercise for the reader. 
P. If kEL2 (0, +00), then a=0. Therefore Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 9.2 are 
valid. However in the following we will prove that the perturbation is very weak. The 
phenomenon is quite different from the case when a>0. We modify the proof in §5 
to prove if kE L'(0, oo), the solution to equation (9.1) converges to the deterministic 
approximate travelling wave almost surely. For this we consider condition (1), (P), 
(11), (N"") (DZ) the same as in §5 and condition 
(L 2) 
. The 
function kEL 2(0, +00). 
The following theorem is a corollary of Theorem 9.1, if we note t'(x) = Vt(x) 
(where Vt(x) is defined by (5.3)). However the large deviation probability estimate is 
far better than that in Theorem 9.1. 
Theorem 9.5. Assume the condition (I), (L'), that -e, So are C2 with So bounded 
below, and that To is bounded and measurable. Then for any compact subset 'C of 
{(t, X) : Vt (X) < 0, t> 0}, there exists /, tl (IC) >0 such that 
62 
8fll Pfw EQ: sup ult" (x, w) > e- for some 0< tL :S /to <e (9.40) 
(t, X)(=-IC 
for any 0< po < pi, where 6 == -! sUpjVt(x) : (t, x) C kj- In particular, as /-I - 0, 2 
ui'(x, w) ---+ 0, uniformly in K P-a. s.. t 
ý2 
2 (0,00), p (QAO) >IC 81,4 f PU L. 2 > Proof. We only need to note that for kEL00 
62 
e 8f-k2(, 
)d 4 
0 -Po in the proof of Theorem 9.1. ft 
Lemma 9.2. Suppose TO(x) is a nonnegative bounded function, So(x) is a non- 
negative continuous function, and conditions (II), (L2). Then for any 0<E<I and 
i>t>0, there exists p, (1, t, E) > 0, such that 
Pfw E 9: sup sup U"(X, t< 
O<tl: 5M f: 5t<i, XERr 
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for all 0< go < pi with 11 (yo, c, t, -1 inf Tnin 
62 02t2 
2 
(t<t<j 
8, uo' f6ý k -, -' ý-2(s) dsý 
18 f 1,0 k2(s)ds 
27.1.7 po 
Proof. For any po >0 set 
(I s11 Qo) = jw EQ k(t - 
S)dwL---.! (w) :! ý -c, all 0 ! ý- s :! ý -t, o <A< Itol, (9.42) 1-t 2 112 32 
8 
p(2) IW _, 12 
t-S 
QO k( 
2) 
dw t-, (w) :! ý at, all t<s<t, O<tt< ttol. 22 
(9.43) 
,2 
f0 k2(, )6 n2t2 
21" ý(2)) > p(2) Then P(Q(')) >I-e and P(f 01-e Let Do == f2(1) n 0 
2), 
00 
From (L we know 11 +00 as yo - 0. Taking /. tl smaller if necessary we assume 
11 > log 2. So P(Qo) >- e-II - Then the proof proceeds as the proof of Lemma 5.1 
if we use 
11 fý 
= {CD Ei 
i2 
: -F < -tj + 
{CD E i2 : -t <T< tl + {CD Ei 
fý 
: 'r > tj, (9.44) 
where -r is defined on the probability space (! ý, -'P, 
P) for fixed wE Qo by 
inffs : ul'(t - s, x +IzB,,, w) :51+1 el. (9.45) 3 
tt 
is Example 9.3. For k(s) = e-2 1 poIj (Ito, c, IC) 0 (1) as po -- 0. 
For a compact subset IC of D define JVK as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 with 77 the 
first exit time. Let X"". By the same argument of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem . sA? 7 
9.5 we have the following Lemma: 
Lemma 9.3. Assume all conditions of Theorem 9.5. Then if 0< Oi < ý' t, i=1,2, 2 
for any compact subset IC Of I (t, X) : Vt-, (Z, 
'(X)) < 01 01 :! ý- S <- t- 02} and E* > 0, 
A2 
8fo+ý O(s)ds, S4 there exist go > 0,6 >0 and Q, CQ with P(Qj) >I-e () such that if 
w Qj, 
2A- 11 pfcz) EQ: ft sup log ? Lt-, (X,, ", < -6, for all 0< IL :! ý /, to} Oi: ýs-<t-02, (t, X)E, C 
>1 - 
(9.46) 
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In particular, for almost all w CS Q, and 01 :58 -"-' 
t- 02, as p ---* 0, 
Ut W) 
- 0, in P probability. (9.47) A2 
Lemma 9.4. Assume conditions (F), (II), (N**), (L 2) and that E and So are C2 
with So nonnegative and that To is positive and continuous. Then for any -y >0 and 
any compact subset IC of J(t, x) : Vt (x) == 01, therc exist I-L, (r, 7) > 0, b(IC, -y) >0 
such that 
p IW EI 9: M2 log Uli (X, W) tý --y, all 0<p :5 po, (t, x) e KI >1-e "o , 
(9.48) 
for all 0< po < /, tl. 
Proof. The lemma follows Lemma 9.4 and similar argumcnt of Lemma 5.3. tt 
Theorem 9.6. Assume conditions (F), (II), (N**), (DZ), (L') and that E and So 
are C2 with So nonnegative, and that To is positive, bounded, and continuous. Then 
for any 0<E<1 and any compact subset K Of f(t, x) : Vt(x) > 01, there exist 
ILl (IC, c) > 0,6(IC, e) > 0, such that 
P{w E Q: sup sup lultl(x, w) -> cl < (9.49) O<WýAo (t, X)EIC 
for all 0< ILo < p, with I(po, e, r) ý' inf min 62 
Ck2 (hA 2-1 t)2 6 
2t2 (s) ds I g' t<t< 21 32p, 
4, J, k0 
128 f "ý k2(s)ds 
-LT 211, 
where t= infft : (t, x) E IQ, 7= supIt : (t, x) (E )Q - 
In particular uý'(x, w) --ý 1, t 
unifo77nly in IC, P-a. s.. 
Proof. Define a, h the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.4. Simple analysis implies 
(1) (1) that there exists p, >0 such that if 0<p< ti, 
2 2(t -s fk2 )dT9T (9.50) 
20A8 
12t 2(t -S-ItA 11). Ak )d '9 <1 a( 22 p-42 
81 
For 0< go < I. L(, ') let 
s8 
-6, 
/10 2(t 8 'S 
2'9 ) dw -t, -, T, 
(w) 
41 
Q jw E-= Qk2 )d-2 - k(tIL 2 
Jo 
IL (9.52) 
for all 0<s<I t7O <P !5 Po 
2 
pilo Q2s 2(t -s511 
2pfk )d IL2 k(t 'S)d7, ut-, (w) ce(h A t), 
(I 
T ;, 
n2222 20 
fo 
IL 
for all hA1t<8<t, O < [1 :5 pol, 2 
(9.53) 
62 
128ffýO k2(, ), I., (12(hA j 1)2 
then P(Ql) >1-e -11,17 The rest of the proof 0 and PA) >1 
proceeds as Theorem 5.4 by Lemma 9.5. # 
1, Example 9.4. For k(s) = se-2 I PO 
I(po, E, IC) = 0(l) as po --+ 0. 
t 
Remark 9.6. The estimate of I dcpends very much on the estimate of "k2 (s)dS. 
21to 
if 1772 1141(tlo, C, K) f ", k (s)ds = 0(1) as po 0, e. g. in Example 9.4, then 0 0(1) as 
20 17 
2 
Po 0. Otherwise I(po) - For example when k(s) fk (s)ds I+S, 
f ýO kl(s)ds 
470 
2 21(Ijo, 
6, K) 11 Therefore po 0(1) as po - 0. (t+p0)(t+2, p0) 
Remark 9.7. If kýL 2(0, +oo), generally speaking I(po) does not converge to 
+oo as Po 0, i. e. e-1 does not converge to 0 as po 0. For example when 
f. t 112 2 11, f0k (s)ds =2 Therefore I --+ 0 as k (s) 0 as s --* +oo, t -2pýor To- 
po --ý 0, i. e. e-I --+ I as /to --+ 0. That is to say that we can not get a good set 
in Q which is almost all Q in which the solution u-"(x) converges to a deterministic t 
travelling wave if k does not belong to L 2(0, +00) even if k(s) ---), 0 as s -ý +00. We 
have seen quite different phenomena already. 
Remark 9.8. FroTn the results of this section we can classify the randoTn pertur- 
bations in three levels: 
(i). kEL 2(0, +00), the perturbation to travelling wave is venj weak. In fact 
we proved that the solution of the stochastic p. d. e. converges to the deterministic 
travelling wave solution P-a. s.. 
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a, > sup 1 (x)))ds, the peTiurbation is venj strong. In fact we 
(t, X)ED 
t0 
proved in §9D and §9E that the solution of the stochastic equation converges to zero 
P-a. s., i. e. the perturbation forces the solution to die. 
(iii). a=a. = a* < sup it fo't -E(4), (4)t-'(x)))ds, we get the wave front formula 
(t, X)ED 
, r. k (X) (X) t =0 where t is defined by (9.9), and the estimate for the crest. The 
situation is similar to mild noise in §2 - 5. 
Remark 9.9. For the KPP equation Z(x) =: 6, then the criteria in (ii) and (iii) 
of Remark 9.8 are just a,, >a and a=a. = a* <ý and -lk 
2>a, or lk 2<ý if we 22 
suppose k is a constant too. The same remark is validfor Theorems 9.2,9.3 and 9.4. 
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Chapter IV. The Travelling Wave R-onts of Nonlinear Reaction-Diffusion 
Systems via F'reidlin's Stochastic Approach 
The travelling wave fronts of reaction-diffusion systems were also discussed by 
Fife (1979), Smoller (1983) and Murray (1989). Because of the difficulties of the 
algebraic computation and the qualitative theory of high dimensional ordinary dif- 
ferential equations (the ordinary differential equations are usually of dimension more 
than 2), the discussion of travelling wave fronts of the reaction-diffusion systems be- 
comes very difficult. It is clear that the spatial wave phenomenon in reaction diffusion 
systems is richer than in single species models. Except for wave fronts, wave trains 
and spiral waves are also possible in systems. Many questions about systems remain 
open, in particular, important questions with regard to the existence of travelling 
waves (Volpert and Volpert (1990)). In the case of a multi-reactant system, where 
the diffusionless system has several steady states, travelling wave fronts, which joined 
steady states, were studied by Smoller (1983), Murray (1989) and Volpert and Volpert 
(1990). Freidlin (1992) started to study nonlinear react ion-diffusion systems. In his 
literature, he only considered the case where the nonlinear reaction terms have the 
following forms 
n 
AM == Ckk(U)Uk +E CkjUj, 
j=l, j54k 
where ckj (k ý4- j) are positive constants. 
Because of the importance and interest of the problem both from mathematics 
or mathematical physics point of review, and from other applications, we study the 
travelling wave solution of nonlinear reaction diffusion systems with very general 
reaction terms 
fk(Xe U) =Z Ckj(X, u)uj, k= 1121 ... , n. 
(0.2) 
j=I 
basically following Freidlin's method in this chapter. Suppose the diffusionless system 
has an unstable steady points at point 0= (0,0, ---, 0) and asymptotically stable 
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one at a= (a,, a2 ,''*, an) >0 and ckj 
(x, u) :! ý Cki (X) 0) = ýkj (X) - 
We apply some 
ideas of ergodic theory (e. g. Robenius Theorem) to study the the travelling wave 
front of the reaction diffusion system with nonlinear reaction terms 
n 
fk- (U) 1: Ckj (U) ui, k=1,2, ---, n. (0.3) 
j=l 
We suppose the matrix C= (aij) = (cij (0)) is a nonnegative irreducible matrix (we call 
this kind of system the reaction diffusion systems with nonlinear ergodic interactions) 
satisfying stability condition (2.11) at the point a, and we obtain the existence and 
the speed of travelling wave. In physics, the results mean that in a system, if each 
two states have direct or indirect interaction, then the system may have a travelling 
wave front with a common speed. Generally speaking, the result is not true if the 
matrix C is reducible. But tinder the condition 
min 
Z ýkj (x): 
---,: max 
Z 2ki (X) 
1 
(0.4) 
I<k<n 1<k<n 
j=l j=l 
and stability condition (3.11) on the point a, the result is still true for the system with 
nonlinear reaction terms (0.3). In fact we can treat nonlinear reaction terms such as 
(0.2) under this condition. We study this case in §3. 
The main contributions of this chapter are that not only the react ion-diffusion 
system with nonlinear term (0.1), but also more general systems with nonlinear reac- 
tion terms (0.2) or (0.3) are considered, and the interaction of each two states in the 
system is not required to interact directly, but indirectly, or as (0-4). 
§1. The Generalised Solution of the 
n-Dimensional Nonlinear Cauchy Problem 
In order to define the generalised solution of an n-dimensional nonlinear Cauchy 
problem, we need the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac Formula, which was given by 
Stroock (1970) and Babbit (1970) first independently and wa's discussed by Pinsky 
(1972,1974). This formula was much improved and widely used on manifolds by 
Elworthy (1982). We give tile n-dimensional Feynman-Kac formula first in a suitable 
way. Consider the n-dimensional linear Cauchy problem first 
au 
at = Lu + C(t, x)u, (1.1) 
u(0, x) = g(X). 
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Here tG [0, +oo), x C= Rr, U: [0, +oo) x R' --ý Rn, g: Rr --ý R', C(t, x) = (cij (t, x)) 
is an nxn matrix function of t and x, 
a2 a a'j (x) ýx79-xj 2 xj +Z b(x) ä7, i, j=l i=l 
and Lul 
LU2 
Lu 
Lu, 
We suppose a'j , b' 
(i, i=1, ---, r) are bounded and Lipschitz continuous, gj 
(j = 1, ---, n) are bounded and continuous, cij (i, j=1,2, ---, n) are bounded and 
continuous with respect to t and Lipschitz continuous with respect to x. The matrix 
(a'j(x)) is assumed to be nonnegative definite. We shall suppose that there exists a 
real matrix u(x) = (o-ij(x)) whose elements satisfy a Lipschitz condition such that 
o, (x) - or* (x) = (a" (x». 
Let us denote by (X', P) the Markov family and by (Xt, P') the Markov process t 
corresponding to the following stochastic differential equations 
dXX = a(Xx)dwt + b(Xx)dt, ttt 
XOX = X) 
where wt is an r-dimensional Wiener process. Let D, be the matrix satisfying the 
following equations (C* stands for the transpose of the matrix C) 
ýD-s 
=C* (t - s, X., ) D, ds 
Do = 1. 
Let u(t, x) be the C', ' solution of Cauchy problem (1.1). Then applying It6's 
Formula to D*u(t - s, X, ), we have S 
D*u(0, X') - u(t, x) tt 
D[ 
9U(t -, s, X, + Lu(t - s, X') + C(t - s, X')u(t - s, X) ds at 
+ 
lt (vD, *u(t - s, Xf), o-(X)dw, ) 
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Notice that the first integral on the right hand side of the above equality is zero since 
u(t, x) is the solution of problem (1.1), and the second integral has zero expectation 
according to the martingale property of stochastic integrals. So we have 
u(t, x) = ED*u(0, X') = ED*g(Xx). tttt 
We call (1.3) the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac Formula. 
Now we considcr an n-dimensional nonlinear Cauchy problem 
au 
at = 
Lu + C(x, u)u, (1.4) 
u(O, x) = g(x). 
Here tE [0, +00), XE R', u: [0, +oo) x Rr --+ Rn, g: Rr -ý Rn, C(X, U) = (Cij (X, U)) 
is an nxn matrix function of x and u, 
1r a2 r d9 0 (x, u) äýýj 
" b(x, u), 9x xj 
+ 2 ax 
i, j=l i=l 
and Lul 
LU2 
Lu 
\LUn/ 
We suppose aii (i, j=1,2, ---, r) are bounded and Lipschitz continuous, b' (i = 
1,2, ... , r) and gj(x) 
(j = 1,2, ... , n) are bounded and have bounded 
first-order 
derivatives in x and u. cij are assumed to be bounded and have bounded derivatives 
with respect to x and u. The matrix (a'j (x, u)) (i, j=1,2, --- n) is assumed to be 
nonnegative definite. We shall suppose that there exists a real matrix 0#, 7L) = 
(aij (x, u)) whose elements are bounded and Lipschitz continuous with respect to x 
and u such that 
u (x, u) - u* (x, u) = (a'j (x, u». 
Let us introduce the generalised solution of problem (1.4). We assume at first that 
a classical solution u(t, x) of problem (1.4) exists. If this vector function is substituted 
into the coefficients, then to the operator 
aair 02 r 
+L+- a3(x, u)T 
Xý-ax, at at 2 xj + b'(x, u) I, j=l 
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there corresponds a Markov familY and Markov process (homogeneous in time) in 
the state space (-oo, Tj x R', T>0. They are defined by tile stochastic differential 
equations 
x+s o-(Xl, x u(t - si, X,,,, x))dw,, +5 b(X', x u(t - s,, X,, x))ds,, L, S1 
L 
S1 1 (1.5) 
t-St-S. 
For negative t, we define u(t, x) by putting u(t, x) = g(x) for t<0. The solution of 
problem (1.4) may be written in the form as (1.3) 
t EDt* (X t, ', u (t., X t, '» -g (Xt'x), tt 
where D, (X. ', ', u (t., X. 1,1)) is the matrix satisfying the following equation 
dD, (X. ', ', u(t., X. t, ')) 
ds = 
C* (Xt, x, u (t - s, Xt, x)) - D, (X. t, x, u (t., X. t, x)), (1.7) 
Do (X. t, ', u (t., X. t, x)) = I. 
Thus the classical solution of the Cauchy problem (1-4), if it is exists, together 
with the function X,, ' and D, (X', ', u(t., X1,1)), satisfies the systems (1.5), (1.6) and 
(1.7). In general, we introduce the generalised solution of the Cauchy problem (1.4) 
as follows: 
Definition 1.1. The n-dimensional vector function u: [0, +oo) x Rr --+ RI is 
called a generalised solution of problem (1-4), provided it, together with some X't, `ý 
and D, (X. ', ', u(t., X. t, ')), satisfies systems (1.5), (1.6) and (1.7). 
Rom the definition it is obvious that 
A). A classical solution is a generalised one. 
B). If the generalised solution has bounded first- and second-order derivatives in 
x and first-order derivatives in t, and if these derivatives are uniformly continuous, 
then the generalised solution is a classical one. 
§2. The Wave Front in the System with Nonlinear Ergodic Interactions 
In this section, we consider an n-dimensional reaction diffusion system with a small 
parameter e, 
aue (t, x) 1 
-== L'u'(t, x) +-C (u(t, x» W (t, x), at 6 U, (0, x) =g (x), 
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where t (-= [0, +oo), xE R', u' : [0, +oo) x Rr - Rn, C: Rr x R' --+ L (Rn, Rn), _q : 
Rr --+ Rn, and 
Lf=cL= 6r -ý E 5ýT 
(a'j(x) 
z c9xj 
(Pull 
F LIU2 
L'u 
Lfu f 
n 
We suppose g is nonnegative bounded vector valued function (A vector is called 
nonnegative if all its components are nonnegative), and cij(ul) are bounded and Lip- 
schitz continuous. We suppose that aii (x) are smooth and bounded and have bounded 
derivatives of each order, and the matrix (a'j(x)) is nonnegative definite. We sliall 
suppose that there exists a real matrix a(x) = (o-ij(x)) whose elements are smooth 
and bounded and have bounded derivatives of each order such that 
o- (x) - o' (x) = (a'j (x». 
We assume that the diffusionless system has in R+ = ju E Rn, U, ý! 01712 ý! 
0, ---, un > 0} two equilibrium points: an unstable one at point 0 =: (0,0, ---, 0) 
and an asymptotically stable one at a point a= (a,, a2, '**, an) (suppose ai > 0, 
i=1ý2, ---, n) and that all the integral curves in the region R+ - {01 do not leave 
R' and are attracted to the point a. 'Are consider conditions: 
(2.1). cij(u) :5 6ij, 6ij are nonnegative constants, ij == 1,2,. .. n. 
(2. Il). cij(u) :5 cij(0) = ýjj, 6ij are nonnegative constants, ij = 112,. .. n. 
(2.11). If 0<u,, < a,,, p=1,2, ---, n, then 
cii (u) > 0, cij (u) ýý 0, i, j --. -: 1,2, ---, n, 
7, 
and there exists a constant ce (0 < ce < minf ai :1<i< n}) such that if E up 
p=1 
ge, up :ý0, p=1,2, n, then the matrix D, (v) defined by 
d D, (V) 
ds 
AM 
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satisfies f)ijt (v) ý: 0, i, j=1,2, ---, n, for inf vj :ý0 and 1: 5j: 5n 
lDijt (v) 1 ---* 0, as E --+ 0, i, j=1,2, ---, n, 
where C(v) = (Eij(v)) is a matrix with 
nn 
E Eij (V) vj 
1: 
cij (U) uj 
j=l j=l 
and 
max sup gj (x) < min aj. 
': ýj! ýn xE-Rr 1! ýj<n 
vj = aj - uj. 
By (Xt, P') we denote the diffusion process in R' corresponding to the operator 
L'. We choose the action functional A(C)SOT(O) in the space COT(R') associated to 
the family of the process (Xt, P'), i. e. 
fT 
SOT 2 i, j=l 
+oo 
for absolutely continuous 0E COT(R'), (2.2) 
for other 0E COT (Rr), 
where (aij(x)) =: (a'j(x))-l. That A(c)Sot(O) defined by (2.2) is the action functional 
corresponding to (Xt'7 Px) was proved by Varadhan [31 while the special case for aij = 
I(i =j= 1) was first introduced and proved by Schilder (1966). Elworthy and 
Týuman (1981) used Schilder's results on manifolds which was proved by Molchanov 
(1975). Wentzell and FYeidlin (1970) generalised Varadhan's results. 
According to the large deviation theory (c. f. Stroock (1984), Deuscliel and Stroock 
(1989), R. Leandre (1989)), if B is a closed subset in Cot(Rr), then 
lirri ( In P {X. ' C: B} : ý, - inf {Sot (0) :0EB1, (2.3) 
(10 
uniformly in any compact subset of 1(t, x) E [O, oo) x Rr}. Let PW(01A) be the 
distance of 01 and 02 in the topological space Cot (Rr). In the following, we will also 
use the following conclusion (see Reidlin (1985), R. Leandre (1989)), for any function 
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0 E: Cot (R'), Oo = x, and arbitrary 61,82 > 0, there is an co (61,62) >0 such that for 
0<C< EO' 
P'1pOt(X'A < 611 ý: expl- 
1 (SOt (0) + 62) }- (2.4) 
In order to give the main results of this section, we quote the well-known Robenius 
Theorem. 
Definition 2.1. (c. f. Gantmacher 1974) An nxn matrix (6ij) is called 
reducible if the index 1,2, --, n can be split into two complementanj sets (without 
common indices) il, i2, '** , 
it, ki 
I 
k27''' k, (tt+ v= n) such that 
1,2, .. -, tL,, 3 = 1,2,. .., 
Otherwise the matrix is called irreducible. 
We will say a matrix is nonnegative if each entry is nonnegative. 
Frobenius Theorem. (Frobenius (1908,1909,1912), c. f. Gantmacher (1974)) 
An irreducible nonnegative nxn mat? %ix 0 always has a positive eigenvalue -f that is 
a simple root of its characteristic equation, the moduli of all the other eigenvalues do 
not exceed -y. To the "maximal" eigenvalue -y there corresponds an eigenvector with 
positive coordinates. 
The following proposition is very important for us. 
Proposition 2.1. A nonnegative irreduci ble matrix (ý cannot have two linearly 
independent nonnegative eigenvectors. 
Define condition 
(2. IV). The matrix (6ij) defined by condition (2.1) or (2. P) is nonnegative 
irreducible. 
Denote by -y the eigenvalue of the matrix (ý with largest real part. According 
to the Frobenius Theorem such an eigenvalue is real, simple and corresponds to an 
eigenvector with positive coordinates. According to Proposition 2.1, there is no other 
eigenvector with positive coordinates which is linearly independent of the above eigen- 
vector. Denote by e= (el , C2) en 
)T the positive eigenvector such that ej = 1. 
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Let us denote by b, the matrix satisfying 
d bs I (ý- 15s) ds 6 (2.5) 
Lemma 2.1. Let bt =: (, bijt) be defined by (2.5). If is a nonnegative irreducible 
matrix, then 
n 
lim c- In E D^jit i=1,2,. n, (2.6) 
CIO j=l 
uniformly in tG [0, +oc). 
Proof. Rom (2.5) we know 
eiJöjis - j, - 
Z ej15jis =9 ^(Z 
j=I j71 
So 
1: ejbjit = ej -ee- 
j=l 
Hence 
n 
c -In min ej +E. InEbjit :! ý Elnei +-yt < c. InEbjit. 1: ýj<n 
j=l j=l 
Therefore we have (2.6). tt 
Now define 
Rot (0) = -yt - Sot(0). (2.7) 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose g is a nonnegative bounded n-dimensional vector valued 
n 
function and its support Go U {x c Rr, gj (X) > 01 satisfies [Go] = [(Go)) and it 
j=1 
is continuous inside Go and outside Go. The matrix 0 is assumed to be nonnegative 
irreducible. Then 
! i7m--E in Z E'bjitgj (X') :5 sup{I? ot(0) :0 Ei Cot(R'), oo =x, ot e Gol, (2.8) 
EID j= jt 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) (-= [0, +oo) x Rr 1. 
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Proof. Let K be a compact subset of f (t, x) E [0, +oo) x R'l. From (2.3), (2.6) 
and the boundedness of gj we know that for any 6>0, there is a co(b) >0 such that 
for 0<E< eo, (t, x) (-= ICý 
,E In P'fXt' G G, } inf {Sot 0G Cot (R'), Oo = X, Ot E Go} +I, 36 
(2.9) 
and 
and 
n 
e In 1: -bjit :< -yt 
j=l 
E In max sup lgj (x) 1) :51 6- 
(I<j<n 
xERI 
3 
So from (2-9), (2.10), (2.11), we have for 0<E< Eo, (t, x) E IC) 
n 
c In E E, ý f)jitgj (Xt') 
j=l 
n 
: ýdnP'fXt'EGoj+elnEbjjt+cln inaxsuplgj(x)l 
j=l 
(i 
<j<n xE Rr 
supf Rot (0) :0E Cot (R'), Oo = x, Ot E Go} + (5. 
That proves the leninia. 
Let by D, (u'(t., X. ', ')) denote the matrix satisfying 
ft 
d 
D, (ul (t., X. *I:, E» =1 C* (u'(t - s, X,, '» - D, (u'(t., X. ', '», ds 9 (2.12) 
Do (u'(t., X. ', '» = I, 
and write 
V (t, x) = suplRot (0) :0E Cot (R'), Oo = x, Ot r= Go}, (2.13) 
(t, x) : V(t, x) < 01. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the general conditions about the operator L and matrix C 
are true. Suppose g is a nonnegative bounded n-dimensional vector valued function 
whose support Go = Uý' 
., =lfx 
: gj(x) > 01 satisfyinq (Go] = [(Go)] and g is continuous 
in Go and outside Go. If (2.1) and (2. IV) are true, then for (t, X) E B, we have 
limui(t, x) =0, i=1,2,... n, (2.14) 
CIO 
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the convergence is uniform in any compact subset of f (t, x) E [0, +oc) x Rr, V(t, X) 
01. 
Proof. According to the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac formula, we have 
u'(t, x) = Eý' , 
D* (u'(t., X'»g (X'). 
From condition (2.1) and the comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations 
(see Lakshmikantham and Leela (1969)), it is easy to know 
uý 
, 
(t, x) =E. ' ,Z 
Djit (u'(t., X'»gj (Xt) 
j=j 
n 
: 5E., 'Ebjitgj(X'). t 
j=l 
From Lemma 2.2 we have 
limdnuý(t, x): 5 V(t, x), 
CIO 
uniformly in any compact subset of J(t, x) E [0, +oo) x R'j. So if V(t, x) < 0, 
lim uil (t, x) = 0. This convergence is uniform in any compact subset of 
{(t, x) E 
CIO 
[0, +oo) x R', V(t, x) < 01. # 
Lemma 2.3. If the general conditions on C and g and the operator L are true, 
then condition (2.11) on C implies 
limuý(t, x) 5 ai, i=1,2, ---, 
EIO 2 
uniformly in any compact subset of {t E (0, +oo)} and in xE R'. 
Proof. We take the transformation 
vi' = ai - u'i7 
then the Cauchy problem (2.1) becomes 
(2.16) 
,qc1n vi + 
ý2- 
= ELvi - zýii 
(ve) viý, 
19t E j=I (2.17) 
vý , 
(0, x) = ai - gi(x). 
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Here 
nn 
E i-7; ii (V, ) Vic 
E 
cii (U, ) U; - 
j=l j=l 
Let A>0 be a small positive number and define a Markov time 
TA" = inf {S : 
ý' 
,1 
Vj (t S, X., "') <A 
j=l 
By D, (v" (t., X. -x, ")) we denote a matrix satisfying 
(V, (t., Xx, ()) =1 (v' (t - S, D, (VI (t., xx, t)), s (2.18) 
Do (V' 
According to the Feynman-Kac formula we have that for t in a compact subset of 
(0, +oo) and xG R', there is an co(A) >0 such that for 0<c< co, 
ý (t, x) 
=Ex' Z vjE (t - -F A t, X1EAt)j5ji, Al (V, (t-, x., » 
j=l 
n 
Ex t Z Vj - 7-, Xc -Dji, (Ve (t X =cj (t c).,. C »x, <t j=l 
n 
+Ex' Z vj(O, xtý)Djit(VE(t., X'»x, -ý: t t j=l 
>- \[P'I-r < tl + Px{7- > tl] 
>-\. 
Rom (2.16) we know 
, 
(t, x) < ai 
Rom this we get the lemma. ft 
From the proof it is not difficult to get 
Corollary 2.3. Under conditions of Lemma 2.3 we have 
uj (t, x) :5 aj V max stip gj (x). 
1<j: 5nxERr 
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Lemma 2.4. Assume the general condition on C, g and operator L are satisfied 
and gj (j = 1,2, - .., n) have common support Go such that [Go] = [(Go)], and g is 
continuous in Go and outside Go. If (2.1), (2.11), (2.111) and (2. IV) are true, then 
for any compact subset IC of I (t, X) C (0, +00) x Rr, V(t, X) 01, and any 6>0, 
there is an Eo(K, 6) >0 such that for 0<E< co and all (t, x) k, 
1,2, - -. , 
Proof. Let IC be a compact subset of I (t, x) E (0, +oo) x R', V(t, x) = 0} and 
(t, x) E IC. By the definition of V(t, x) Freidlin (1992) shown that V6 > 0, there is a 
function (P in Cot (R') with 00 = x, Ot E Go such that 
Rot Sot >-61 12 
and V(t - s, 0, ) <0 for 0<s<t. Now for small 0>0, we can alter 0, near s=t to 
find a function ý (E Cot with ýo = x, ýt E (Go), pot <6 and Rot (ý) >-6 such 6 
that 
V(t-s, 0, ) < 0, for 0<s< t-0. 
Define 
Ko =-= distance[I(t-s, 7) :0<s< t-01,1(s, y) C [0, +co) x R', V(s, y) == 
By our construction of 0, the distance ko will be positive. Rom the result of Theorem 
2.1 we know that as E 10, u, (t - s, y) (j = 1,2,... n) tend to zero for all (s, y) such 
that -I<-! Ko and 0<s<t-0 uniformly in (t, x) G C. So El Oo(b), E( 1 
)(P) >0 IY 20 
such that for 0<0< 00,0 <c< co and for 2 
1'(0,0 
-< S -< 
t-0, 
niax sup [ýij - Cij W (t -s, 0» 1 :5 6* , 
(2.20) 
1<i, j5n o: g,: 5t-o 
where 6* <1 min f aij : (i, j) EQI can be very small and 2 
nI 
0- max aij < T-26, (2.21) 1<i<n 12 
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where Q= J(ij) E 11,2,... n} x 11,2,... n} : cij(u) FA 0}. Define Ko 
1 ýrninfKo, p(ý, Rr - Go)j. Rom the boundedness of g and (2.4), we know there 
(2) (,; C, 6) 6 
(2), (t, X) C 'Aý, is an EO >0 such that for 0<c<0 
L 
min inf gj(x)>e-cc, (2.22) 1: 5j: ýn p(.,, ý) < K,, 
and 
-1 (so, (ý) + Z, 6) P'fpot(O, X') < Kol >e (2.23) 
Denote by D[O,, j (ul a matrix satisfying 
d 
D[O,, ] (u'(t., Xx, )) 
I 
C* (u'(t - s, Xx,, )) - D(o,, ] (u(t., Xx, ')), ds E (2.24) 
D(0,01 (ul (t., Xx, l)) 
<t- 
It is evident that for p(O, ý) < Ko, 
and, using (2.20), 
nn 
Z DjPt (Uf (t. 
, 
0. » ýý Z Djp[o, t-o] (u'(t. 0. », (2.25) 
j=I jýi 
d 
D[O,,, ] >1 C* - D[O,, l (u6 (t., (2.26) ds - 6- 
where C (9ij), fij are defined by 
f-ij 
aij - 6*, for (i, j) E Q, (2.27) 
0, for (i, j) E {1,2, -.. , nj x 11,2, nj - Q. 
It is evident that C is also a nonnegative irreducible matrix. Let D[O,, ] (0 <s<t- 0) 
be a matrix satisfying 
d 
D[9, s] =1 C* -D ds- C (2.28) 
D[O, O] = I. 
According to the comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations (c. f. Laksh- 
mikantham. and Leela (1969)), we have that for p(o, ý) < KO, 
Z Djp[o, t-ol (U'(t., 0»» ýý 
Z ! 2jp[O, t-01 - (2.29) 
j=I j=l 
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Let f v, 'j be the Markov chain in the phase space f 1,2, ---, nj defined by: 
= 
ilv, "9, f 
= il =! gijA + O(A), A 10, i -7ý j, 
PIV, Pý, "2, = ilv. "" = il == 1-E fijA + O(A), A 10, 
(2.30) 
j="jýli 
v0p, C = P. 
According to Reidlin (1983,1985,1991,1992), 
c,, ds 
up' (ti, x) = Ep e6f (2.31) P)k=1,2, - --n, 
is the solution of Cauchy problem 
aupE(ti, x) 
=1n L'up' (t 1, x) +-Z ýýpj uj 
(ti, x), 
at, E j=j (2.32) 
up (0, x) = i, 
p=1,2, - -- , n. 
Here 
n 
c=E fj. 
-=p 
j=1 
According to n-dimensional Fcynman-Kac Formula in §1, we know 
n 
u'(ti, x) 12jp[o, týj, k=1,2,. n, (2.33) p 
j=1 
is also the solution of Cauchy problem (2.32). Rom the uniqueness, we know 
nI10 
- fg'- c, ds E! 2jp[o, 
t-o] = 
Epe, 5 (2.34) 
j=l 
Let denote by Dý, (0 <s< t) a rilatrix satisfying 
As (2.34) we have 
Rom (2.21) we have 
d 
D, 
1CD, 
ds E- (2.35) 
DO = I. 
tc ds 
! 2jpt = Epe c0 (2.36) 
j=l 
t-0 
cV. ý 
ds >t £, ds -6. (2.37) 
10 
t 
10 
t6 
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Let -y be the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix C. According to Lemma 2.1 we have 
n 
lim c In E Ait = 7t, 
CIO j=1 
uniformly in tE [0, +co). So there is an E 
(3)(6) >0 such that for 0<c<E 
(3) 
and 0-0 
tE [0, +oo), 
11 
ERjit > ec 6 (2.38) 
j=1 
(4) 
From the definition of C and (2.20) there is an EO (6* (6)) >0 such that if 00 
0<E< E(4) 0 then 0< 6* < 6* then 0 
-Y - 
(2.39) 
6t 
Let EO = min{ e(2), 6(3), 6(4) From the n-dimensional Feynman-Kac 
formula and 000 
(2.22), (2.23), (2.25), (2.29), (2.34), (2.36)-(2.39), Corollary 2.3, condition (2.111) 
and the positivity of C (u) for 0 <- Uq :! ý aq, q=1,2,. .. n, we know for 0<c< co and 
(t, X) E 1C, 
n 
u` (t, x) = Eý, ' 
Z Djpt (u' (t., X»gj (Xt) 
p 
j=l 
(E 
In Djt (u(t., X» 
> min inf gj(x). E., ' xpýt(X, 0)<jýoee 1<j: 5npo, (ý)<j, -, ) .11 
n 
E In Z Dj[o, t-0) (u'(t., X. » 
66 E2 eE( j-i 
> 6e P 
(c 
In 
{pot (X ý) < Kol -e1 j=I 
-1 Sot (7) +1- -" ý, 
ds) 
>e 6c e E( 6 
6) 
- Ep e 
le (f0ý 
ýr , 
1211 (Sot(O)+ 
6e ds- 6 6) Epe 
13 
- sot(ý)+-b n 
>e c( 6Z I2jpt 
j=l 
1311 
>e- 
(sotA+ 
6 6) ec 
(2t- 
6 6) 
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>e6 
{_a+7t_swcJ 
>e. 
ft 
Theorem 2.2. Assume the general conditions about C, g and operator L are 
satisfied and gj have the common support Go such that [Go] = [(Go)], g is continuous 
in Go and outside Go. If hypotheses (2.1), (2.11), (2.111) and (2. IV) are true, then 
for V(t, x) > 0, we have 
limuý(t, x)=aj, i=1,2,..., n, 
CIO , 
the convergence is uniform in any compact subset of f (t, x) E (0, +oo) x Rr : V(t, X) 
01. 
Proof Rom Corollary 2.3 and condition (2.111), we know 
, 
(t, x) < ai. 
Let IC be a compact subset of I (t, x) E (0, +oo) x R' : V(t, x) > 01. In the following 
we will show 
lim u, ý (t, x) : ai, 
e10 
uniformly in 1C. For this, first we will show that there is an EOM >0 such that 
(1) 0<c< EO and any (t, x) 
n 
E3 (t, X) 2 ce. 
j=l 
We define two Markov times: 
(2.40) 
n 
illf IS Uý (t - S, cc}, (2.41) 
j=l 
-r2 = -r2' = inf {s : V(t - s, X,, ') = 0}, 
and write 
T 7--- Ti A 72. 
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So we have 
Z 
up, (t, x) 
P=l 
=Z Eý' ,Z 
Djp, (u'(t., X. '»uj (t -, r, X, ) 
P=l j=l (2.43) 
=E; Djp (u` (t., X. '»u, (t - -ri, X,, )xr=rl 
P, j=l 
n 
+Ex' Z Djp7-, (uý(t. )XE»ujf(t-72iX7f, 
)X7=72 
72 
P, j=l 
Rom the definition of rl and the condition (2.11) we know 
E. ' Z Djp (u' (t., Xj) uj5 (t - 7-1, X, 'j X, =, -, 
P, j=, 
n 
Ee 
(2.44) 
'x Y: uj (t - -ri, X, ', ) X, 
j=l 
CtPXE 17 = 71 1. 
Write Vo = V(t, x) >0 and choose h>0 such that 
inf JV(s, y) : Is - tj < It, Ix - yl < It} >I Vo 2 
Write 
n 
ce* inf lim E In 
E Djqh (U) 
0n1 
10 
: 5Eup<-a, u,, >O, for pE{1,2,..., n) 
j, p=l 
P-i 2 
By the From condition (2.11) it is evident that ce* > 0. Let us select 6E (0, -1 
definition of r2, we have 
7-2, X, ') EZ= {(t, x) Ei (0, +oo) x R', V(t, x) = 01, a. s. 
Therefore for any 3E (0,1), there is a compact subset C* in Z with P(QO) >1-, 3 2 
for 
x Qo Ei 9: (t-7-2, X,;; ' 
From Lemma 2.4 we know that there is an c 
(2) 
>0 such that for 0<c<c 
(2) 
00 
Uj (t - 72 5 
Xxr2e) >ej=1,2, ---n, on Q0, 
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and 
e 4, > Cf. 
Let 
7-3 = -r3' = inf Is: IX', ' - xj - h}- S 
It is clear that P', I-r3 < b} --+ 0 as e 10 for any b>0. So for 0<c<E 
(2) 
0 
n 
E' : 1: Djp, 
2 
(u" (t., X. ý)) ujt (t - T2 i 
X. 'r, 
2) 
Xr=, r2 
P, j=l 
n 
Eln DjM2(U'('*lX')) 
>e E, e XT=7*2Xf2O (2. d5) 
>eE 2 [P. 6 Jr = r2 < 7-3 
a[ Pxf 17-" T2 jj - 
Pxf 1 73 < T2 I-)31- 
Noting that there is an E 
(3) 
>0 such that for 0<e<E 
(3) 
we have -r2l < 00 
1 (1) - 3, so (2.45), together with (2.43) and (2.44), implies (2.40) for 0<c< co 
(2) (3) 
minjEO , eo 
Now taking the transformation (2.16) we get the system (2.17). Let A be a suffi- 
ciently small number and define a Markov time 
n 
T, inf {s :V (2.46) 4 'r4 3 
(t 
-s, X., 
Xi. 
j=l 
By D, (v'(t., Xl, l)) we denote a matrix satisfying (2.18). Let EO) (A) >0 such that for 0 
(4) 0<c<E. and any (t, x) IC, 
n 
max sup laj - gj(x)l sup 
ETjit(v) < A, i = 1,2, --- n. (2.47) 1: ýj: 5n xERr n O<E Vi<A i=l j-1 
(4) Write co(A) = minjEO(l), 60 (A)}. According to the ii-dimensional Feynniail-Kac For- 
mula and strong Markov property, (2.40), (2.47) and condition (2.11) we have for 
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0<E< co and any (t, X) IC, 
1v15 (t, --) 1 
=IE, E1, VjE 
(t 
- T4 A4X, r4At)DjiT4At 
(V' (t* 
ý 
Xc) 
j=I 
: 51E., ' Z vj(t 74 
j=l 
n 
+ lExE eZ VJ5(O, XE)Djit(vE(I., XI»X">t 
j=l 
[px17»4 :ý tl + px17*ýl > tll 
=A. 
This implies 
ui(t, x) > ai 
So we prove the theorem. # 
Example 2.1. Consider the nonlinear 2-dimensional Cauchy problem 
au, 
= 
602 U1. 
+2 (1 - UJ)U1 +1 
(1 
- Ul)U2) at 2 aX2 r: E 
aU2 E a2 U2 34 (2.48) 
at 
=2 aX2 
+E U2)UI +E U2)U27 
UI(07 X) = Xx<O) U2(OiX) = XX<O- 
According to Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we get as 6 10, 
X)) 
(0,0), for x>-, FI-Ot, (U'l (t, X) I U2 12ý (1,1), for x< vr10t. 
Remark 2.1. In physics, condition (2. IV) means that a system has nonlinear 
ergodic interactions. The results in this section means these kinds of system may 
have a travelling wave with a common speed. 
Remark 2.2. Generally speaking if the matrix 0 is not irreducible, the results of 
this section are not true. 
Example 2.2. Consider nonlinear 2-climensional Cauchy problem 
Oul C a2U, 1 
+ -(1 - 711)U1, at 2 aX2 E 
(97L2 E a2 U2 2 (2.49) 
_YT 2 6ýX- 
-2 +E 
(1 
- IL2)U2) 
U1 (0, X) = X. <O, U2 
(0, X) = Xx<O - 
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It is easy to see that as E 10, 
Ul (t, X) -ý 
0, for x> vf2-t, f 
1, for x< vl'2-t. 
and 
Uý (t, X) 
0, for x> 2t, 
2ý 1) for x< 2t. 
We don't have a common speed for u, and U2 here. Note that the largest cigenvalue 
-f of a nonnegative irreducible matrix (ý satisfies 
nn 
min E aij max I<i<n I<i<n 
j=l j=l 
If a nonnegative matrix 0 is not irreducible, but 
nn 
min E aij =: max I<i<n 1<i<n 
j=l -- j=l 
we will prove in the next section that the results of this section are still true, i. e., there 
n 
exists a travelling wave front with speed as 'r E aij in this section. In fact we can 
j=1 
investigate more general systems under this condition. 
Remark 2.3. If we define the Riemannian metHe d(x, y) in the space R' as 
1n 
d(x, y) = inf Z aij(0, )ýi (Nds :0C Co, (Rr), 0() =X '01 =y 1 
(2.50) 10 
ý ij=l 
then 
t 
00 = X, inf 
tio 
1: ajj(O, )ý,, (ýds :0E Cot(R Ot E Go = 2t 
d'(a:, GO). 
i, j=l 
Hence 
V(t, X) = -yt -1d2 (x, Go). (2.51) 2t 
Therefore the conclusions in this section can be expressed by the Huygens principle as 
lim ui (t, x) = 0, i=1,2. --, n, if d(x, Go) V'2---yt, (10 
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lim ui'(t, x) = ai, i=1,2. n, if d(x, GO) < 
CIO 
§3. The Wave Front of the System with Nonlinear Reducible Interactions 
In this section, we consider an n-dimensional generalised KPP equation with small 
parameter E, 
ad (t, x) - Vul (t, x) +1C (X, UE (t, x» uc (t, x), at E 
u6 (0, x) = g(X), 
where tc [0, +oo), xE R', u' : [0, +oo) x R' --ý R', g: R' --ý R', C: R' x R" --* 
L(R', R'), and LI is the same as those in the last section. The conditions on L' and 
g are the same as last section and cij (x, ulý) are bounded and Lipschitz continuous in 
U. 
As in §2, by (Xt, P') we denote the diffusion process in R' corresponding to the 
operator L', the action functional A(C)SOT(O) in the space COT(R') associated to the 
family of the process (Xt, P'). According to Varadhan's large deviation theory, we 
have if F: Cot(Rr) --+ R1 is bounded and continuous, and B is a closed subset in 
Cot(R'), then 
lim A-' (E) In E.,, CA(, )F(X. ) . XB(Xý) = sup[F(ý) - S(ý)], (3.2) 
CIO ýc-B 
uniformly in any compact subset of f (t, x) C [0, +oo) x R}. 
We consider hypotheses 
(M). cij(x, u) :! ý 6ij(x) :5c, 6ij is unifomnly continuous and c is a constant, 
i, j = 1,2,.. - 
(3. F). cij (x, u) :ý cij (x, 0) = aij (x) :5c, 6ij is uniformly continuous and c is a 
constant, i, j == 1,2, ---, n. 
(3. Il). IfO<up<ap, p= 1,2,. -. n, then 
cii (x, u) > 0, cij (x, u) ý: 0, i, j=1,2, ---, 
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n 
and there exists a constant ce (0 <a< min{aj :1<i< nj) such that up 
P=l 
ce, up ý: 0, p=1,2, n, the matrix D, (x, v) defined by 2 
d D, (X, v) =1 Ü* (X, v) D, (X, v), ds (3.3) 
DO (X, v) 
satisfies Dijt (. T, v) ý: 0, i, 1,2,... , n, for inf vj :ý0 and 1:! ýj<n 
1 Dijt (x, v) 1 --+ 0, as E ---> 0, i, j=1,2, ---, n, 
(3.4) 
where C (x, v) = (Eij (x, v)) is a matrix with 
and 
n 
1: Eij (x, V)vj =-Z clj (X, u) uj, (3-5) 
j=I j=I 
vj = aj -uj, j=1,2,.. - n. 
max sup gj (x) < min aj. 1<j<n XERr 1:! ýj<n 
nn 
(3. IV). m. in E 8ij (x) = max Z ýij (x), x Ei Rr. 1<2<nj=, I<i<nj., 
Let Dt(O) be the matrix satisfying 
dDt 
dt (3.6) 
15o(0) = I, 
and D, (X. ', ', u'(t., X. ', ')) be a matrix satisfying 
d 
D, (X', ', u'(t., X', '» =1 C* (Xx, ", u' (t - s, X,, '» - D, (X', ', it (t*'Xx"ý»' (3.7) ds E 
D, (X. x, l, uE (t., X xl) = i. 
Next define 
Rot(O) =E 6ij (0, ) ds - Sot (0) - 
(3.8) 10 
j=l 
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Lemma 3.1. Suppose g is a nonnegative bounded n-dimensional vector valued 
n 
function . We shall put Go 
UfxG Rr' gj (X) > 01 and assume that [Go] = [(Go)], 
j=1 
g is continuous in Go and outside Co. Then if condition (3. IV) is satisfied, we have 
n 
Fim-c In EE, `bjjt(X")gj(Xt) < supfRot(O) :0E Cot (Rr), Oo = X, Ot E Go}, (3.9) 
CIO 3. =l 
uniformly in any compact subset of I (t, x) c [0, +oo) x R'j - 
Proof. Let JAG be a compact subset of f(t, x) E [0, +oo) x Rrj. FYom 
(3.2) and 
the boundedness of gj(x) we know that V6 > 0, there is an eo(b) >0 such that for 
0<c< EO and any (t, x) G k, 
tn 1 f, ' E iý, (X, ) ds 1 
e In E, " e, j=, XV (Xt) < sup f Rot C- Cot (R -col+ 2 
and 
E In max sup I gj (X) I :ý6. 
(1<j: 
5n xERr 
2 
So for 0<E< co and (t, x) E K, from condition (MV) we have 
n 
E In 
E E, f)jit (X')gj (Xt') 
j=l 
(cln ý bjit(X') 
: 5c In E! j-1 ., e 
)XG,, 
+cln maxsuplgj(x)l) 
(I<j: 
5q xc-Rr 
0 eij(X, )ds 
: ýc In Exe 6 j=l XG, +cln mcLxsuplgj(x)l) 
( 
I<j<q XERr 
sup I Rot (0) :0 (=- Cot (R'), Oo = x, Ot E Go I+6. 
That proves the Lemma. tf 
Next define 
V (t, x) = sup I Rot (q5) :0E Cot (R'), Oo = X, Ot E Go}, 
«t, x) : V(t, x) < 0}. 
Theorem 3.1. If the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied and the hypotheses 
(3.1) and (3. IV) are true, then for (t, x) G B, we have 
lim uý (t, x) = 0, i=1,2,. --, n, (3.10) 
CIO , 
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the convergence is uniform in any compact subset of f (t, x) E fO, +oo) x Rr : V(t, X) 
0}. 
Proof According to n-dimensional Feynman-Kac formula (1.6) we have 
u'(t, x) = E., ' Dt* (Xý, u'(t., X'»-q (Xt) - 
From condition (M) and the comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations 
(see Lakshmikantham and Leela (1969)), it is easy to know that for E sufficiently 
small, 
n 
ui (t, x) =Ex' E Djit (Xý, u'(t., X. '))gj (Xt) 
j=1 (3.11) 
n 
: SEx' E -bjit (X. ')gj (xt') 
j=1 
So from Lemma 3.2 we have 
lim e In ui (t, x) :5V (t, x), EIO 
uniformly in any compact subset of f(t, x) E [0, +oo) x Rr}. So if V(t, x) < (), 
lim ui (t, x) =0 uniformly in any compact subset of f (t, x) E [0, +oo) x Rr :V (t, X) < 
(10 
0}. ft 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose the general conditions on C, g and the operator L are true. 
If condition (3.11) on C is satisfied, then for any q=1,2, ---, n, 
u, (t, x) : 5:, aq V SUP 9q (X) - 
xER, 
Proof. Define a Markov time 
7= T' = inf {s : u' (t - s, X', ') :ý aq V SUP 9q (X) }- q 
xERr 
By the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we get the lemnia it 
We say condition (N) is fulfilled if 
V(t, x) = 
sup {Rot (0) :0G Cot (Rr), Oo = x, Ot Ei Go, V (t - s, 0, ) < 0, for 0<8<t1 
(3-12) 
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for (t, x) such that V(t, x) < 0. 
Lemma 3.3. Assume the general condition on C, g and operator L are satisfied 
and gj (j = 1,2, ... , n) 
have the common support Go such that [Go] = [(Go)], and g 
is continuous inside Go and outside Go. If condition (3-1), (3.11), (3.111), (3. IV) and 
(N) are true, then for any compact subset IC of I (t, x) E (0, +oo) x Rr :V (t, X) = 0}, 
for any 6>0, there is an Eo >0 such that for 0<E< co and all (t, X) E C, 
A 
uE(t, x) ', 2ý e-C, p= 1,2... 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of I (t, x) E (0, +oo) x Rr :V (t, x) = 0} and 
(t, x) E )C. By the definition of V(t, x) and condition (N), V6 > 0, there is a function 
0 in Cot (Rr) with Oo = x, Ot G Go such that 
Rot Sot (0) 
6 
0 
I: aij(O, )ds 1-2 
j=l 
and V(t - s, 0, ) <0 for 0<s<t. Now for small 0>0, we can alter 0, near s=t to 
find a function ýE Cot with ýo = x, ýt E (Go), pot <6 and Rot (ý) >-6 such 6 
that 
V(t-S, 0, ) < 0, for 0<s< t-o. 
Define 
Ko = distance[l (t - s, 
ýj :0<s<t- 0}, {(s, y) e [0, +oo) xRr, V(S, Y) = olj. 
By our construction of the distance ko will be positive. FYom the result of Theorem 
3.1 we know uI (t - s, y) (j = 1,2, n) tend to zero for all (s, y) such that ly -ý, j < 
1 ýFKo and 0<s<t-0 uniformly in (t, x) G K. Write 
6* = min 
1 
min inf 8ii (x) 
6 1, 
2 (i, j)EQ p(x, ý) <1 Ke 
' 6nt 
where 
{(i, j) C- 11,2, --. n} x {1,2, --. n) , cij (x, u) 7401. 
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We can choose Oo (ý), c(l) (b) >0 such that for 0<0< Oo and 0<c< c(l), 10 - 7ý, 1 I Ko, 0<s<t-0, 
2 
max sup aij (, 0) - cij (o , UT -s< 6*1 I<i, j: 5no<, <t-o 
15 
and 
and 
t-o nt-0n1 
8ij (0)ds > (3.14) 
10 
0Z 
8ij (ý, ) ds 
6 
j=l j=I 
1 t-0 ntn 
0 
ýjj (ý, ) ds > 
10 E ýjj (ý, ) ds -66. (3.15) 
j=1 j=l 
Let Ko =1 minjKo, p(ý, R, - Go)j. Rom the boundedness of g and (2-4) we know 2 
there is an E 
(2) 
>Osuch that forO< E<E 
(2) 
00 
.L min inf gj(x»e-t; e, (3.16) 1 <j <n p(x, ý) < Ko 
-I 
(s, 0)+lb) 
(3.17) pot (ý, X') < Ko >eE 
Denote by D[O,, ] (X. ', ', u'(t., X. ', ')) a matrix satisfying 
_d x, c - D[o] (X. ', ', u'(t., X»=C ul (t - s, Xx'» . D[, ] (X. x, ', u'(t., X c is 6s 
D[o, o] (X. 41, u' (t., X. X, E» =: I, 
<<t- 
It is evident that for Ko, 0<s<t-0, 
nn 
E DjPt Uý 1: Djp[o, t-ol 
j=l j=l 
and, using (3.13) we know 
dn 
ds 
Z Djp[o] UC 
j=l 
n 
(ýij (0, ) - b*) -Z Dip[ol (0. , u'(t., 
0. » 
- 
ýf 
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So we have 
1 
Y: Djp[O, t-o] u'(t., >eE 
(f0, 
- 
j=I 
je(l) 6(2)1 So Let co = min 050, according to n-dimensional Feynman-Kae formula, (3-14)- 
(3.19), Lemma 3.1, condition (IIII) and the positivity of C(x, u) for 0 "- Uq :5 aq, 17 
1,2, - .., n, we have for 0<c< EO and (t, x) E ICI 
up' (t, x) = Eý, ' 
Yý Djpt (X, u'(t., X'»gj (Xt) pt 
j=l 
In 
ý 
(c 
In ý_' Dj,, t (X * 
', U'(t., X., ))) 
> min illf gj(x)-E.,; fXpoj(X. 1, ý)<KoJe Jýl pot (x, O)<Ko 
( 
6EEx' xput(lxý, A<Ilroe jýl 
6ij (X')ds -6 6) ý! e 6, EExl xp, (x 
. , 
ý)<Ke 6( j=l 
ejj(ý, )ds- 6 
ýýe 3EP, Elpot(X 
, 
f, ý) < KO}J(fý 316 
sot (ý) +161 fot e, j(ý, )ds- 6 
) 
-e 
(- 
>e- T21E -eE6c j-1 
6 
15 
- êj, (3)ds-Sot() 
ýcf 31 
>e-. 
tt 
By Lemrna 3.2 and 3.3, we can prove the following theorem with the same argument 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume the general conditions about C, g and operator L are sat- 
isfied and gj have the common support Go such that [Go] = [(Go)] and g is continuous 
in Go and outside Go. If hypotheses (3.1'), (3.11), (3.111), (MV) and condition (N) 
are true, then for V(t, x) > 0, we have 
limuq'(t, x)=aq, q=1,2,... n, 
CIO 
ill 
the convergence is uniform in any compact subset of f (t, x) G (0, +00) x Rr : V(t, X) 
01. 
Example 3.1. Consider the nonlinear 2-climensional Cauchy problem 
au, E 02 Ul 2 
+ -(1 - ul)ui, Ot 2 (9x2 E 
99U2 6 a2 u2 +1 u2)ul + U2)U21 
(3.20) 
at 2 -äX-2 6 
Ul (01 X) --: ' Xx<Oi U2 
«)i X) --- : XX<0* 
It is evident that the irreducible condition is not satisfied. So Theorem 2.1,2.2 are 
not valid here. But according to Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we get as c 10, 
(UF (t, x), UE x» 
for x> 2t, 
1 for x< 2t. 
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